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1.1 Project objective 

The Market Analysis & Access Plan aims to assess the market opportunities for Vanuatu beef 

and how this may contribute to improving the profitability of the beef industry.  The 

research focuses on hotel, restaurant and resort customers. The market analysis identifies 

domestic and tourist market opportunities, market requirements, an evaluation of 

marketing channels and pricing structures. The results of this project will inform the decision 

to proceed with the other phases of the project that aim to improve the productivity and 

quality of beef farmers.  

1.2 High-end beef definition 

Beef of superior quality that is able to command a consumer premium over the price of 

standard beef.�

1.3 Introduction 

Vanuatu has had a domestic beef industry for many years and has been exporting beef from 

the late 1960s. However, stock numbers have fallen and beef is being imported from 

Australia and New Zealand for use by some restaurants and resorts. This project looks at the 

beef value chain to understand the problem better and to investigate the demand side. The 

literature review sets the scene and then the project follows the value chain from the farmer 

side through the middlemen of the abattoirs and butchers to the demand side of the 

consumers. 

1.3.1 The physical environment 

Vanuatu, which was called the New Hebrides prior to Independence in 1980, is a Y-shaped 

chain of 13 principal and 70 minor islands, covering an area of 2,266 km2 and stretching 850 

km from 13oS to 21oS. It has an exclusive economic zone of 700,000 km2. Around 40 per cent 

of its 1.2 million hectares is good agricultural land. Of this, 90 per cent is customary land 

with the remainder freehold or public land. Vanuatu sits on the Pacific rim of fire so is prone 

to earthquakes and has active volcanoes. However, while active volcanoes have produced 

‘refugees’ over time, the volcanoes have provided some of the islands with rich volcanic soil. 

Most of the main islands are the summits of mountain ranges rising from the deep ocean 

floor so agriculture is mostly restricted to the coastal plains. 35 per cent of the land is above 

300 metres. 
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The 2018 population is estimated to be 283,9171 people but it has one of the higher 

population growth rates, at 2.3 per cent, in the world. However, the urban areas record a 

growth rate of 3.6%. According to Mackenzie-Reur and Galgal (2018) ‘Urban population is 

increasing by about 2,060 people a year and the rural population by about 3,360 a year (p.2). 

There is also considerable urban drift to Port Vila, the capital city on the island of Efate, and 

to Luganville on Espiritu Santo. This growth is putting pressure on agricultural land in some 

areas in Vanuatu. For example, the traditional fallow period has had to be shortened, 

creating greater issues with weeds (Greenhalgh, 2015).  

 

The climate varies from wet tropical in the north to sub-tropical in the south with areas of 

drier rain-shadow. The weather patterns are divided into the dry season from May to 

October, with fresh south-easterly trade winds and fine sunny days, and the wet season 

from December to March. Then temperatures are warmer and heavy rain is common. This is 

also cyclone season when there is a high probability that Vanuatu will be struck by hurricane 

force winds. Risk mitigation and reduction is an important concern for many of Vanuatu’s 

donor organisations (Greenhalgh, 2015). The average annual rainfall varies from 2,286 mm 

in the south to 3,937 mm in the north. 

1.3.2 The economic environment 

Vanuatu’s economy is growing slowly with a GDP growth estimated at 3.3% annually. GDP 

(2017) was $US828 million representing a GDP per capita of $US 4,800. Agriculture contributes 

22.4%, industry 9.7%, and services 67.9%. Recent growth has been partly due to opening up 

telecommunications and aviation as well as the doubling of tourist arrivals between 2001 

and 2011. As in most developing countries, agriculture is a very important sector making up 

over 70 per cent of total. For example, in August 2018, for the main export commodities; 

kava contributed the largest share in value at 56%, followed by coconut oil at 13%, cocoa 

7%, copra at 5%, beef and coffee at 2% each, coconut meal at 1% and other products at 

14%2. Copra, kava, coffee and beef have been the traditional leading export products 

followed by cocoa, timber and fish but the export sector is not growing.  

 

                                                
1	Source:	http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/vanuatu-population/	
2	Source:	https://vnso.gov.vu/index.php/economic-statistics/trade-news	
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The value of imported goods far surpasses the value of exported goods with food and drinks 

accounting for around a fifth of imports. Imported materials for construction, electronic 

equipment and transport equipment are also significant imports.  

 

Tourism is the fastest growing sector; with a total contribution to GDP of VUV37,608.7m 

representing 44.5% of GDP in 2016, and providing approximately 13.6% of employment. 

Tourism’s contribution is expected to continue to rise by 4.6% per annum3. Vanuatu has two 

separate tourist industries – those people who arrive by plane and stay and travel and, the 

much bigger sector, those who come by cruise ship and disembark for the day spending 

little.  

 

A huge issue for the agricultural sector (and for the provision of basic services) is the island 

geography, scattered population and the lack of infrastructure. Only three of the islands, 

Efate, Espiritu Santo and Tanna, have much in the way of roading. Efate has a ring road 

around the island built in 2008. This has encouraged the development of tourism around the 

island and also enabled the more remote farmers better access to the Port Vila fresh foods 

market, and the beef farmers relatively easy access to the abattoir. Espiritu Santo has a good 

quality road on its east coast but much of its west coast is only accessible by boat. On many 

islands, roading is unsealed tracks with no bridging and so it is subject to erosion during 

heavy rain. Transport and freight costs to, and within, the islands are high. While there are 

airfields on the main islands, flights are costly. The main islands are also serviced by ferries 

but these are also relatively expensive and not always reliable. Only Efate, Espiritu Santo and 

Tanna have any retail outlets for agricultural supplies (Greenhalgh, 2015).  

1.3.3 Agriculture 

As with many small island countries, Vanuatu’s agricultural sector is highly important to the 

economy. The Vanuatu Agriculture Sector Policy notes in the foreword that:  

the importance of the Agriculture Sector has become increasingly pronounced for 

national development; for maintenance of social well-being, as a foundation of 

culture and livelihoods, as an engine of economic growth, and for environmental 

integrity, biodiversity conservation and risk reduction. 

                                                
3https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/economic-impact-research/countries-
2017/vanuatu2017.pdf		
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According to the Agricultural Sector Policy, 54% of Vanuatu’s total income is from 

agricultural and forestry activities with 58% of its labour force primarily engaged in the 

sector. While 75% of the Primary Sector contribution to GDP came from agriculture, only 2% 

of Vanuatu’s national budget was allocated to agriculture and forestry in 2015. In addition, 

since Independence (1980) food crop production has not increased significantly despite the 

growth in population. For example, ‘In 1983 approximately 0.9 kg of food crops were 

produced and presumably consumed per capita per day compared to 0.5 kg in 2007’ 

(Mackenzie-Reur and Galgal, 2018, p.x). It is known that Vanuatu supported a population up 

to four times greater than the current population without any imported food prior to the 

arrival of the missionaries. 

 

Livestock raising is an integral activity for subsistence living in rural areas. It contributes to 

food security and income generation as well as bringing in significant foreign exchange 

earnings from exported beef meat. 

 

The Policy also points out that many of the population is not consuming enough meat to 

meet the recommended animal protein requirements set by the Food and Agriculture 

Organization (FAO). With protein coming mainly from fish and vegetables, animal sources of 

protein are important.  

 

Agriculture has three distinct sectors, the self-sufficient sector, a semi-commercial sector (a 

term that has been used by the Government since before 1984 to describe farmers who are 

moving from self-sufficiency towards marketing some of their produce), and the smallholder 

(self-sufficient or subsistence) sector. This self-sufficient sector makes up 75 per cent of the 

agricultural sector. It produces predominantly food crops with some small animal 

production. On average, rural households have five pigs and 16 chickens. The pigs may be 

used for ceremonial purposes, income generation or for home consumption while the 

chickens tend to be used for meat rather than egg production. They may also have a few 

cattle which are often tethered. Calculations based on the 2007 Agricultural Census suggest 

that half of farm households owned cattle then. The important crops are the root and tuber 

crops: yam, taro, manioc (cassava) and kumala (sweet potato) and a shrub whose leaves 

form an important vegetable known as island or slippery cabbage (Abelmoscuhus manihot). 

However, local diets are supplemented by a wide range of fruits and nuts grown in the 

villages and gardens. 
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Barry Weightman (1989) in Agriculture in Vanuatu: A Historical Review noted that over the 

20th century the development of coconut plantations consolidated, mainly on Efate and 

Santo but with some plantations also on Malekula and Epi. Over this time, the ni-Vanuatu 

gradually started producing crops for the cash economy – coconuts for copra, cocoa, and 

some coffee in the south. As they ‘generally had no experience of large livestock husbandry, 

and enclosure and raising of cattle’ (Weightman, 1989, p.xx) they didn’t move into this 

sector of farming until mid-20th century. 

 

In recent years there has been a move by self-sufficient farmers from subsistence food 

production to some cash cropping. Some have also moved into supplying local markets with 

vegetables for both tourism and the growing population, particularly where there are urban 

areas to supply ((FAO, 2009; Mackenzie-Reur & Galgal, 2018). However, the Agriculture 

Sector Policy also notes that, ‘Agriculture is typified by falling numbers of farmers, increased 

urbanisation and educated youth who do not see agriculture as offering a viable career. As in 

many countries, agriculture has a low status. 

1.3.4 Agritourism 

Agritourism refers to travel that combines rural settings with products of agricultural 

operations within a tourism experience that is paid for by visitors (Agritourism Plan of Action 

2016, p.2). In essence, it covers the linkages between agriculture and tourism through both 

the production of agricultural products such as vanilla and coffee, the consumption of food 

and beverages consumed by tourists and agriculturally related experiences such as farm 

visits, or a visit to the Port Vila fruit and vegetable market. 

 

Tourism offers farming another market if the resorts buy and feature local food, with good 

opportunities for import substitution, providing enterprising farmers are able to provide a 

reliable supply of high-quality produce. The Government has recently been promoting the 

awareness of potential of agritourism through an Agritourism Plan of Action in 2016 

prepared by the Minister of Tourism, Trade, Industry, Cooperatives & Ni-Vanuatu Business 

Development (MTTCNVB) and the Minister of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Forestry and 

Biosecurity (MALFFB).  
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The Action plan notes that strengthening the connections between agriculture and tourism 

provides an increase in the demand for local agricultural products, thereby improving 

business and employment opportunities from value-added tourism products. This in turn will 

help to diversify the economy and encourage the growth of the rural sector. With over 

800,000 visitor days in 2012, there is an opportunity to link agriculture and tourism, 

particularly as most visitors expressed a preference for the consumption of local foods.  

 

1.3.5 The Cattle Sector 

‘That stuff [Vanuatu beef] is GOLD!’ (Trip advisor, 4 Feb 2011) 

Vanuatu has long had a cattle industry that has developed a reputation with those who live 

in, or visit, the country to the extent that the 2007 Cattle Census (p.68) states that ‘Vanuatu 

has today become a cattle nation. It is renowned for its organic beef throughout the whole 

world’. In addition, the Cardno Emerging Market Report (2014, p.vi) notes that ‘Vanuatu 

beef has a good reputation and further brand development could enhance its appeal to niche 

markets’. 

 

MacFarlane and Shelton (1984) worked on a pasture improvement project in the cattle 

industry and they outline the reasons why, unlike most Pacific countries, Vanuatu has 

historically had a thriving cattle industry. They point to the abundant accessible land of 

relatively high fertility; the possibility of a reliable income from low labour input and at low 

cost compared to the more intensive plantation alternatives; and, the synergies of using 

cattle under coconut plantations for weed and grass control while also providing another 

source of income. In addition to these factors, the fact that Vanuatu is free from the more 

harmful cattle diseases such as Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), rinderpest, food 

and mouth disease while bovine tuberculosis and bovine brucellosis have been eradicated 

after accidentally being introduced through live cattle imports (Weightman, 1989), create a 

benign environment.  

 

In 1854, James Paddon imported 25 live cattle to provide meat for the Europeans living on 

his mission station on a small island near Aneityum. The estate owners then realised that 

cattle could be used to keep the grass and weeds down under their coconut plantations. The 

cattle gradually spread northwards but ended up mostly on the islands with plantations – 

Malekula, Efate, Epi and Espirito Santo, although small numbers were eventually found on 
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most islands. As many of the estate owners were French, the French breeds were favoured 

with Charolais, Limousin and Simmental being used. Eventually, some Brahman were 

brought in to provide better adaptation to the tropical climate. The French breeds were 

prone to calving problems which was a greater problem on the extensive plantations than 

on a small farm in France. Hence, cross breeding was able to produce cattle which were 

better adapted to Vanuatu’s conditions. 

 

Eventually, as a result of the benign environment, and a surplus of cattle, Vanuatu was able 

to develop a successful export industry to countries with stringent import and quality 

standards such as Australia and Japan as well as to several Pacific countries such as PNG, the 

Solomons, New Caledonia, Fiji and Tahiti. However, along with others, Busai (2013, p.4) 

notes that there were problems with exports; 

‘the industry lacks export capacity and this leads to difficulties in getting most of 

the existing animals to markets - simply Vanuatu cannot meet the volume and 

reliability specifications of the important Asian Beef Markets (ADB 2002), 

notwithstanding the increased domestic demand.  Data also show a declining 

trends (sic) in cattle stocks, mostly from the small farmers especially after 1994…’ 

Various reports have attempted to establish actual cattle numbers in the country with an 

agricultural census undertaken in 1993 and again in 2007. ‘Census’ appears to be a 

misnomer as the 2007 census was really a sample. Isolated areas and the difficulties of data 

gathering mean that the final numbers are more likely to be indicators than actual figures. 

Tomoyan (2018, p.19) in his Research Project Report on ‘Livestock Industry in Vanuatu’ 

comments, regarding cattle numbers that ‘data are (sic) all over the place or no data at all in 

some department. Livestock department is poorly equipped with equipment and data. As a 

result, I was not able to obtain any data’ (beyond the census data). Busai (2013) and 

Tomoyan (2018) both used available figures to show trends over time but Table 1 shows the 

figures don’t align very well. This suggests they are not very reliable or consistent. For 

example, the figures show that Sanma cattle numbers almost halved over the two years 

between 2007 and 2009. For Shefa numbers to go from 16,000 to 41,000 in six years is 

unlikely given that the author’s suggestion for the increase was ‘herd re-stocking by the 

Government’. It coincided with a period when there was a 29% decrease in export tonnage 

(Tomoyam, 2018, p.12). Cardno Emerging Market (2014) offer the total head of cattle as 

211,152 head in 2013 based on ‘SPC, data extracted from census reports and various country 

reports’ which doesn’t align with the 2016 figure in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Cattle numbers by province 1993, 2007, 2009 and 20164 

Province Cattle numbers 

 19935 20076 20097 20168 
Torba 2,710 2,729 2,298 2,076 
Sanma 26,520 91,839 48,116 42,213 
Penama 17,280 22,284 11,479 9,626 
Malampa 17,610 16,082 17,705 15,315 
Shefa 11,410 21,874 16,169 41,145 
Tafea 6,620 19,344 9,284 6,165 
TOTAL 82,140 174,152 105,051 115,540 

 

Another indicator of the changes in cattle numbers can be found using the abattoir kill 

figures which will be more reliable than the census figures. The Cardno Report (2014) shows 

that the number of head killed from 2005 to 2010 was relatively stable around 7,500 to 

9,800 head but leapt up to over 12,000 head in 2012 and 2013. The Santo abattoir was only 

killing between 4,700 to 6,600 head over this 2005-2013 period. Given that Santo was 

originally the powerhouse of the cattle sector, there was a turnaround somewhere at the 

beginning of the 21st century when Efate became the primary source of beef and veal. The 

Cardno report suggests that live cattle were shipped to Efate for killing but this fails to 

explain why so few cattle have been killed on Santo in the past 12 years – see Figure 1. This 

shows that Santo has been providing declining numbers to the total kill but how many live 

animals have been sent to VAL for killing is not recorded.  

 
Figure 1: Vila and Santo kill figures by number of head for 2005-2017 (Sources: Cardno 
Report 2014, p.21 and VNSO) 

                                                
 
5 Source: Vanuatu National Statistics Office (2006, 2008) cited in Busai (2013, p.6) 
6 Source: Vanuatu National Statistics Office (2006, 2008) cited in Busai (2013, p.6) 
7 Source: Livestock census 2009 and mini Livestock census 2016 cited in Tomoyan 
8 Source: Livestock census 2009 and mini Livestock census 2016 cited in Tomoyan	
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Recent trends in stock numbers 

In 2016 a survey was carried out to up-date the data available on cattle farmers and their 

herds, through the Namabawan Buluk project. This survey was repeated in 2018 and the 

data from 18 farms which took part in both surveys was analysed to compare any changes 

over the two years. Assuming these farms were representative of all farms, their trends may 

give an indication of overall cattle farm trends. The total stock numbers on these 18 farms 

had decreased by 23%, from 7,219 head in 2016 down to 5,855 head in 2018. Eleven per 

cent of farms had not sold any cattle for slaughter in the previous 12 months and the 

number of cattle for sale at this point in time had fallen from 788 in 2016 down to 153 in 

2018, so very few cattle were available for slaughter in 2018.  

 

When comparing the cattle sold for slaughter between the two years, there were more 

steers older than 2 years (for the beef market) in 2016 (237 compared to 118 in 2018). 

However, there was a dramatic increase in the numbers of male and female cattle sold for 

slaughter between 6-12 months (661 head of males this year, 26 in 2016, 424 head of heifers 

this year, 6 in 2016). In 2016, 971 were sold as under 6-month calves. Maybe 2016 was a dry 

year and so the calves were sold at a younger age to reduce the stocking rate. It would 

appear that many of these farmers are supplying the veal market. However, the overall 

indications are that supply is very constrained and may be continuing to decline. It may be 

that some farmers are starting to rebuild their capital stock, although this should not affect 

the number of male stock available for sale. 

When asked about farm profitability, the larger farmers with over 500 breeding cows had 

increased their cattle and crop revenue whereas both the 150-499 head farmers and 50-149 

head farmers had reduced their revenue between 2016 and 2018. However, it is not clear 

how many farmers were in each group. The smaller farmers saw an 85% drop in revenue, 

while it was only a 25% drop for the middle-sized farms. The farmers with 150-499 head of 

cattle had more diversification on their farms with a greater proportion of revenue from 

crops in 2018 compared to 2016 whereas the smaller farmers with 50-149 head had made 

more revenue from crops in 2016. Further information is needed to work out what is 

happening on these farms. 59% of farmers claimed to have made a profit in the last 12 

months whereas 18% didn’t know whether they had made a profit or not. 
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1.3.6 Beef Exports 

Vanuatu is a net food importer and continues to run a significant merchandise trade deficit.  

‘Indeed, the total value of imports was some five times greater than the value of exports in 

2012’ (FAO, 2014). 

 

In the mid-1950s it was estimated that 3,000 head of cattle were slaughtered annually based 

on the number of salted hides which were exported. Using this figure indicated that 

domestic consumption was over 250 tons per year and the size of the national herd around 

25,000. This suggested the off-take was around 12%. Vanuatu first began exporting its beef 

in 1958 to New Caledonia but the product was fraught with quality and spoilage issues 

(Weightman, 1989). In 1976, the first live shipment of cattle was sent to Indonesia but only 

100 of the 600 exported reached their destination alive. Subsequently live exports were 

banned but it would appear that there have been small quantities of live exports since then, 

for example, to the Solomon Islands (VNSO, personal communication, November 8, 2018). 

Construction of the Port Vila Abattoir (VAL) started in 1972 and the larger SASI export-

oriented abattoir in Luganville was started in 1978, along with a cannery but the pre-

Independence Santo rebellion caused its shutdown at intervals. While it was designed for a 

throughput of 50 head/day it averaged fewer than half of this in 1981 due to supply issues. 

The Santo abattoir exported to France from 1978 to 1983 while the Vila abattoir exported to 

New Caledonia. By 1983, 303 tons were going to Japan and Japan bought the SASI abattoir. 

The 7,730 head killed represented an off-take of 15% (presumably just from Santo) and 

Weightman (1989, p.281) noted that ‘It will probably be difficult to sustain the present levels 

of exports over the next few years, and significant growth cannot be expected until the 

results of long-term investments such as the South Santo Cattle Project and pasture 

improvement programmes are realised”. In 1984, VAL also started exporting to Japan and 

with a 22% off-take initially of the Efate herd, rising to near 30% with a calving rate of just 

over 50%, this was obviously not sustainable. At this time the Department of Agriculture 

started reinforcing the 1979 regulation which prohibited the slaughter (or speying9) of 

female cattle under 7 years of age without a licence. It is notable that the Minister of 

Agriculture put an order back into place in 2017 under the Cattle Act with the aim of 

                                                
9	Apparently, this may have been done to prevent heifers destined for slaughter from getting into calf due to the 
absence of fences, but fencing would have been a cheaper and easier option. 
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boosting cattle production; ‘Under the order, farmers are not allowed to sell or kill cows for 

seven years which allows them to have calves four or five times10’.  

 

There were no reliable statistics for the rural domestic market but rural butcheries (bush 

butchers) were established in the mid-1980s with the aim of increasing beef consumption 

but even at this stage, smallholder numbers were levelling off due to a higher rate of local 

consumption (Weightman, 1989). A year ago, the Minister of Agriculture noted that ‘there 

were not enough bullocks to meet the cultural obligations of a population of 270-

thousand11’. 

 

Fleming & Blowes (2003) looked at the exports from both the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu 

for the four decades up until 1999. For Vanuatu, export value increased by an average of 

1.4% per year over the four decades, primarily due to increases in cocoa and beef. A rapid 

expansion of cattle numbers on smallholdings, and, to a lesser extent, on estates in the 

1960s and 1970s, along with some new export markets, provided the impetus to export over 

this period. The four meat canneries in Vanuatu also gave a period of export expansion in 

the 1970s. Exports had risen from negligible in the early 1960s, to 625 tonnes by 1975, 

reaching a peak of $US3.0m in 1978 (Fleming & Blowes, 2003, p.17). 

 

Fleming & Blowes (2003, p.18) explain the issues arising from the changes put into place 

following Independence in July, 1980: 

At Independence, over one-half of arable land was owned by expatriates (World Bank 

1991:279). Uncertainty about the security of land tenure, political appointments to 

estate management positions upon land distribution to traditional owners, and 

constitutional requirements for land to be returned to ni-Vanuatu that resulted in 

disputes among customary owners led to a deterioration of coconut plantations… 

 

Despite these issues, primarily relating to the coconut plantations, beef exports continued in 

the 1980s as much as they had in the 1970s with an average annual value of $US1.91m. In 

this decade, Bruce Hanson was commissioned to carry out a study on potential export 

markets in 1982 but found that,  

                                                
10 https://www.radionz.co.nz/international/pacific-news/330154/killing-cows-banned-in-vanuatu May 2017 
11 https://www.radionz.co.nz/international/pacific-news/341952/vanuatu-exports-impeded Oct 2017 
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With only one regular freighter ship, coming every 3-4 months to Espirito Santo, then 

sailing to France, there were no other export opportunities. They were already 

adapted to producing canned corned beef for this French market, to which they had 

duty free access. Canning was the simple processing technology suited to this isolated 

location and scale of operations. (Bruce Hanson, personal communication, November 

13, 2018) 

 

The second abattoir on Santo was opened and exporters diversified their destinations but 

market expansion was being limited by production constraints. The 1990s produced a strong 

export performance with smallholders supplying 51% of cattle throughput in Santo. Foy, 

Skea & Kamphorst (1992) as cited in Fleming and Blowes (2003, p.21) attributed the 

continued success of the industry to five factors: 

• Cattle were introduced gradually into both the estate and smallholder farming 

systems by the farmers themselves, as a secondary component to copra, rather than 

being introduced as the primary commercial activity by outside agencies. Beef 

production then became a profitable activity in its own right.  

• The early introduction of cattle meant that livestock numbers had built up to levels 

capable of supporting the export industry when overseas markets became available. 

Freedom from disease has enabled producers to maintain livestock numbers.  

• The involvement of the estate sector meant there have been sufficient and consistent 

numbers of cattle being turned off to ensure continuity in processing and marketing.  

• The government has provided suitable regulatory and facilitatory support to the 

industry.  

• Access to overseas markets has been continuous and remunerative 

However, Fleming and Blowes (2003) warned that the current export markets were not 

assured and were subject to the vagaries of the world trading environment and the 

protectionist policies of the countries involved. They used the example of the nickel industry 

collapse in 1978, which reduced the New Caledonian market dramatically. They enumerated 

what they considered to be the in-country issues (Fleming and Blowes, 2003, p.22): 

• High processing and transport costs 

• Low levels of throughput 

• Remoteness from export markets 

• Internal health accreditation requirements 
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• A limited number of market destinations into which is it possible to diversify 

The problem of low or declining levels of stock available to kill is a recurring theme right 

throughout the beef industry history of Vanuatu.  

 

Figure 2 (Busai, 2013, p.27) shows that by 2000 exports had fallen from their peak in 1997 to 

a trough in 2002, after which they grew marginally and levelled out until the end of the 

graph in 2008. By 2012/13 the abattoir throughputs were 12,949 head in the first year and 

13,750 head in 2013. Of this approximately ‘half the throughput is for the local domestic 

market and half exported, primarily 85% to PNG and somewhat less than 15% to the 

Solomon Islands’, (Cardno Emerging Markets, 2014, p. 23). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 (Busai, 2013, p. 29) illustrates the range and diversity of beef exports from Vanuatu 

between the earlier export period in 1978 to the change by 2008. Initially, beef exports were 

mostly canned goods going to New Caledonia, chilled beef going to France and salted beef to 

Japan. By this century it was only chilled beef, with 90% going to Japan. 

 

Figure 2: Vanuatu -  export trend in canned and chilled beef from 1966 to 2008 
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Table 2: Vanuatu beef exports by components and destinations in tons 1978 and 2008 

 
The latest figures from the Vanuatu National Statistics Office12 shows that the decline in 

stock going to the abattoirs has continued ‘The	total	number	of	cattle	heads	slaughtered	by	

abattoirs	for	June	quarter	2018,	stood	at	2,269,	this	is	a	decrease	of	22%	over	corresponding	period	in	

2017	and	also	a	decrease	of	5%	over	the	previous	quarter.’		Now,	most	of	the	abattoir	kill	is	for	

domestic	consumption	with	just	a	small	amount	of	exports	to	PNG.	

1.3.7 The importance of the cattle industry to Vanuatu 

For a small Pacific country whose economy is based primarily on small-scale agriculture but 

whose development is hindered by having relatively few primary commodity exports, while 

being vulnerable to natural disasters and a long distance from main markets, the existing 

commodities have a higher level of importance. Beef’s contribution to GDP has fallen to very 

low levels due to the problems within the sector. Whereas it was self-sufficient in the past, 

there is likely to be an increasing reliance by the tourist industry on imported beef in the 

future. Growth in GDP remains at levels similar to 20 years ago and hasn’t even matched 

population growth of 2.6 per cent per year (FAO, 2009).  As the FAO report (2009, p.118) 

points out ‘A productive agriculture sector is important for the national economy, vital for 

                                                
12	 https://vnso.gov.vu/index.php/new-releases/quarterly-reports/quarterly-statistical-indicator-qsi-snap-shot-
summary	
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food security and rural poverty alleviation, and also provides links to downstream industries 

such as agricultural processing’. The loss of the beef industry would have significant 

consequences for Vanuatu’s economy with respect to its value in import substitution, 

contribution to nutrition and livelihoods, and its role in increasing resilience.  

1.3.8 Economic Growth and Import substitution 

Busai’s Master’s project (2013) on The Contribution of the Beef Industry to Growth and 

Development concluded that,  

this research shows that Beef contributes significantly to total exports and 

economic growth in Vanuatu. Besides exports, it serves the local market as 

domestic demand has also increased due to higher population, increased social 

obligations and heightened market demand from Hotels and Restaurants.  

For the five years from 2008 to 2012 beef exports contributed on average 15 per cent to 

exports of the top seven agricultural products. Currently, its contribution will be negligible 

and it will be necessary to import beef.  

 

Local demand for food and beverage products is rising rapidly in Vanuatu. An expanding 

urban population, coupled with an increasing number of tourists, has contributed to a 

growing domestic market for fresh and processed food products. Much of this demand is 

being met by imported food. Food and live animals have made up, on average, 20.6% of 

total merchandise imports over the past five years at around 7,400 m vatu per year (VNSO, 

2018). The Government wants to support the development of competitive domestic supply 

chains to increase the value added from the tourist sector and to reduce their dependence 

on imported substitutes (FAO, 2014). Currently, the beef industry appears to be heading in 

the opposite direction, acting in both reducing exports and resulting in an increase in beef 

imports. The IFC World Bank (2015, p.16) report notes that even in 2015, while beef was’ 

largely locally supplied,’ it was still necessary to have ‘significant import volumes due to high 

beef demand’. Thus, there was a need to continue ‘to strengthen local production’. Table 3 

shows the imported and local value and volume of the top four meats used in the tourist 

industry, at the time the IFC World Bank report was written in 2015. While some beef was 

imported, it was only 0.5% of total usage, whereas pork, which can be grown locally, 

required close to 66% imports. From 2006 to 2012 meat and offal imports grew by 116% but 

there are no figures available for the trend in beef imports alone. 
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Table 3: Value and Volume of imported and local meat use 2015 

 
 

1.3.9 Nutrition 

As mentioned in the introduction, protein is not always easy to incorporate into the diet in 

Vanuatu unless fish is readily available. Furthermore, Mackenzie-Reur and Galgal (2018) 

point out that under-nutrition in children under five shows in over a third having anaemia 

and nearly 27% showing stunting. Currently, most protein comes from fish (16-18%) of which 

imported fish, mostly tinned, accounts for a third of the fish supply. They believe that, ‘The 

challenge now is to devise agricultural and agri-business programmes that retain the 

important benefits for improving nutrition and health and, at the same time, arrest the 

decline in agriculture and fisheries and improve rural livelihoods’ (p.xi). 

Inland villagers will be forced to get their protein from vegetables and maybe a small 

contribution from poultry, or from purchased imported food such as tinned fish or meat. 

‘Traditionally, meat was usually consumed on feasts. However, rural people now have access 

to trade stores which sell tinned foods and frozen meat. On average, a rural male’s daily 

consumption was 51 g fresh meat and 14 g of tinned meat/fish,’ (Mackenzie-Reur & Galgal, 

2018, p.30). In the past, the Government recognised the lack of protein intake problem and 

supported the development of rural bush butcheries on the islands in the 1980s with the 

aim of each one supplying 500 consumers each with 10 kg of beef/year (Weightman, 1989). 

Some of these still exist; a recent newspaper article (Daily Post, 29 October, 2018) reported 

on two butchers from a bush butchery in Tanna coming to Vila’s abattoir for training in 

hygiene.  

 

Mackenzie-Reur & Galgal (2018, p.30) comment that imported tinned products tend to lead 

to the less healthy diets more likely to lead to an increase in non-communicable diseases 

(NCDs) than using fresh proteins: ‘tinned fish canned in oil or sauce has a higher fat content 

than most types of fresh fish and are often served with instant noodles and rice, whereas 

fresh fish and meat more often accompany dishes made with traditional root crops and 
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vegetables, which are less calorie-dense by comparison’. Furthermore, according to 

Mackenzie-Reur & Galgal (2018, p.32)   the problem of under-nutrition in under one-year 

olds is related to the diets they are given, implying that more protein-rich foods such as 

meat would help improve children’s weights:  

The high level of underweight found in children 6–12 months of age is a result of poor 

and inadequate weaning diets. Supplementary and weaning foods given usually 

consist of traditional starchy staples such as taro, yams, banana and sweet potato. 

Fruits and soup are occasionally given, and fish, green vegetables and meat are 

introduced late or rarely given. The starchy staples by themselves do not have the 

concentration of nutrients required to meet the nutritional requirement of a rapidly 

growing young child, and intake is limited by the food’s bulk. 

1.3.10 Livelihoods 

If half Vanuatu farmers own some cattle as suggested above, then any growth in livestock 

numbers will improve the livelihoods of many farmers.  

Tomoyan (2018, p.12) states that  

‘Livestock production is common throughout the country. From households to the 

national level, all can affirm the positive impact of livestock industry in the country. 

Livestock is gold to the household and at the national level… Domestically, livestock is 

seen as part of the family. All families engaged in raising livestock such as cattle, 

chicken, pigs, goats, etc. usually for earning an income from sales or for cultural 

events such as marriage, death, etc.’.  

The 2007 Agriculture Census (p.68) also notes the importance of cattle farming to local 

livelihoods; ‘the development of cattle at the household or small-holder level has made an 

immense economic contribution to small-holder farmers as well as to the country at large’. 

However, if cattle numbers are falling, particularly in the small-holder sector, then 

livelihoods will be negatively affected. In 1993, 50% of the throughput of 800 head per 

month at the Santo abattoirs came from small-holders whereas little comes from them now 

(Cardno Emerging Market, 2014). There is likely to have been a growth in the informal 

market due to population growth and the development of the seasonal work schemes to 

Australia and New Zealand, however, there is no data to show what has happened to the 

livelihoods of small-holder farmers. They may have replaced their cattle to grow alternative 

crops such as kava or sandalwood. 
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1.3.11 Resilience 

Vanuatu lies in the cyclone belt thus experiencing regular cyclones. Usually these do not 

destroy farms and properties, or only affect some parts of the country. Occasionally, there 

are devastating cyclones such as Cyclone Uma in 1987 or TC Pam in March 2015. Following 

these very destructive cyclones, communities and farmers have the challenge of surviving 

after their homes and crops have been destroyed, and rebuilding their lives and livelihoods. 

‘In 2015, Vanuatu has experiences (sic) a ferocious cyclone ever to hit the country. 

The effect of the cyclone was felt by the whole country. One of the industries that felt 

the impact of the tropical cyclone PAM is the livestock industry. Many livestock died 

and farmers were affected by the slow demand to sell their livestock like cattle, pigs 

and chickens to abattoir or in the local market’ (Tomoyan, 2018, pp.12-13). 

While TC Pam did have a devastating effect on cattle farmers due to most of their fences 

being damaged by falling trees, not many cattle were killed as a direct result of the cyclone. 

Figure 3 shows the effect of the cyclone in the first quarter of 2015. Cyclone Pam did much 

less damage on Santo than on Efate which is reflected in the killing trend. However, despite 

the subsequent drought, kill numbers slowly improved over the rest of the year until by the 

last quarter of 2015, they were above the figures for 2014/4. Part of this result may have 

been the need to unload stock due to the ongoing effects of the drought that followed the 

cyclone. However, the graph does illustrate the resilience to cyclones that cattle farmers 

have compared to farmers with crops growing in the ground. For example, coffee production 

has taken three years to return to pre-cyclone Pam levels (T. Adlington, personal 

communication, October 3, 2018). 
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1.3.12 The cattle Farmers 

For many years the farmers in the cattle sector have been classified as ‘commercial’, ‘semi-

commercial’ or ‘small-holder’. The commercial farmers (around 30-35 at the time of the 

2007 Agricultural Census) are those who provide most of the cattle entering the formal 

market and whose herds number in the thousands. They are predominantly run by non-ni-

Vanuatu (mainly French) who are business-minded individuals using modern farming 

techniques such as Artificial Insemination (AI) and owning their own cattle transport to take 

their stock to the abattoirs. They employ local staff to work on their farms (Cardno Emerging 

Markets, 2014).  

 

The ‘semi-commercial farmers’ are smaller, with herds in the hundreds, often ni-Vanuatu 

who are constrained by a lack of resources. It is unclear from the literature how important 

this sector is and it may be clearer to talk about two sectors only; either commercial farmers 

who sell through the formal markets or small-holders who sell primarily through the 

informal markets.  

 

The small-holder farmers are all those ni-Vanuatu farmers who have small numbers of cattle 

which may be run on communal land or tethered. ‘Until the 1960s there were no significant 

numbers of smallholder cattle (Ambae, Tongoa and Emae being exceptions, due to 

encouragement by individual missionaries)’, (Weightman, 1989, p.267). Cardno Emerging 

Markets (2014, p.20) suggest that ‘some families make management decisions relating to 

more than 100 cattle’. Tanna13 has had herds this large in the past but apparently there are 

relatively few larger cattle herds left there now. Small-holder farmers will often sell their 

cattle when they need cash for a specific reason such as school fees or a wedding or funeral 

rather than at the optimal condition. However, ‘there is a serious lack of knowledge about 

the small-holder sector: numbers of cattle, sales, inputs and outputs, the condition of their 

assets and their goals and objectives’ (Cardno Emerging Markets, 2014, p.20). 

1.3.13 Falling cattle numbers 

It is notable that falling cattle numbers is a recurring theme in the literature from 

Weightman’s Agriculture in Vanuatu: A Historical Review, to David MacFarlane’s pasture 

regeneration work in the mid-1980s, through Michael Busai’s Masters’ thesis published in 

                                                
13 For example, the owner of Rocky Ridge Bungalows used to own a herd of over 200 head but after educating 
his four children he no longer owns any cattle (Tom, personal communication, August 15, 2016). 
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2013, in the Cardno Report of 2014, in Tomoyan (2018) and in the recent findings of the 

Nambawan Buluk project 2016-18.  The FAO, in its 2009 report on the economy, notes that 

‘whilst the demands for Vanuatu beef products on both domestic and export markets are 

high, supply-side constraints currently are limiting growth in the sector. Both abattoirs 

currently suffer from under-utilization of capacity because insufficient numbers of animals 

are presented for slaughter’ (FAO, 2009, p.119).  

 

The FAO (2009) suggests that improved farm-to-market linkages are needed, along with 

increased production from smallholder and large commercial ranches, through the 

improvement of pastures, animal genetics and production systems. However, it believes that 

transport costs, lack of credit and lack of extension services are the main causes of the 

decline in stock numbers. The Cardno Emerging Market Report (2014, p.v-vi) attributes the 

decline to a number of issues including: 

• The difficulties in transporting stock to the market and the high cost of the transport 
• Lack of access to finance for on-farm investment 
• The ending of projects (such as the pasture regeneration project) supporting cattle 

farmers 
• A lack of improved breeding bulls 
• The high cost and poor availability of farm inputs 
• Worsening weed infestations 
• Competition from other farm income generating activities such as kava growing 
• The downsizing of the extension service 
• Lack of a Government policy for livestock  

On the other hand, Busai’s Masters’ thesis (2013, p. 4) identifies the following issues: 

• Limited supply of cattle which is declining;  
• Political Instability leading to subsequent breakdown of extension services  
• The increasing slaughter of young heifers  
• Export of live cattle  
• Diversification to other lucrative crops such as Kava.  
• Increased ownership of huge arable land by foreign investors  
• Inconsistency in maintaining the required quantity of exports. 

 
Of these, only the loss of extension services and diversification to kava are common features 

of both lists. However, most of these factors had not changed substantially in the previous 

years to make such an impact on cattle numbers. For example, transporting stock has never 

been easy and has always been expensive, and access to finance has always been an issue 

for farmers. A lack of improved breeding bulls would only affect cattle numbers if the bulls 

used were actually diseased and infertile; they may have an effect on the quality of their 

resulting offspring. 
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Going further back in time, MacFarlane and Shelton (1984, p.8) listed the constraints to 

improved beef production as:  

• feeding inadequate quantity and quality of pasture; 
• breeding – limited distribution of tropically adapted crossbred cattle and inbreeding; 
• animal husbandry with a lack of separation of classes of stock, uncontrolled mating, 

inadequate bull/cow ratio, use of old bulls, lack of timely weaning and drenching of 
weaners, lack of proper culling procedures, and lack of drinking water; and 

• marketing issues such as poor access to markets and low prices for weaners, store 
cattle and export quality cattle. 

MacFarlane and Shelton (1984) focus particularly on the farm management issues on farms 

with farmers having insufficient husbandry knowledge. While there was a project around 

2010 to promote the use of better-bred bulls by Farm Support Association, VARTC and 

World Vision, there is some evidence that the remainder of MacFarlane and Shelton’s list 

may still be relevant this century. 

 

Weightman (1989, p.267) sums up the problems outlined by MacFarlane and Sheldon; 

“Traditionally, the industry has looked to endless experimentation with new breeds to solve 

production problems whose causes are basically those of poor feed and management that 

prevented reproduction and growth potential ever being realised”. 

In 1985, a Beef industry Sector Review was carried out to identify the constraints of the 

industry and its development needs, given the potential to increase beef production. It 

identified the need to strengthen the commercial ‘estate’ sector as the essential core of the 

industry, followed by the longer-term development of the small-holder sector through 

pasture improvement and investigation into improving cattle fertility. The report believed 

that extension should focus on existing cattle holdings rather than ‘encouraging a 

proliferation of new enterprises’ (Weightman, 1989, p.272) along with resolving land related 

constraints and establishing a live cattle market (Chabeuf, Kingston, Felton, Dovo & Bazely, 

1985). 

 

The annotated bibliography in Appendix E includes the farming constraints identified in each 

of the more important and relevant articles. The Government’s Vanuatu Agriculture Sector 

Policy gives a list of the constraints farmers face which covers all those listed by the other 

documents. Few of the above issues have been addressed over the past 40 years due to 

financial constraints by the Government. Worse still, is the fact that the benefits of some of 

the valuable projects undertaken in that time have been lost. For example, the pasture 
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regeneration project had the effect of improving pastures and increasing cattle numbers in 

the short term but numbers declined again in the mid-term. The Cardno Emerging Market 

report (2014, p.8) lists the lessons learned from various projects, for example;  

‘Sustainability:  Projects did not lead to systemic changes in market systems, and private 

sector investments did not persist after external assistance.  For example:  once support had 

ended from the DFAT Pasture Improvement Project, government livestock extension 

services were left under-resourced and unable to continue ongoing support to the livestock 

sector’ 

 

Short-term projects tend not to be sustainable whereas long-term programmes, where 

farmers continue to be supported or mentored after the training or initial project, tend to be 

more successful in development (Bunch, n.d.). The downsizing of the Livestock Extension 

Service in the late 1990s will be partly responsible for the non-sustainability of cattle 

projects since then. 

In an effort to overcome the issue of declining cattle numbers ‘the government of Vanuatu 

has set an ambitious target of having 500,000 head of cattle spread across the country by 

202514’. This target is unlikely to be achievable given the number of quality breeding stock 

available. In addition, the Chief Executive of Australian Centre for International Agricultural 

Research (ACIAR) which is working with small-holder farmers on Espiritu Santo15, points out 

that to be sustainable and to ensure resiliency; ‘A general rule of thumb is that it is better off 

to have fewer animals and feed them better than to try and grow production by just having 

lots more animals16’.  

1.3.14 The beef value chain  

Vanuatu has two distinct value chains: the informal value chain, which is very short with just 

the buyer and the seller involved, and the formal value chain. The formal value chains only 

operate on Efate and Espirito Santo where there are urban populations to buy meat and 

abattoirs to kill and process cattle along with butchers to process the meat and some 

distributors who buy or import stock and sell, usually to restaurants or resorts. 

                                                
14	Source: https://www.radionz.co.nz/international/pacific-news/284976/vanuatu-sets-ambitious-cattle-target  
See also: http://www.pireport.org/articles/2017/07/10/first-phase-vanuatu-cattle-restocking-program-
completed 
15See: https://www.vilatimes.com/2018/01/09/new-project-to-improve-beef-cattle-productivity-on-
santo/#close-modal 
16 Source: https://www.radionz.co.nz/international/pacific-news/343214/a-warning-for-vanuatu-as-it-grows-
its-cattle-numbers  
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1.3.15 Informal value chain 

The small-holders sell much of their livestock through the informal market to meet their 

social obligations for weddings, funerals and feasts (La Fete) and other ceremonial purposes. 

Tavoa (2016) notes that in the Solomon Islands, cattle hold a different role to pigs which 

have traditionally been used to meet social obligations whereas cattle ownership and social 

contribution are seen as conferring status rather than contributing income. Such a 

perception often discourages farmers from marketing cattle at the right age. While not in 

the literature, cattle do have a role as a savings bank on the more remote islands, which 

could also mean they may not be sold at the best age for slaughter (G. Bumseng17, personal 

communication, October 31, 2018). Little appears to be known about the role of cattle on 

small-holdings throughout Vanuatu. 

 

Mackenzie-Reur & Galgal (2018, pp.26-27) describe the informal markets on the outer 

islands. A village local rural market is:  

an informal local market or markets based mostly in or near rural villages. In these 

informal markets a range of local food items and other products are traded between 

villages and individual households on remote islands. Items marketed in these 

informal markets include kava, cooked food, artefacts, live animals and carcasses of 

livestock (cattle, pig, chicken, beef, pork), food crops and local building materials 

(local timber, thatched roof leaves, natangura and bamboo).  

The products at island markets were observed to be cheaper than in the urban markets; the 

assumption is that this would also apply to cattle. The other option on many islands, such as 

Tanna, are the Island local rural markets:  

On many islands in Vanuatu, marketing opportunities for local foodstuff and other 

products exist at a few locations, such as the provincial headquarters and on the 

boundaries of educational, health and church institutions. Potential markets also exist 

on populated islands where people have access to sources of cash income from other 

local products. Island local markets provide opportunities for the exchange of cash 

crops (copra, kava, spices and cocoa), root crops and vegetables, livestock (cattle, 

pigs and chickens), handicrafts, fish and other marine resources, local nuts and fruits, 

and local building materials (local timber, thatched roof leaves).  

                                                
17	A	chief	from	Ambae	who	owns	11	cattle	and	encourages	his	community	to	use	cattle	as	a	bank	savings	account.	
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Furthermore, these markets are very small and do not take place regularly, or even at the 

same location. They are usually organised to coincide with days when people come together 

for a purpose, such as Sundays. ‘With the introduction of a cash economy, people 

increasingly prefer cash transactions to barter exchange of goods in these markets’ 

(Mackenzie-Reur & Galgal, 2018, p.27). However, there will be little value added in the 

informal market (Cardno Emerging Market, 2014).  It is probably more common for farmers 

to be approached by those wanting an animal for a ceremony or cultural event and to come 

to an arrangement over the price but there is nothing in the literature to explain how the 

informal market works and how a price is decided upon. Cardno Emerging Market (2014) 

attempted to estimate the size of the informal market by calculating the cattle requirement 

for weddings and funerals but failed to take into account all the other occasions when cattle 

beasts are required, such as for circumcision and even first shaving ceremonies, grading 

ceremonies, La Fête and celebration days such as Independence Day, Easter and Christmas.  

In the past, small-holders contributed to the formal market by either selling young stock to 

the commercial farmers who would grow them on to a killable size, or by selling directly to 

the abattoirs themselves, particularly on Espirito Santo. Their current contribution to the 

formal market is unknown. 

1.3.16 Formal value chain 

The Cardno Emerging Market Vanuatu Beef Value Chain Analysis (2014) provides a 

comprehensive account of the formal supply chains operating on Santo and Efate. There are 

three abattoirs which buy from farmers and kill stock which has been purchased by 

butchers. The abattoirs have been upgraded so that they meet the market requirements for 

their export markets of Australia, New Zealand, Japan and a number of Pacific islands. They 

did not have accreditation allowing them to export to the EU. Vanuatu Abattoir Limited 

(VAL) in Port Vila did have organic accreditation in the past when organic beef was being 

exported to Australia but it ceased to renew accreditation when it faced the problem of 

killing both organic and non-organic stock on the same chain. In addition, the return was not 

financially worthwhile. According to Tomoyan, (2018, p.13) ‘Vanuatu Abattoir Limited 

recorded the total weight of its beef exports to be 436,825.2kg compare to private beef 

exporters (custom brokers with a license to export beef) that recorded 27,346kg’. There are 

15 registered custom brokers in Port Vila, which is more than the number of butcheries. All 

meat sold within the town limits must be processed and inspected through the local 

abattoir.  
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Around 2012/2013, VAL was killing an average of 70 head per day with a workforce of 80 

people. The Santo Meat Packers (SMP) abattoir in Santo was originally designed to process 

9,000 head per year but by this time was running at less than half its capacity due to a 

shortage of stock. It had 20 permanent staff along with 70 casual slaughtermen. According 

to Cardno Emerging Markets (2014, p.26) writing about SMP, says, ‘The price schedule is not 

directly linked to the international market and changes periodically once or twice a year’ 

whereas in Vila, ‘the price schedule changes infrequently and the current schedule has not 

changed in two years’ (Cardno Emerging Markets, 2014, p. 22). However, the document also 

makes the following comment, ‘The price that Vanuatu receives for its beef exports is 

ultimately linked to New Zealand and Australian export prices, which are alternate sources of 

supply for its importers’, (Cardno Emerging Markets, 2014, p.7) but it doesn’t say what the 

relationship is between export prices and schedule prices.  

 

The newer Wong Sze Sze abattoir in Luganville has the capacity to kill 100 head per day but 

at the time of the study it was killing 15 head per week for the local market. It also has the 

capacity to produce canned meat which it intends to sell through the domestic market to 

replace imported canned corned beef from Fiji and PNG.  

 

A further ‘suitcase market’ exists in Port Vila whereby people travelling to New Caledonia 

and Fiji are able to buy 5 kg packs of fresh high-end cuts to take back to their respective 

countries. A local butcher arranges the export documentation. Cardno Emerging Markets 

(2014, p. 28) suggested that, ‘the demand for this trade is now likely to be similar to the total 

demand from the hotel and restaurants in Port Vila’, which seemed considerable. 

	

1.3.17 The demand for Beef 

Aside from exports local demand for beef comes from two areas: demand from residents 

and demand from the tourists for their meals while staying in Vanuatu.  

1.3.18 Local demand 

Local demand is made up of demand by ni-Vanuatu and demand by the ex-patriates and 

workers on visas who live on Efate. With 1.1% of Port Vila’s population being ‘non-

Melanesian’ this suggests that there are around 3,110 ex-patriots (including children) living 

there but there is no data available on those ex-patriates who are working on projects in 
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Port Vila. Vanuatu also has a growing number of ni-Vanuatu who work for the Government 

and earn sufficient to enable them to dine out and buy the more expensive cuts of meat to 

consume. In addition, there is good demand for the lower value meat cuts by the local ni-

Vanuatu from the butchers and by the resorts to feed their staff. Table 5 shows the growth 

of the urban population in Vanuatu up until 2016. As Scheyvens & Russell (2013, p.9) 

comment, ‘for those who are lucky enough to find employment in the formal sector, 

conditions are generally good’. 

 

Table 5: Approximate urban population of Vanuatu 2005 - 2016 

 
Government documents and the Cardno Emerging Market Report mention the impact of the 

Registered Seasonal Employer (RSE) scheme in New Zealand and the equivalent Seasonal 

Work Programme (SWP) in Australia whereby ni-Vanuatu go to these countries to carry out 

seasonal work annually. ‘These schemes have made a significant impact to rural incomes’ 

(Cardno Emerging Markets, 2014, p.4). Figure 4 shows the increasing trend in the numbers 

of these workers to Australian and New Zealand, returning to Vanuatu with more disposable 

income than they could easily make and skills they could learn if staying on their islands. 

They are likely to join the Government workers in increasing the demand for higher-end 

meat cuts. 
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Figure 4: SE and SWP numbers of workers over time (Source: Vanuatu Dept of Labour based 

on Immigration visas Emerging) 

1.3.19 Tourist demand 

Vanuatu possesses a number of features that mark it out as an attractive 

destination for tourists. The country boasts a striking array of natural and 

cultural attractions – diverse cultural groups, active volcanoes, white and black 

sand beaches, pristine coral reefs, shipwreck dive-sites and French cuisine – 

which opens the country both to mainstream tourist markets as well as diverse 

niche markets and demographics. (Scheyvens & Russell, 2013, p.19) 

Demand from tourists comes from two sources – those who arrive by air and stay on 

average about 8 days plus those who disembark from cruise ships for the day only. Table 4 & 

5 show the trends of cruise ship and plane tourists over 2017-18. Table 4 shows the 

importance of tourism in Vanuatu compared to other Pacific countries. While Fiji has 

significantly more tourists, the direct contribution to the economy and to employment is 

higher in Vanuatu than any of the other Pacific countries. Figure 5 shows the relationship 

between air and cruise ship visitor numbers. 

Table 4 Importance of tourism in selected Pacific countries 
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A further consideration is the growth of the Asian tourist market. Vanuatu has a resident 

Chinese population who attract friends and relations as tourists but the number of tourists 

coming from China are increasing and with the development of the airport at Bauerfield and 

intended direct flights from China, Chinese tourist numbers will continue to increase. Table 5 

shows a comparison between three Pacific destinations and their share of Chinese tourists 

between 2014-2016. The needs of these tourists will be different from the more usual 

Australian and New Zealand tourists. 

 

Table 5 Chinese tourists by destination and destination share 2014-2016 

  
 

While cruise ship tourism is the fastest growing tourism sector it doesn’t offer a large market 

for beef products. Since most cruise ship tourists have already prepaid for their food in a 

package which includes all meals onboard, there is little incentive for passengers to double 

purchase their lunch by buying a lunch locally. Those who choose tours may get a lunch as 

part of the tour but otherwise passengers will buy snack food or a light lunch only. They will 

get breakfast on board before disembarking and dinner on board when they return. 

Furthermore, research shows that only around 50-60% of passengers actually disembark in 

Port Vila (Scheyvens and Russell, 2013). The Vanuatu Cruise Visitor Survey confirms that 

cruise ship passengers do not spend a lot. On average only about $ US15 is spent in Port Vila 

on food and beverages by cruise ship tourists. Figure 6 illustrates the proportions spent on 

different categories by cruise ship passengers to three different Vanuatu destinations. Food 

and beverages have the smallest amount spent on them compared to all the other 

categories listed. 

Source: SPTO 2016, 2017a, 2017b, 2017 
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Figure 5 International Air and Cruise ship visitors 2017-2018 (Source: VSNO)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Vanuatu International Visitor Survey Jan-Dec 2017 finds that the direct benefit of air 

visitors is US$172.7m (VUT 18.7b) but it doesn’t present the indirect benefits or the 

multiplier. These visitors spend, on average, US$195/day (Vut 21,031) each. Close to one 

third of this spending is on food and beverages. It is notable that ‘food and beverages’ rank 

as the 5th ‘most appealing aspect’ for visitors by 6.8% after ‘Local people’ (48.5%), ‘Activities’ 

32.4%, ‘Environment’ 30.9% and ‘Atmosphere’ 15.7% and yet are ranked as the 4th ‘least 

appealing aspect’ by 12.0%. Furthermore, 12.3% suggest that ‘Food quality and price’ could 

be improved. 

 

The Agritourism Plan of Action (2016, p.2) says that ‘The quality of cuisine and the range of 

culinary experiences is of critical importance to the overall quality of a holiday’, with tourists 

Figure 6: Spending by Cruise ship passengers in three Vanuatu destinations 
Source: Australian Aid, Carnival, IFC World 

Bank, 2014) 
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devoting around one third of their holiday spend on food and beverages. They outline a 

range of key drivers for the growth in food tourism: 

• A growing demand for authentic participatory tourism; 
• increasing interest in health awareness; 
• increasing media focus on food and cooking especially shows that present food from 

more exotic locations; 
• the food providers seeking to increase their competitive advantage through their 

culinary offering; and 
• destinations recognising the importance of local food as a point of difference from 

other destinations. 
Two further points would be the ‘eat local’ message and awareness of food miles by those 

concerned about climate change, and the desire to contribute to the local economy; the FAO 

report (2014, p.9)  found that guests do prefer the option of consuming local food products 

indicating that ‘offering more local food options on hotel menus would be a significant selling 

point for Vanuatu, and would complement the country’s already well-established reputation 

for locally produced beef, and fine dining’. 

 

In recent years there have been two reports that have looked at the demand-side of value 

chains in Port Vila. The first was FAO’s ‘Linking farmers to markets: Improving opportunities 

for locally produced food on domestic and tourist markets in Vanuatu: A value chain study 

for chicken and fresh fruits’ which produced ‘a review of the technical and policy innovations 

required to increase the competitiveness of the chicken and fruit (melon, papaya and 

pineapple) domestic supply chains’ (2014, p.5). The second was Vanuatu Agri-Tourism 

Linkages: A Baseline Study of Agri-Demand from Port Vila’s Hospitality Sector produced by 

the IFC World Bank Group in 2015. Its purpose was to ‘analyse the purchasing patterns of 

Vanuatu’s tourism sector, in order to better understand existing linkages between the 

tourism and agricultural sectors, and to identify opportunities to improve these linkages’ 

(2015, p. 2).  

 

Both reports believe that there is scope for reducing imports and increasing the level of local 

food at resorts and restaurants if the constraints can be overcome. For beef, the main 

constraint is shortage of supply. The FAO report (2014, p. 6) added that ‘the Government of 

Vanuatu should establish a regular forum to forge strategic alliances between hotel 

chefs/purchasing officers, local suppliers, farmers, government service suppliers, NGOs and 

other private sector stakeholders’ in order that the public and private sector works together 

to reduce dependence on food imports. In order to build demand for locally produced food 
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they believed a tourist accreditation programme to rate restaurants and resorts on their use 

of local content would be useful. 

 

The reports also suggest that building demand from the tourism industry and domestic 

consumers for locally produced food is also necessary. While these reports focus on fruit and 

vegetables and chickens, their conclusions that the restaurants and resorts need to work 

more closely with the suppliers would also apply to the use of local beef, so that chefs and 

waitstaff are fully informed and engaged with the promotion and delivery of a high-quality 

product.  

1.3.20 Conclusion 

As a developing country with few resources outside of agriculture, the beef industry has 

been an important contributor to economic growth and development in Vanuatu. With 

imports five times greater than exports, the Government is looking towards agritourism for 

possibilities for import substitution while improving livelihoods. It is clear that the cattle 

industry is experiencing falling stock numbers being killed through the abattoirs and low 

stock numbers on the farms. However, it would seem that historically the industry has 

always been rather precarious and has been constrained by insufficient production. The 

quality of the data on actual cattle numbers and cattle farmer numbers is questionable. 

There has been no consistent measure applied which would show trends even if it weren’t 

comprehensive. That an export industry was developed and sustained for over 40 years is a 

tribute to the farmers and the abattoirs. However, the lack of data combined with a lack of 

foresight and planning and on-going difficulties within the sector have resulted in the 

inevitable decline of the export sector although the reasons for the decline appear to be 

varied and complex. More research needs to be carried out to determine what are the 

motivations of the commercial farmers that have caused them to sell off capital stock over 

the years. Little is understood about the small-holder sector which did contribute to the 

formal sector in the past and is needed for cultural and social reasons. Furthermore, it would 

appear that the cattle-related projects carried out in the past have not been sustainable, and 

the reasons for this need to be determined before future projects are undertaken.  

 

There are two value chains for beef: the informal value chain used by the small-holders, 

about which little is known, and the formal value chain in Luganville and Port Vila. The 
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literature does not identify any serious issues with the abattoirs and processing and 

distributing section of the supply chain. 

 

The demand end of the supply chain comes from exports, when there is a surplus, and then 

local demand from the residents and demand derived from the tourist sector. Both of these 

sectors are growing and so even if farmers increase their stock numbers, will they be able to 

keep up with increased local demand, let alone re-establish an export industry? 

 
 

1.4 Research Method 

The aim of this project is to deliver a market analysis and access plan in order to address the 

issue of low returns for beef production by evaluating the potential market for high-end beef 

in Vanuatu. In order to achieve this a whole of supply chain approach was taken. Thus, the 

stakeholders included the farmers from the supply end, through the abattoir, processors and 

distributors to the market end of hotels, resorts and restaurants whose clientele are 

primarily tourists but also include locals, ex-patriates and ni-Vanuatu. This would allow an 

analysis of the relationships along the supply chain and the potential demand for a high-end 

beef product from tourists to Vanuatu. The research was to specifically focus on the 

perceptions of consumers, industry stakeholders and retailers. 

A mixed qualitative and quantitative method was chosen. This allowed for semi-structured 

interviews with stakeholders to provide an overview of the supply along with an in-depth 

understanding of the functioning of those involved along the supply chain.  

1.5 Qualitative Research 

1.5.1 Farmers 

A selection of farmers was interviewed. All had at least some of their livestock operations 

based on Efate. They included a very large-scale farmer, two reasonably large farmers, two 

medium-sized farmers, one of whom had other agricultural interests. Finally, there were two 

ex-farmers who had been associated with the beef industry for many years and who had 

special knowledge. The current farmers were asked about their farms and their farming 

systems and what were the main issues constraining their production (See Appendix D).  
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1.5.2 Meat Processors, distributors and retailers 

The abattoir, Vanuatu Abattoir Limited (VAL) is central to the beef industry as all meat sold 

in Port Vila must be killed at the abattoir, so that it is inspected by the veterinarians and 

meat inspectors. Thus, the manager was interviewed and the abattoir visited. Port Vila now 

has six Au Bon Marché supermarkets which all sell fresh meat. Three further meat retailers 

are owned by the HXM (Chinese owned) supermarket chain. One of these retailers, Vanuatu 

Butchery, supplies the meat for the other two retail outlets. Calvo, a smaller Chinese 

supermarket, has a butchery which supplies its own store and one of the ABM 

supermarkets. South Pacific Supplies is a butchery and a distributor and importer. Dynamic 

Supplies is an importer and distributor of meat from New Zealand. The larger three of these 

retailers, processors, distributors were interviewed using the questions in Appendix D as a 

guide. 

There is a further butcher who has a ‘bush abattoir’ just outside the urban area. He supplies 

local ni-Vanuatu. His meat does not have to be inspected and reports on his abattoir ranged 

from very derogatory to complimentary. There is some anecdotal evidence that this beef is 

making its way into the Port Villa market.  

1.5.3 Restaurants, Resorts and Hotels 

Trip Advisor lists just over 80 retail food outlets on Efate but it does not include the large 

number of smaller Chinese restaurants and food outlets such as the ‘Food to Go’ chain, 

which has at least four outlets. There are the ‘big six’ which are the larger resort and hotel 

accommodation providers in Vila; Iririki Island, Holiday Inn, Warwick Le Lagon, The 

Melanesian, The Grand and the very recently opened Ramada. Five of these were 

interviewed. The two of the top three ‘best restaurants’ on Trip Advisor were interviewed as 

well as two former winners of the Best Boutique Resort in the Annual Tourism Awards. A 

further eight owners or managers of other restaurants, hotels or cafés were interviewed. 

They were asked about their business, their clientele, what meat was on their menu, their 

experiences with supply and quality and whether they thought there would be market for a 

high-end Vanuatu beef product (see Appendix D). 

1.5.4 Tourists 

A short interview was undertaken with ten tourists in order to check whether the tourist 

survey (see the next section) content had omitted any important considerations tourists 

make in their food choices when travelling. The interview covered similar material to the 

survey but used open ended questions. This meant that their answers were not guided in 
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the same way as those answering the survey were. Gaining access to tourists proved 

difficult.  The aim was to interview two tourists from a range of resorts to try to cover the 

resort price spectrum. Assistance was enlisted from some resort owners/managers and 

those interviewed were from Iririki (high end large resort), Breakas, Mangoes, Chantillys and 

Coconut Palms (cheaper, smaller resort).   

1.6 Quantitative Research 

While qualitative research provides a richness of data not obtainable from quantitative 

research, it is not correct to apply the results to the population. Thus, a survey for tourists 

was created to discover their pre-knowledge of Vanuatu beef, their normal meat 

consumption patterns and their interest in, or desire for, any credence values of the beef 

they consume. Finally, they were asked if they would be prepared to pay a premium for high 

quality accredited steak and what this premium would be. Accessing tourists was a 

challenge. Each tourist had to be individually approached and given a brief description of the 

project and the need for a survey, and asked whether they would be prepared to give their 

email address, to which a link to the survey would then be sent. As it was not ethical to 

approach tourists in their resorts, the Port Vila waterfront and the airport were used as 

suitable public spaces where tourists could be approached.  

 

On cruise ship days, it was difficult to determine who were airplane tourists and who were 

cruise ship tourists. As a generalisation, cruise ship tourists would not have had the 

opportunity to try Vanuatu beef and only repeat visitors might be expected to know 

something about Vanuatu’s beef. The restaurants were asked about the contribution cruise 

ship tourists make to their businesses. On wet days, there would be few tourists about at all. 

While tourists from New Caledonia (6%) are the third largest group to visit Vanuatu after 

Australians (57%) and New Zealanders (19%), it was found that few of these were willing to 

engage in English. Therefore, the proportion of New Caledonians to undertake the survey 

will not be proportional to their representation in the tourist sector. Furthermore, as New 

Caledonians are predominantly French, they are significant meat eaters as indicated by the 

suitcase trade (60 tonnes of 5kg packs of fresh premium cuts in 2016-2017) to New 

Caledonia. 

1.6.1 Response rate 

The survey collected a total of 200 responses. A total of 336 emails were sent out to tourists 

and residents who had supplied their email address. This resulted in 150 responses giving a 
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45% response rate. This high response rate is likely because by providing their email address 

they had already shown some willingness to complete the survey. There were a further 50 

surveys completed over an online link that was posted on various Facebook sites.  

1.1 Supply chain map 

The supply chain map (Figure 7) summarises the structure and product flow from the 

producers through to the consumer. At the farm level there are three main groups of 

producers. These three groups are smallholders with less than 100 cattle, semi commercial 

farmers with 100 – 499 head and commercial farmers with greater than 500 cattle. 

It is difficult to know exact numbers of Vanuatu cattle as the data is inconsistent and some of 

the farmers do not know how many cattle they own. The FAO data estimates the cattle 

population to be 173,000 in 2009 and 174,000 in 2016. In contrast the Vanuatu agricultural 

census records 105,051 head in 2013 and 115,540 in 2016 (Table 1). The only reliable data is 

the slaughter statistics from the abattoirs that record 12,173 head of cattle killed in 2017.  

 

Table 6: Number of farmers in each group from 2016 census 

Farmer group 2016 census Percent 

Smallholder         46,000  40% 
Semi - Commercial         34,500  30% 
Commercial         34,500  30% 
Total       115,000  100% 

 

Table 7: FAO data on size of Vanuatu cattle herd 

 

Figure 7 shows that all beef is sourced through the abattoirs, rural butcher or imports. It is 

difficult to know the volume that is traded in the informal markets but the best estimates 

put this at around 7,000 head of cattle per year. This is a significant amount and represents 

36% of all cattle slaughtered annually. This is also not far behind the volume that is sold 

through the supermarkets18. The largest volume of beef is sold through the supermarkets of 

with ABM receives most of this. The retail butchers also sell significant volumes and are 

second only to the to the supermarket sales. The tourist sector uses only a small percentage 

of the total supply and use mostly the eye fillet (tenderloin) of which there is only about 4 kg 

                                                
18 ABM is the dominant supermarket in Vanuatu and represent nearly all supermarket sales 

Livestock 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Cattle (Head) 165,000 170,000 172,000 173,000 175,000 176,693 174,745 
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per animal. The exports of beef almost match the imports. This may reflect the higher value 

of the export markets with imports filling the gap with left by the export volumes. 
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Figure 7: Supply chain map 
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1.2 Changes in beef supply  

The decline in the quality and supply of Vanuatu beef was a common theme throughout the 

research. Many interviewees felt it was now reaching a critical point.  

 

 
Figure 8: Slaughter numbers by cattle type 2010-2017 (Port Vila Abattoir) 

Figure 8 confirms the increase in slaughter of veal in comparison to steers. Veal slaughter 

has increased by 16% since 2012. More significant is the decrease in the slaughter of steers 

which have decreased by 40% and heifers by 65% (Table 8). This suggests that there is some 

herd rebuilding occurring indicated by fewer heifers being killed. The reduction in steer 

slaughter may reflect the increase in slaughter of veal but may also reflect a decrease in herd 

productivity. 

 

Table 8: Changes in cattle slaughter by type (Port Villa Abattoir 2012 – 2017) 

Cattle Type % Change since 2012 - 2017 

Veal 16% 

Steer -40% 

Heifer -65% 

Cow 4% 

Bull 1% 

Total -24% 

 

The total number of cattle slaughtered has been decreasing since 2010 (Figure 9). This has 

been most dramatic at the Santo Abattoir. The decline in cattle processed follows the 

decline in the cattle herd and is likely to reflect the lower productivity of the farms and lower 

stocking rate. The fall in the number of steers suggests that there are fewer cows and/or 

lower calving rates. 
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Figure 9: Production from Port Vila and Santo Abattoir (Tonnes) 2010 - 2017  

The average carcass weight has been falling at the Port Vila Abattoir but has been relatively 

stable with cattle slaughtered through the Santo Abattoir. This indicates that cattle on Santo 

are still being grown to an average of 250 kg and this has in fact increased since 2010. The 

Port Vila abattoir has had a steady decline in the carcass weight of stock processed. This may 

reflect veal being sold at a younger age or that steers are being sold at lighter weights. The 

demand from consumers in Port Vila is driving farmers to sell stock before it has reached 

maturity. 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Average carcass weight of animals processed at Port Vila and Santo abattoirs 

 
 

The quantity of exports has also been falling in line with fewer stock being processed (Figure 

11). This decline is particularly pronounced since 2012. Exports have fallen by nearly 50% in 
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this time. This confirms the comments from the abattoir that local demand was limiting the 

amount of product available for export.   

 

 

 
Figure 11: Total Vanuatu beef exports 

The main destination for exports in 2017 was the Solomon Islands ( Table 9). This is a change 

from previous years where PNG has been the largest export market. Japan still features as an 

important market for SMP. 
 

 Table 9: Port Villa and Santo Abattoir Exports by destination 2017 

Destination Port Villa (VAL) Santo (SMP) Total 

Solomon 145  145 

PNG 57  57 

Japan 9 117 126 

Total Exports 211 117 238 

Meat inspection Annual Report 2017 

 

 
Figure 12: Port Vila Abattoir proportion of domestic and export production 
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1.3 Farmers 

Farmers were not the focus of this project but as the start of the supply chain it is important 

to talk to farmers to gain a fundamental understanding of the whole supply chain. Previous 

research has highlighted some of the issues that the farmers are facing. Five Efate farmers 

from differing farm sizes were interviewed along with two ex-farmers who have had a long 

association with the beef sector. Three large farmers had over 1000 head of breeding cows 

while the other two farmers were smaller but had relevant interests outside of their beef 

farming. All up, these farmers were responsible for close to 6,500 breeding cows. This 

project focussed on Efate farmers only. Inevitably, respondents did refer to beef farming on 

Santo. Nor did it investigate those ni-Vanuatu farmers with smaller herds. There are a 

number of these in north and east Efate. For example, Ifira trustees have leased some land 

near Paunangisu and are developing a cattle farm with around 20 head at the moment. A 

local there has over 40 cattle, his own plus small numbers of cattle belonging to others in the 

community, and is managing them in one herd. A Vietnamese/ni-Vanuatu family have about 

20 head inland from Paunangisu. In addition, the Department of Livestock is working with 

some individual farmers  who have bought a few head each. (Personal communication, long-

time resident of Paunangisu, November 9, 2018).  

 

One interviewee stated that ‘The farmers have dropped the ball’. Since 2013, Efate has been 

supplying close to four times the number of veal and beef cattle (60,700 head) to the 

abattoirs compared to Santo (2,870 head). This 20% for Santo is a considerable turnaround 

from last century when Santo provided 58% of the total supply, according to one of the 

respondents. While it still isn’t clear what has caused the overall decline in supply over the 

past 10 years, there would appear to be a complex mix of reasons. Two respondents, with a 

long association of the sector, both believe that the cause of the decline evolved following 

Independence in 1980. 

Prior to Independence, many of the cattle farmers were the French plantation owners. They 

were evicted from their land following Independence. Some farmers managed to regain 

leases and continue in the sector but there was a huge loss of knowledge and technical 

expertise. Literacy rates have always been lower in the rural areas and Farmer 7 claims the 

level in some areas was as low as 15% when the national literacy level was 37% (in 2004). 

This meant that those farmers who took over the plantations had little knowledge of 
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livestock farming and had no means of easily gaining this knowledge, so fences degenerated 

and pastures reverted to bush or were overgrazed allowing weed invasions: ‘the locals had 

no concept of how to manage the stock’. Furthermore, those experienced farmers who did 

go back farming initially had leases of only 30 years immediately after Independence which 

was a disincentive to invest on their farms. The Government eventually realised the value of 

livestock farming and changed the leases to 75 years but some damage had already been 

done. 

 

The farmers on Efate are predominantly still French farmers. Some have been involved in 

farming since Independence and Farmer 6 believes that after this long in farming they have 

lost the desire and drive to improve their farming knowledge. Farmer 1 considers that all the 

farmers on Efate are ‘professional farmers’, particularly compared to the Santo farmers 

while Farmer 2 thinks that most farmers are trying to increase their production, but a few 

are letting their land deteriorate. However, Farmer 1 also admits that some farmers don’t 

even know how many cattle they have; ‘Everyone has been slack (especially on Santo)’. 

A decline in stock numbers has been a recurring theme in the literature and it is difficult to 

work out why this most recent decline started. The data shows that killing figures from both 

Santo and Efate (Table B 11) have indicated a slow but steady decline since the beginning of 

2013 at least, with the exception of a dramatic decline in 2015. This would have been 

attributable to the effect of Cyclone Pam in March 2015 followed by a drought through the 

wet season. Recovery from this was rapid. In the past two quarters there has been a more 

rapid decline on Efate indicating that farmers have slowed down the numbers being killed. It 

is not possible to know whether this is due to farmers not having the stock to kill or being 

aware of the need to retain their female stock. Kill data at from the abattoir would show the 

decline of heifers is significant suggesting farmers are retaining more heifers than in previous 

years.  

 

Farmer 4 noted that ‘it is a case of the dog biting its tail; farmers have to sell cattle to pay 

their staff and other costs’. Another farmer mentioned that they were obliged to sell cattle 

to service an earlier loan, even though ‘the farm is doing well’. Farmer 5 pointed out that 

‘There are always bills to pay so you sell ten head instead of five head’. This suggests a 

common theme of stock being sold to ensure cash flow when it may be more prudent in the 

long run to retain breeding stock.  
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Several farmers mentioned the effect of the ban on slaughtering cattle. It seems there is not 

a market for breeding heifers except on a one-to-one personal basis. However, the rule by 

Farmer 6 is that you should retain 10% of your heifer calves for replacements, assuming a 

productive life of 10 years for cows. This does mean that a farmer will have excess female 

stock. Not all heifers make suitable replacement cows so they do need to be slaughtered. 

Farmers can get a permit to kill but the current veal price has had the effect of increasing the 

market price for heifers, which is one reason why there isn’t a market for breeding heifers. 

Furthermore, while the Government is sending stock to islands which do not have pasture or 

fencing prepared, the success rate will be low. It may be better if the cattle were retained on 

islands where there are traditionally cattle farms and some of these farmers helped to 

increase their stocking rates. However, Farmer 1 believes that while the success rate may be 

as low as 20-30% this will still be worthwhile, despite the high loss of capital stock implied 

and ‘if some escape and go bush the locals will be able to use them for meat’. 

Farmer 7 pointed out that with the current stocking levels in Vanuatu, it is physically not 

possible for the Government to reach the 500,000 head of cattle mark by 2025. 

The most important finding of the research with the farmers is that the beef farmers on 

Efate are trying to grow their herds and increase their stocking rates through better weed 

control, fencing and stock management. They believe that the genetics on Efate are better 

than those on Santo due to the work put into using AI and selecting good cattle. With a small 

pool of farmers, the benefits of good breeding can be shared whereas it is much more 

difficult for smallholders to gain access to quality bulls. However, most of the farmers also 

wondered if increasing their breeding stock would be able to match the increasing demand 

from the growing local population and the increasing proportion of these with incomes 

enabling them to buy the more expensive meat cuts. A further stress on demand is the 

return of the RSE and SWP workers from Australia and New Zealand who have more money 

and want better quality cattle for their ceremonial and La Fête purposes. In addition, the 

Vanuatu Tourism Office is hoping for a growth in tourist numbers of 10% per year. This year 

the air arrivals will exceed the 2013 tourist peak numbers for the first time and in 2019, 

120,000 air tourists are expected. 

1.3.1 Veal versus beef  

Most of the French farmers on Efate run a veal system. This is a simple farming system that 

makes good sense. A non-farmer respondent with considerable farm experience suggested 

that ‘veal is good for a small farm’. Veal calves are sold from 6-9 months of age so that each 
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cow’s calf (excepting replacement heifers) will be sold and off the farm before the cow 

calves again. If beef is to be raised, the calf will need to be kept on the farm for a further two 

years. This means the number of breeding cows must be reduced to maintain the same 

stocking rate. Furthermore, in a two-year period, at 450 VUT/kg the farmer will gain 90,000 

VUT from selling two veal calves. A farmer receives only 300 VUT/kg for beef so a 250 kg 

steer sold at just over 2 years of age would return only 75,000 VUT and, due to the reduction 

in breeding cow numbers, there wouldn’t be as many beef steers as veal calves. Some of the 

Santo farmers take more than three years to grow their steers to a big enough size to kill 

which would further reduce their return; ‘a four-year old carcass [in Santo] is only the size of 

a normal three-year old beast’ (butcher).  

 

Some farmers do have a dual system whereby the heifer calves and poorer bull calves are 

sold as veal while the better bull calves are castrated and carried through to steers which 

will be slaughtered for beef at 2-3 years. The French like veal but with veal  selling at a lower 

price in the supermarket than beef (1,950 VUT/kg) for a similar cut the local demand for veal 

continues to grow at the expense of beef; ‘Veal is not priced as a premium product’, but it 

should be according to Resort5. 

1.3.2 Major issues facing beef farmers 

The responses of farmers to issues identified as contributing to the decline in beef were 

varied. All acknowledge that weed invasion is an issue and most are taking action through 

either physical or chemical means. Sprays are very expensive but those using tractors to 

physically crush or mow the weeds find that keeping their tractors going can also be an issue 

with respect to getting parts and the required skills to repair machinery. One farmer 

suggested a subsidy on herbicides would help the farmers. Another ex-farmer believes that 

weeds are ‘completely manageable – it just needs initiative and work’. It would appear that 

each farm has its own specific weed problem and the actual problem weeds can change over 

time and will probably continue to change in the future and there will be a constant need for 

weed control on most farms, particularly after dry periods.  

Breeding and bull availability do not appear to be significant issues for Efate farmers. Some 

use AI and there has even been some embryo transplants in the past when a purebred 

animal was sought. However, embryo transplants are expensive with a technician having to 

come from overseas. 
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The only animal health problem was some concern around fertility but two farmers claimed 

to have acceptable calving rates of 85-90%. However, with bulls out year-round in a veal calf 

system it would be difficult to know the exact calving percentage. One farmer acknowledged 

that the actual calving percentage was unknown on the farm due in part to poor fencing. 

Some farmers are vaccinating bulls to reduce the incidence of Bovine vibriosis which causes 

abortion in first time calving cows. 

 

Access to finance wasn’t a problem for the farmers interviewed but it was identified as a 

problem for young people who were interested in livestock farming due to very high local 

interest rates, if they could even access funds. Several farmers commented on the lack of 

young people entering the large livestock sector and the lack of opportunity for training in 

Vanuatu. Farmer 6 talked about the lack of genuine interest by a class of 45 students at 

Vanuatu Agricultural College (VAC) where the tutor identified only 3-4 who were really 

interested and motivated to work with livestock. VAC has no cattle but is physically close to 

VARTC (Vanuatu Agricultural Research and Training Centre) which was willing to provide 

exposure to cattle management and handling to the students but few expressed much 

interest. A further issue was that while the youths are taught the ‘proper way’, when they 

get back to their islands the older people there are still using the older ways. There are at 

least two young men on Efate who are keen to become cattle farmers; one had training in 

Australia and the other is going on exchange to New Zealand.   

 

Three farmers also mentioned the lack of land availability should farmers wish to expand or 

new farmers come enter the industry. Much of Efate’s coastline has been sold off for 

subdivisions making the coastal land prices too high to buy for farming. Further inland there 

is land available but there are issues around leasing. However, Farmer 5 believes that 

farmers should first ‘look after the land that you have’. In 2014 in the Land Leases 

(Amendment) Act No 35 had Sections 38A and B added. Section 38 A says that for an 

agricultural rural lease ‘the lessee must carry out the development related to agricultural 

purposes on that lease on more than 50% of the total land area of that lease’. However, the 

former Minister of Lands (personal communication, 8 November 2018) adds that ‘normally a 

lease agreement contains a development condition, so even without this amendment, that 

condition can be used by lessors to forfeit a lease that has not been developed, and in fact 

this has happened in the past’. This condition was not raised by the current farmers as a 

problem for them. However, two farmers considered that Government Departments need to 
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work more closely together on land issues to come up with solutions to the existing 

problems that would favour better land use, including cattle farming. 

 

Farmer 1 said that while the bigger farmers, such as himself, were doing well from farming, it 

was much more difficult for the medium farmers. These farmers ‘should have 10% of their 

land in some commercial activity (not cattle) – they need everything – fencing, stock, tractors 

etc. And management skills’. All the farmers had other income producing activities either on 

their farms, such as growing kava, noni, nuts, copra or traditional root crops, or non-

agricultural interests off their farms. The farmers with alternative on-farm income-

generating crops still considered cattle farming as their fundamental occupation. It may be 

that the lack of investment in previous years was due to the higher income earning capacity 

of these other businesses when it can make business sense to siphon money off the farm 

into more profitable enterprises. It can also explain why farmers weren’t too concerned 

about their declining breeding herds as they had other income sources. A butcher talked 

about the lack of reinvestment by farmers giving the example of buying 2.5m vatu worth of 

cattle from a farmer and ‘none of this was reinvested’. 

 

The determination of the pricing of cattle to be slaughtered was not clear. There is a Farmer 

Association which some farmers indicated had an input into the pricing of cattle while others 

said the farmers were very independent and worked as individuals. The price tends to be 

fairly stable. It is clear that each farmer has a close association with one buyer – butcher or 

the abattoir. This close relationship may make it difficult to resist the pressure to supply 

beasts when this will mean killing off breeding stock. Without a grading system, there is no 

incentive for farmers to provide quality stock since an old cow will return as much as a prime 

steer of a similar weight. Furthermore, the higher price for veal works against the demand 

for beef. Farmer 5 believes that ‘if you increase the price [of beef and veal] at the butcher, 

demand will fall and farmers will retain stock, although you still have the “Yes I need cash 

flow” farmer’. 

 

1.3.3 The future of the beef industry 

As regards the future of the beef industry, responses were varied. Farmer 5 said that ‘The 

cattle industry will shrink but not die completely as there are still a few good farmers 

around’. However, he is concerned that if the abattoir closes it will be lost for good. Another 
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respondent was blunter: ‘They will eat all the cattle and import beef and then in 5-6 years 

they will decide they need a cattle industry in and will get a big company in. Milai will come 

back and [a large-scale farmer] will continue’. One of the butchers doesn’t believe the cattle 

herds will become large enough as ‘there will always be a demand for beef and veal’, 

implying imported beef will be required. 

 

Views on restocking also varied. Farmer 6 believes that good, but now neglected, plantation 

land should be converted into a breeding farm on each of the main cattle raising islands. 

These could provide well-bred cattle to smallholders and larger farmers on each island. 

Farmer 1, on the other hand, would turn these areas into commercial farms, which may 

increase the number for killing but wouldn’t solve the issue of the lack of good quality stock 

for smallholders. 

 

When asked about the prospect of a premium Vanuatu meat product, Farmer 1 was 

adamant that ‘Tender beef starts on the farm. Stress also starts on the farm. With veal you 

“go slow”’. Farmer 7 also talked about how, as large-scale farmers, their young stock would 

be regularly run quietly through the yards to ensure that they wouldn’t be stressed by 

human handling. Another farmer admitted to having wild cattle, which would be stressed 

with being transported and handled at the abattoir. A butcher added that farmers would 

need to be trained into what is required for the consumer. Finally, farmers would need to be 

adequately rewarded for producing high quality beef. Farmer 4 believed an adequate reward 

would be 100 VUT/kg and a grading system based on weight/fat cover/age/conformation 

would be required. He claims that ‘In the 38 years of Independence the Government has 

done nothing, there have been lots of meetings but no actions’. It is clear that growth of the 

large-scale commercial farmers will have considerable flow-down benefits for the 

smallholders; ‘the Government needs to act as the big farmers will drag the smallholders up’. 

Without the large-scale sector of the industry, smallholders will continue to meet the 

demands of kastom and ceremonial kill only, rather than add to the commercial kill. 

 
 

1.4 Processors 
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1.4.1 Vanuatu Abbatoirs Ltd – Port Vila  

The Vanuatu Abattoir Limited (VAL) is owned by four farmers the largest of which is Robert 

Monvoisin. Robert Monvoisin has three farms on Efate and one on Epi and supplies 

exclusively to VAL. The rest of the animals processed through the abattoir are toll processed 

for the 4 main butcheries, Au Bon Marche (ABM), Traverso and South Pacific Meats (SPM). 

The farmers are paid VUT 330/kg carcass weight. VAL charge VUT 68 processing fee and VUT 

7 delivery fee. The number cattle toll-processed varies but is approximately 80% of the 

throughput of the abattoir. A significant number of the toll-processed animals are veal. VAL 

are concerned at the amount of veal being processed and the effect on cattle numbers in 

two years’ time. VAL currently processes about 140 - 200 animals a week but have a capacity 

to process 1000 per week if staff are put on a nightshift.  VAL slaughter twice a week and 

bone for two days using the same staff. At the current throughput VAL are just managing to 

be profitable. 

 

ABM will process approximately 15 steers and 26-31 veal twice a week. The majority of the 

veal goes to consumers of French ethnicity. The farmers are paid VUT 450 per kilo of carcass 

for veal compared to VUT 330 for beef. The numbers of veal processed has been reasonably 

constant increasing by only 16 percent over the last 5 years (Table 8). This indicates that the 

major issue in supply is not the increase in slaughter of veal but the decline in the number of 

steers and heifers processed (Table 8)  

 

 

Figure 13: Veal and beef in chiller at Port Vila Abattoir 
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VAL sources only beef and process their own carcasses into cuts which are then packed into 

cartons to sell on the local market or for export. They aim to have a 50:50 split between 

export and the local market. This has not been able to be achieved because of the demand 

from the local market. VAL would like to double the amount for export. In the past VAL was 

exporting 2-3 containers per month. So far this year they have managed only 3 containers 

(Jan-Oct). The prices for export are attractive as they get a refund on the VAT paid to the 

farmers for exports. The export markets will also take the whole carcass which means they 

don’t need to sell the lower value cuts on the local market. The majority of the exports go to 

Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. There is potential for more exports into 

Australia and other countries but these are primarily the high value cuts. There is not the 

volume of supply to meet this demand. This also leaves the rest of the carcass that needs to 

be sold on the local market. 

 

There is a significant differential in price between the steaks and the lower value cuts. There 

is an oversupply of lower value cuts and undersupply of the high value cuts especially 

tenderloin (eye fillet (tenderloin)) which are in demand by the resorts and restaurants. 

 

The meat destined for the butchers is killed, chilled overnight and then delivered as whole 

carcasses the next day.  VAL aim to age their beef for four weeks whereas product sold by 

the butchers is sold the day after slaughter. The supermarket and butchers don’t have the 

capacity to age their meat and demand means they can’t wait for an aged product. 

Therefore, VAL tend to have a superior product than the supermarket and butcher. VAL’s 

wholesale price is similar to the retail price (including price to resorts and restaurants). 

 

Supply is the major issue with strong demand in the market and insufficient product to meet 

the required supply. This is particularly so for higher value cuts from the resorts and 

restaurants. They primarily want the eye fillet (tenderloin) as this is the only cut they can 

guarantee will be tender. The supply issues are further exacerbated by the large farmers 

rebuilding their herds. This means they are retaining more of their young female stock. This 

may mean that in four years’ time the supply situation may improve. This can be seen in the 

decline in heifers being processed through the Abattoir (Figure 8). If herd rebuilding 

continues then the heifer calves19 will continue to be retained meaning the supply shortage 

                                                
19	Normally	beef	farmer	would	retail	10-15%	of	female	stock	as	replacements.	If	herd	building	is	accruing	
they	would	need	to	retain	a	higher	percentage.	
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may take even longer to improve. Robert Monvoisin was supplying 80 per week, this has 

reduced to 30-40 per week. Some of the beef coming into the abattoir is poor quality either 

too young and therefore not much flavour, or older animals up to 300 kg with very little fat 

cover. The lack of fat cover limits the ability to age the product. The lack of fat also extends 

to the marbling of the steaks. There is little intramuscular fat in the steaks even in the rib eye 

which tends to be the cut that usually has the most marbling. Figure 14 is an example of the 

type of lean carcasses that are currently being delivered to the abattoir. The lack of fat cover 

limits the potential for aging and reduces the amount of marbling. 

  

 

Figure 14: Example of beef carcass with little fat cover 

 

There is a significant amount of beef being imported by the supermarket, butchers and food 

service distributors. These are currently not having an effect on VAL as VAL can already sell 

all their product. Importers pay a 30% tariff however, these are mostly portion-controlled 

and therefore more convenient for the resorts and restaurants. 

 

VAL sees that there is already a premium paid for Vanuatu beef as they sell to the 

restaurants effectively at the retail price. The eye fillet (tenderloin) sells for VUT 3,780 

(NZ$52)/kg. There is a large differential between the eye fillet (tenderloin) and the steak cuts 

(rib eye, strip loin and rump). This is primarily due to the lower demand for these products 

due to the inconsistent quality. If the quality of these cuts could be improved then the value 
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of these cuts could be increased, benefitting the whole carcass price paid to the farmer. VAL 

was getting a premium for their aged meat but the supermarket has now increased its price 

to match. 

1.4.2 Santo Abatoirs 

Santo has two operating abattoirs, Santo Meat Packers (SPM) and Wong Sze Sing. SPM is 

located at Luganville and has had Japanese owners since 1986. The plant is focused on 

export of beef to Japan. It has the capacity to process around 200 head per week but is 

operating well below capacity.  

 

The other abattoir is owned by a local businessman Wong Sze Sing who has a retail butchery 

in Luganville. The plant processes beef mainly for the retail shop in town. As well as the 

butchery and abattoir Wong Sze Sing also has his own cattle farm that provides stock for the 

abattoir and butcher shop. It is also operating below capacity currently only operating one 

day a week.  

1.5 Butchers and distributors 

1.5.1 Traverso 

Marco Traverso is a multi-generational farmer of French descent. His family emigrated to 

Vanuatu between 1896 and 1902. He is fully integrated along the supply chain from farm 

through to retail20. This gives him a unique perspective on the issues of the Vanuatu beef 

industry. He has three farms with a total of 2-3000 breeding cows. These are Charolais x 

Limousine x Piedmontese x Hereford cattle and are mostly for production of veal. The veal 

he sells through his retail shop is mostly bought by residents of French descent who like the 

veal for its tenderness. The lower value cuts are purchased by the locals. He established his 

business 20 years ago initially buying a butcher’s shop and then investing in the farming 

operation. The butchery was established first as this was profitable because at that there 

was an oversupply of cattle. Most of his production is sold through his retail shop in Port 

Vila. He does also supply a few resorts and restaurants but with low stock numbers this is 

now only a small part of his business.  

He believes that at this stage it isn’t logical to develop a high-end beef product due to the 

poor quality of stock. The quality issues need to be dealt with first in order to ensure there is 

the quality stock to deliver a premium product. Currently, he believes there is little incentive 

                                                
20	The	slaughter	and	processing	is	outsourced	to	VAL	
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for farmers to produce quality animals. They can sell all their animals due to the high 

demand and there is no premium for quality. For example, some Santo cattle don’t get killed 

until they are six years old, but with better genetics they could reach the same weight in 2 ½ 

years. Other stock are being killed too young at 15 months old and farmers are being paid 

the same price for all cattle, regardless of quality.  

Farmers would need an significant premium to provide the incentive to to grow their cattle 

to maturity and meet quality standards. He thinks there would need to be a premium of at 

least VUT 100/kg (30% premium) paid to the farmer. At the moment the incentive is to kill 

young stock. Farmers are currently being paid approximately VUT 100,000 for a steer at 300 

kg but they get paid about the same for two veal, therefore they can make more on veal, as 

it can take longer than two years for a steer to reach 300 kg. There used to be grading 

system but this has fallen apart with the shortage of cattle. For a high-end product farmers 

would need to be paid a higher price for quality attributes such as fat cover, age, weight and 

conformation. He believes that some farmers would respond to the premium, however, with 

cattle numbers down they are earning less in total cattle sales. They still have to pay 

expenses, so many are selling cattle or veal for cashflow reasons. Until the numbers go up, 

he believes it will be difficult to work on improving the quality.  

 

1.5.2 South Pacific Meats 

South Pacific Meats (SPM) is owned and managed by Jeff O’Keeffe and has a retail store in 

Port Vila. SPM buy cattle directly from farmers and this is then toll processed through the 

abattoir. The carcasses are then broken down and sold through the retail shop or to resorts 

and restaurants. SPM also imports beef mostly from Australia so they can meet the current 

demand. The imported beef is more expensive but the quality is as good as local Vanuatu 

beef. Despite the demand they do not sell veal and focus solely on beef. Jeff stated that 

resorts and restaurants only want the high value cuts, especially the eye fillet. This demand 

is difficult to meet as there is only about 4 kg of eye fillet (tenderloin) in each carcass. The 

resorts won’t take rib eye (scotch fillet) as they can’t be sure of the eating quality.   Due to 

lack of supply of Vanuatu beef resorts and restaurants are forced to use imported beef. The 

resorts also purchase lower value cuts as they provide meals to their local staff that work for 

them.  

Jeff predicts the that there will be continued insufficient supply to meet the growing 

demand for Vanuatu beef for the local market and export. This is because the cattle herd will 
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not be able to grow sufficiently to meet this demand. Some farmers are trying to build their 

herds and this reducing supply further as they retain stock. The lack of supply is especially 

noticeable in Santo. He used to be able to get stock from there at times bring over one 

container every few months but has only been able to get one container this year. 

There has been growing competition and SPM is losing market share. When he arrived in 

1988 there we only five retail outlets. This has grown to 12 including SPM. Au Bon Marche 

now have six outlets, then there is Vanuatu Butchery has three, Calvo, Traverso. There is also 

a rural butchery which isn’t supposed to sell beef within the urban area but this is not well 

policed. Jeff is finding it harder to compete as he is caught between the power of the 

suppliers, the power of his customers and the competition for other butcheries. He is 

struggling to have a point of difference. He can’t compete on price with ABM and Traverso 

has his own very loyal cliental among the resident of French origin. This means he is left to 

compete with the other small operators. 

He thinks that there may be a market for high end beef but this would depend on price. 

Customers are already complaining at the high price of beef. It is also hard to work directly 

with the chefs to develop new products or adapt to consumer demands. The supply 

relationships have broken down and there is little face to face interaction. He mostly has to 

deal with purchasing managers who focus on price and supply. There is no differentiation for 

quality. He does have several of the large resorts who are loyal customers and he is able to 

discuss issues and develop new products with them. To develop a premium market there 

needs to be stronger relationships in the supply chain with a focus on quality rather than 

price. 

 

1.5.3 Dynamic supplies 

Dynamic supplies is a “Cash ‘n Carry” business providing a full range of products for the food 

service industry. They currently stock over 800 products providing a one stop shop to their 

customers focusing on quality, value for money and service. They have temperature 

controlled trucks that deliver to resorts and restaurants on Efate. They were established in 

2015 and are a subsidiary of Dynamic Supplies NZ. The New Zealand business was exporting 

to Vanuatu so Blake established the Vanuatu business to make the most of this business. 

Currently, they only use only imported beef. They have used local beef but had problems 

with quality. They provide frozen portion-controlled steaks which are more convenient and 

have less waste than purchasing whole cuts. The resorts would prefer local beef but they are 
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forced into using imported because of lack of supply. There clients are some of the top tier 

resorts but they also have mid-tier customers. 

Dynamic would like to move back to local beef but would need to guarantee the quality of 

the product. They have a focus on trying to source local product. and are doing this currently 

with some fruit, vegetables and fish and have their own brand. They have a project with 

World Vision and the New Zealand High Commission to work with local producers to supply 

fruit and vegetables for the local market and export. The current supply chain is very 

fragmented and there is not the quality or consistency of supply necessary to supply these 

higher value market. This is working successfully and has involved investment for building a 

coolstore and develop the logistics.  They see this is working because they are driving it. 

Blake believes that the public sector should help to build up the private sector. They would 

like to replicate this with Vanuatu beef. Tourists want to consume local products and being 

able to tell the story from farm to restaurant is very powerful. Local beef fits with Dynamics 

ethical trading policy and they want to be seen as supporting locals and the local market. 

They want to add value to local produce but they won’t sacrifice their credibility or brand. 

They see the potential for a premium beef product but would need to done well. They would 

want to create their own premium beef brand so they could control it and ensure its quality. 

They would be willing to put the resources into it but would need to be able to capture value 

in the brand. They would want to manage the supply chain from the farm to the restaurant. 

Currently there is no one who could supply the quality and volume that Dynamic would 

require. The majority of beef is going to ABM. Their needs to be a focus on quality at each 

stage of the supply chain. The grading system at the abattoir is critical as well as the 

relationship with the farmer. The preparation, cooking and service by the restaurants is also 

important. There is a need more progressive kitchens. Most restaurants stick with traditional 

cuts of meat such as lamb rack and steak. There is a lot of potential for more innovative 

dishes such as beef cheeks and other lower value cuts. There is a need for more training of 

local chefs and waiting staff. The whole process needs to be managed to ensure the value is 

delivered to the consumer.   

1.5.4 Donovan – Santo  

Grant Donovan is from New Zealand and has been in Vanuatu since 1987. In addition to the 

butchery Grant has four fuel station two in Vila and two in Santo. His father was involved in 

the South Santo beef project (now Milai) which at its peak had 12,000 head. His father also 

helped develop Peter Colmar’s farm. Colman currently supplies 80% of the cattle for his 
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butchery. Colmar can supply 20 head per week and send two chiller containers to Port Vila.  

Donovan also tries to buy from smallholders but this is difficult as they don’t have yards. The 

quality of stock from the smallholder is poor. They often do not have a consistent supply of 

stock water and they are poorly fed. This means it often take up to four years for the animal 

to reach the normal size of a three year old beast. Smallholders do not reinvest in their farms 

when they sell stock. He cites an example of a small farmers who sold 38 steers and was paid 

VUT 2,500,000 but none of this was reinvested in the farm.  

Grant is pessimistic about the future of the Vanuatu beef industry. He believes there will 

continue to be a decline in stock numbers. There will be little reinvestment in farms to 

improve pasture, fencing and water supply. This will mean an increase in imports to meet 

the growing demand for beef. Then in 5-6 years the government will finally wake up and 

realise they need a cattle industry. As a result, the Government will allow overseas 

investment to come in to develop the farmland.  
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1.6 Resorts and restaurants  

Seventeen interviews covered a range of some of the 80 odd resorts, hotels and restaurants 

in Port Vila. Restaurants must make a profit from selling food alone whereas, for resorts, 

their restaurant is really providing a service for the people staying at the resort. It is the 

occupancy rate that determines the level of profit and so the restaurant is not as critical. 

Five of the six biggest resorts/hotels were interviewed (identified by the prefix ‘T’), four 

straight restaurants only (identified by the prefix ‘R’), a café, two smaller boutique resorts 

(prefix ‘B’) and the remaining five were smaller resort/hotels (‘Resort’). This provided a good 

cross section of the food sector in Port Vila.  

 

Many of the menus identified their beef as being from Santo or, more commonly, local 

Vanuatu beef. The question of whether Vanuatu beef is actually different from New Zealand 

or Australian beef and if so, what makes it different, produced a range of responses. Most 

agreed that it has more flavour than Australian or New Zealand beef. However, the reasons 

as to why this is ranged from genetics, to ‘it retains more water in it’, and,’ you can taste the 

phosphate in New Zealand and Australian meat’, to the freedom the cattle have in Vanuatu 

(larger fields, probably less handling). R2 outlined why he considers Vanuatu beef superior to 

beef from other countries: 

• it is very clean tasting; 

• you can see the animals living in the bush and on the plantations; 

• the flavour is based on their varied diet; and 

• they live a more relaxed life. 

The most common reason given was that they have a wider diet than most farmed cattle in 

Australia and New Zealand with access to pasture grasses, legumes and weeds as well as 

often having access to the local bush. It certainly has less marbling than most New Zealand 

beef which means some cuts can be tough, if they are not from a good animal, and if they 

are not aged correctly. 

 

Most menus featured at least one, if not several, steak dishes. In fact, one even offered the 

same steak in two sizes. Several mentioned ‘local organic’ beef on their menus, whereas 

there is not any certified organic beef available in Vanuatu. The abattoir was certified 

organic in the past and some of the farmers were certified but with a 5% premium in the 
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export market, all except one farmer gave up being certified given the cost of certification by 

overseas organic organisations such as Biogro (New Zealand). All restaurants offered steaks 

on their menus; ‘The French restaurants try to use other cuts but NZers and Australians just 

want a good steak’ (T1). Many menus offered hamburgers which seemed very popular when 

talking to the tourists about their meat selections. However, beyond steaks and hamburgers, 

each restaurant would usually offer some other beef dish which might be Thai beef salad, 

beef carpaccio, the steak and kidney pie special in one restaurant, curry and occasionally a 

lasagne or bolognaise type of dish. Only one instance of using shredded beef was seen and 

the cheaper cut of beef cheek was the top seller in one high-end restaurant.  

 

There was not a lot of innovation in the meals on the menus. One of the distributors made 

the comment that ‘We need more progressive kitchens – they can’t vary much and locals 

don’t eat the product. So, it is easier to stick with the higher steak cuts. For example, for lamb 

they want French cut racks. They won’t use progressive cuts’. Another issue is related to 

supply, so while consumers are exposed to a lot more food variety now through ‘the voice of 

the internet and ex-pats seeing food shows on TV the hotelier is at the mercy of the supply 

chain so you have to work around whatever is in stock’.  

 

Partly this lack of variety was due to the limitations of using local chefs who would not have 

been exposed to other ways of cooking beef, and using other cuts. Partly, it is also due to 

many tourists preferring familiar food to more exotic meals and the type of tourists visiting 

Vanuatu: ‘We can’t provide for the very wealthy which is why all the menus are the same – 

steak, burgers and chips and quite expensive compared to Australia especially if you are only 

paying $3/hour for labour – and, it doesn’t go to the farmer’ (T1). Resorts will often have a 

buffet night, which, while not returning as high a margin as a la carte, is easier on the staff. It 

is also a safe way to offer guests a taste of local food; ‘familiarity in the menu is important. 

BBQ night allows them to taste a variety of local food’ (Resort5). While many restaurants 

appeared to source as much local produce as possible, it wasn’t generally showcased on 

their menus, probably due to the inconsistency of supply. And yet, in the interviews with the 

tourists, several said that eating local produce was important to them. R2’s use of beef 

cheeks illustrates the value of using a lower cut: ‘It costs 800 VUT/kg and while there is some 

wastage, it has a much higher return kg for kg compared to eye fillet (tenderloin)s, which 

have no margin’.  As one respondent pointed out, ‘there are no five-star restaurants in 

Vanuatu’. 
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Most, but not all, restaurants offer a veal alternative. Veal is a competitor protein. At least 

65% of the 17 interviewed were definitely not in favour of veal, even when it was on their 

menu. The main reason was that there was simply no demand for it; T3 said it had only been 

ordered twice in 18 months at their resort. While some of the demand came from it being a 

cheaper cut than beef, R1 said it had ‘no taste’, although R2 claimed that veal was more 

flavoursome in Vanuatu than in veal other countries because the calves spent their days 

‘moving around big areas after their mothers’. Several respondents cited the ethical reasons 

of killing young calves still on their mothers for their aversion to veal. But as one respondent 

also pointed out ‘they are not maximising the value of veal’ and another that it ‘damages the 

beef industry’. Finally, ‘I don’t want to use veal I want it to grow up to be beef’. 

 

1.6.1 The meat-eaters 

This project had the focus on a high-end beef market for tourists but it became apparent 

that this focus would mask the true situation for the restaurants in Port Vila. One of the 

causes of the beef shortage is the growing demand for beef. Efate farmers supply beef and 

veal for both the local population and the tourist sector. The tourist industry took a severe 

hit in 2015 with Cyclone Pam in March and then the withdrawal of AirNZ flights in January 

2016, followed by Virgin soon after. Only now, over three years later, are the plane tourist 

figures reaching the previous peak. One feature emphasised by some of the restaurants was 

the amount of repeat tourism there is, so it is important that they produce food to a high 

standard that will lure tourists back when they return. In addition with the foreign workforce 

involved in the re-roading and bridge building projects in Vila, these ex-patriots stay in the 

town for long periods of time. Resort4 pointed out that long stay clients would regularly 

choose their top end meat product, fillet mignon, once a week. Apart from tourist growth, 

demand for beef has continued to grow through the population growth of ni-Vanuatu and 

their increasing numbers in employment where their income allows them to buy more 

expensive food items such as steak, and to dine out. It was noticeable that most of the 

restaurants had locals dining in as well as tourists. The ex-patriot and French residents in 

Port Vila are also important contributors to the restaurant businesses. The French enjoy 

their veal and the locals like their beef. However, the tourists expect Vanuatu, as a Pacific 

island, to be rich in seafood and usually this is the main request by tourists. This was 
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apparent when talking to the tourists who, although meat eaters, would often have chosen 

to eat seafood ahead of beef during their stay. 

 

Restaurants were asked about their patronage and it would seem that on average about 

40% of their clientele are locals from Port Vila and the other 60% are tourists. There is 

variation between restaurants and also between meals with some restaurants using lunch 

specials to successfully increase their lunchtime covers of locals.  

Restaurants were asked about the contribution of cruise ship tourists to their businesses and 

most responded that it was negligible. Some had connections to the cruise ships and had 

cruise ship staff come for lunches, or catered for lunches on specific tours while one 

restauranteur talked about the secondary effect of cruise ship day when people who had 

worked during the day with tourists would come in at night for their dinner. It was evident 

on cruise ship days, especially on wet days, that the restaurants along the main 

street/waterfront, such as Anchor Inn, Nambawan Café, The Brewery Bar and Rossi did 

benefit from cruise ship tourists but often they used these places for their bars and liquor 

licences rather than for their food. 

 

A few restaurants noted the increasing numbers of both local and tourist clients of Asian 

ethnicity who ‘want everything alive’ but particularly seafood. One claimed that there have 

been about six new restaurants serving Asian-style food opening recently plus other existing 

restaurants have included new dishes which appeal to Asians such as ‘pork ribs, eye fillet 

(tenderloin), fish in general and noodles. 

 

Two restauranteurs estimated that only about 5% of their local and tourist market is 

vegetarian or vegan. Restaurant menus reflect this with little offered for vegetarians. 

However, two restaurants claimed they could adapt their current menus to produce 

vegetarian meals as requested by any clients. R3 said they had only produced 14 servings of 

their vegetarian option (goat’s cheese pasta or tagine without the Poulet) in six months 

representing less than one per cent of their plates.  

Tourism is currently growing at 9% and is projected to grow at 10%/year (Hotel Association) 

over the near future. The local population is also growing at 2.4% per year21 and as urban 

                                                
21	http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/vanuatu-population/	
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drift is likely to continue, Efate farmers will continue to face an increasing demand for their 

beef. 

1.6.2 The current situation – ‘The golden days are over’ 

This resort owner tells of his experience with the decline of the beef industry: 

Initially, there were no problems with beef or the beef cuts – it was a real selling point, and 

the great reputation the beef had, was deserved. We offered different cuts on the menu and 

supply was no problem but gradually things started to change. Our initial response was to 

remove the lower end cuts from the menu because of inconsistent quality. As supply became 

a greater issue we went directly to the abattoir and ordered 20 kg of eye fillet 

(tenderloin)s/week. Then the abattoir was sold and we sent in our order and a driver to 

collect the meat and we were told that we had to take the whole beast! 

Only one of the sixteen restaurants which serve steak claimed they could still get the cuts 

they wanted ‘easily’. Of the remainder, two had close relationships with their supplier and 

generally managed to get what they needed although sometimes supply was ‘a bit tight’ or 

they were not always able to get ‘everything we need’. Both of these restaurateurs had 

made a conscious effort to build a closer relationship with the supplier. One had developed a 

personal friendship with the supplier and the other had worked closely with the butcher to 

ensure he got the cuts he needed. He believes that the suppliers ‘select who they will sell to’. 

For the others ‘the beef industry is in crisis at the moment’. There was certainly evidence of 

restaurants trying to source their supplies from more than one supplier.  

 

However, all restaurants were unanimous in saying that the quality was inconsistent, at best, 

or is ‘inconsistent with respect to cut, marbling and weight,’ that eye fillet (tenderloin) that 

was ‘very tough’, that the meat hasn’t been ‘bled out properly and then it will go off very 

quickly if not cleaned up’, and, at worst, the meat can be ‘chewy and terrible’ or a guest can 

say ‘that was the worst steak in my life (2013)’.  The restaurants were not unanimous on the 

reasons for this. Some believe the stock is being killed too young while another mentioned 

the steak might have come from an animal that was too old but 60% did mention that the 

beef was being ‘aged’ or ‘hung’ incorrectly, because, according to T4 ‘the farmer wants the 

money’. Or possibly the meat is not aged at all, due to the shortage of supply when an 

animal may come to the abattoir to be killed on one day and may be sent out to satisfy 

orders, the next day.  
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Some restaurants try to hang or age their orders after they receive them if they have the 

space but there is debate about how effective this is, or for how long it should be even be 

aged - one week, 21 days, 28 days? In fact, one restaurateur claimed that ‘No-one here can 

age meat properly – they don’t know the difference between aging and old beef!’ One 

respondent felt that the beef has only stopped being aged adequately in the last 6-8 months 

while another named June 2018 as the start of the quality issue. However, a respondent who 

has been in the industry a long time said that 20 years ago the beef was more marbled but it 

still needed to be aged. He believed that ten years ago Santo produced a superior product 

with a good colour and a bit better quality than Efate’s beef, but there is no longer this 

difference. Another respondent recalled that ‘in 2002-2004 – meat was cheap and of high 

quality with ribeye (scotch fillet) at 1,000 VUT/kg which has now doubled - in the past 10 

years the quality has dropped and the price doubled’. 

As a consequence of the inconsistent quality of the meat, the demand for tenderloin/eye 

fillet (tenderloin), which is usually tender regardless of the age of the animal it comes from, 

has increased causing it to be priced significantly above the other premium cuts. The next 

premium cuts such as ribeye (scotch fillet) or benefit from coming from an appropriately 

aged animal and being hung or aged for some time before cooking. The lack of grading of 

animals and the absence of the aging process are causing the quality of these cuts to be 

inconsistent. 

1.6.3 To import or not to import? 

As a result of the belief that customers need choice on the menu – beef, chicken, seafood, 

lamb and pork, most restaurateurs accept that they will have to use imported beef if local 

beef became unavailable or if the quality was too unreliable. At the current time, at least 

three of the large resorts are using imported beef for steaks as they can’t get the quantities 

of the premium cuts they require. However, they are still buying some local beef for 

hamburger mince and staff meals. Two of the higher end restaurateurs commented that 

they had tried imported beef but didn’t consider it was up to the standard of local beef in 

terms of flavour and tenderness. Another one said that the imported beef didn’t store well 

(it comes frozen and so has to be used quickly once thawed) and another said it had little fat 

and a high degree of shrinkage; ‘even grinding it into mince was a challenge’. However, this 

restauranteur has had to buy imported eye fillet (tenderloin) when he can’t source it locally. 

While R1 acknowledged the ease of using portion-controlled, chef-ready imported steak, 
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they use the trimmings from their local tenderloins to create another dish so there is no 

wastage at all.  

 

Imported steaks are not much more expensive than the local high-end product with 

Australian steaks retailing at 4,200 VUT/kg and VAL’s tenderloin at 3,950 VUT/kg. One cynic 

even suggested that ‘the locals up their price to what the importers charge’. However, ‘You 

can’t give the “local meat” message’ with imported beef. While some places were careful 

not to use ‘Vanuatu beef’ if they weren’t using it; ‘we have now taken the Vanuatu beef label 

off the menu as we don’t want to lie about its source’, other menus were more ambiguous 

about their beef source. It was obvious that all restaurateurs really want to retain the 

Vanuatu Beef brand if at all possible, for a range of reasons. One mentioned the cattle 

industry’s contribution to GDP, another that Vanuatu already has few viable industries, a few 

liked to offer as much ‘local food’ as possible; ‘people like to go to destinations and enjoy the 

local food at a reasonable price’, and ‘Vanuatu doesn’t have a lot of local produce to 

showcase’. Another claimed that ‘if they lost the Vanuatu beef industry that would be a 

tragedy, as it is a very good quality product’.  However, they were pragmatic about accepting 

that if it was a choice between imported beef or no beef on their menu, they would go with 

imported beef; ‘Importing is a negative but we have no choice, we have to meet demand’ 

(T4).  

1.6.4 Those who cook the meat and serve the customers 

Sourcing good quality meat is only part of producing a high-standard product. The meat has 

to be stored and then cooked to enhance its qualities. A good steak can be ruined by poor 

cooking. Restaurants were asked about their ability to access chefs who were capable of 

cooking to a high standard. Several of the restaurants used chefs from overseas but many 

had local chefs. These were often people who had worked in other restaurants previously so 

had been learning skills through their work. One issue with local chefs is that the traditional 

cooking method is over a fire and so ‘most don’t know how to handle beef’ (Resort1); ‘the 

staff tend to think ‘meat is meat’ and haven’t got a good understanding on how to cook it 

other than well done’ (T1); ‘not all the chefs know how to cut meat up and how to slice it’ 

(R1) and ‘they are good with knives but shocking butchers’ (R2). However, one resort owner 

pointed out that expecting a chef to produce a good steak given the often-poor quality of 

the meat was like ‘a fantastic carpenter having to work with a blunt chisel (B2). Even those 

chefs with good cooking skills were seen as less capable of managing the restaurant kitchen.  
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R1 was surprised at the training available in Vanuatu. The Australian Pacific Training Centre 

(APTC), which used to offer a Level III certificate course, has ceased to offer any courses in 

hospitality. Currently, the only option for chefs and wait staff is the Level II course offered by 

Vanuatu Institute of Technology (VIT). This covers 19 different modules, including one on 

meat, over a period of six months. In France, a wait staff course takes two years and a chef 

course takes four years. 

 

R1 talked about the importance of wait staff: 

The main thing for waiters is that their goal should be to please customers. If a couple comes 

in to have a meal, the waiter doesn’t know what is going on. For example, if they are young, 

maybe he is going to propose. If they are old, maybe one of them will die soon. So, every 

dinner is important. For someone, 3,000 VUT for a steak is nothing. For someone else, it is a 

lot to pay. So, you must have respect for the food and for the customer. 

He believes his staff are ‘superb’. Almost all of the restaurants and resorts provide on-the-

job training. They gain their staff through a variety of methods. One resort offered practical 

placements for the previous APTC students so that they could assess them and get the first 

pick when they graduated. A resort with 300 staff had a staff turnover of 10-20% so needed 

continual training. Another owner said that while he interviewed potential new staff it was 

difficult to predict how good they would be until they started the job. Some workers had 

previous experience on cruise ships which was an advantage. A manager of one resort said 

that they had a female staff member who showed initiative and could now oversee both 

breakfast and lunch service. A lack of initiative was cited by another manager whereby they 

would use up the last of the carrots but not notify anyone despite knowing that carrots were 

on the menu for the next four days. A restaurant owner found most of his staff through his 

personal relationships at previous workplaces – he was looking for ‘a young experienced 

team’.  

1.6.5 A premium product 

The important question for these people at the forefront of retailing beef meals to tourists 

and locals was whether they considered there would be a market for a guaranteed premium 

‘Vanuatu beef’ product. Besides the respondents associated with restaurants, a further three 

respondents in other areas of the sector were also asked their views, giving a total of 20 

responses. 
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Eighty-five per cent believe there is scope for such a premium market. Some were cautious 

and somewhat ambivalent about the idea; initially answering ‘no’ but then changing their 

minds as they thought through the potential of such a strategy. One of those saying a 

definite ‘no’ came from a restaurant that is trying to position itself at the middle-range of 

the market and so its clientele would not be interested in paying for a high-end product. The 

other two felt that prices were as high as the market would accept already. The most 

resistance came from the problem of ensuring that such a high-quality product could be 

consistently delivered. B1 elaborated on what features of the meat should be considered: 

‘quality would be related to size, shape (round and clean) marbling, no gristle, good red 

colour, fat slightly yellow, grass-fed’. 

T1 thought there would be ‘a sizeable market, if [the beef was] of good quality; a restaurant 

could carry both “premium” and “imported”’. R1 developed this theme further telling of 

working in New Caledonia where a restaurant carried steaks from five different origins – 

local, Espana, Angus, Australia, New Zealand. The greatest difficulty was telling which steak 

came from where prior to cooking! He considered that maybe the concept needed to go a 

step further and the restaurants selling this product, should themselves be accredited to 

serve it. This could be done through the Chef’s Association, the Vanuatu Tourism Office or a 

newly created organisation.  

 

Several noted that the premium Vanuatu beef approach would appeal to both the French, 

and the New Caledonians, who have more expensive meat at home, as well as to the local 

ex-patriots who were ‘always looking for something new’. Resort3 believes that 20% of New 

Zealand and Australian tourist would be prepared to pay a premium for such a product. 

However, T5 thinks that ‘Australians and New Zealanders prefer their own beef’. T2 noted 

that their clients often complained about the prices in Vanuatu, considering everything was 

over-priced but then went on to say that his resort would cover the extra cost if the product 

was reliable. Another respondent claimed there would be ‘a very limited market for high end 

certified product – it would be a tourist specialty only and hard to justify but chefs would 

move to the high end’. Two restauranteurs considered that customers would be prepared to 

pay $5.00 more for such a product. The remainder didn’t come up with a figure. 

 

In some respects, R2 has already positioned his restaurant as a provider of premium steaks. 

His relationship with the supplier enables him to guarantee their quality, and his skills and 

experience in the kitchen ensure that a high-end product is placed before his customers. His 
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restaurant is popular and his clients are obviously happy to pay a premium; ‘Clientele say 

that the price at [this restaurant] is expensive but “worth that price’’. However, B2 points out 

that tourists ‘would not be prepared to pay if a steak cost $50 on the grounds that it is local. 

These are Sydney prices and it is a third world country’. Another respondent was interested 

in the concept of a high-end steak house where only ‘Vanuatu beef, organic, grass fed, and 

dry aged’ beef would be served. He believed there would be a sufficient market to make this 

a viable business. B1 thinks that a premium beef product would be ‘great for tourism as long 

as the supply and quality are there – people rave about it, it is an important part of the 

Vanuatu experience’. However, one respondent pointed out that staff would need to be 

trained to a higher, more consistent, standard as ‘you can’t ask for a premium if the waitress 

is wearing flip-flops’. 

1.6.6 Future Scenarios 

‘Nothing else has changed [in the food sector] to the extent that beef has’ claimed one 

respondent. The beef industry faces a dilemma and while few restauranteurs looked at the 

problem from the farmers’ perspective, T3 captured the essence of the problem; ‘if the 

farmers stop selling to grow the cattle numbers then the farmers still have to survive. If they 

don’t stop selling cattle, they will run the industry down and kill it off due to the subsequent 

quality issues’. T2 also considered the farmers’ position; ‘the hardest part is building a supply 

as you can’t import stock. It is hard to keep growing when you are killing off stock while 

tourism is also growing’. Other respondents blamed both other restaurants and the farmers 

for the current supply issue; ‘there’s a ‘don’t care’ attitude from other restaurants’ and one 

said he had ‘hearsay advice that the farmers have dropped the ball in stock management, 

pasture management and have a ‘don’t care’ attitude towards the industry or the supply 

chain. The decline in farm management is reflected in falling down fences and too much 

pasture regrowth due to the cattle shortage’. 

 

However, not a single respondent denied the value and importance to Vanuatu of the cattle 

industry and all would prefer to serve Vanuatu beef rather than imported beef providing the 

quality was assured. Several respondents referred to the ‘paddock to plate’ concept to 

promote the industry to tourists – either through Vanuatu Tourism Office promotions or in 

the restaurants themselves. One of the distributors made the following comment about food 

promotion: 
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Air Vanuatu is a source of food which is marketing gold for locals. It needs to find 

its identity – I don’t know what they are trying to promote and the opportunities 

for food tourism are huge. Robert Oliver was here recently… beef is the 

cornerstone of primary industry. Why has it fallen apart given the skill set on the 

ground?   

Another respondent pointed out that all tourists know of the Cascades from advertising so 

‘we should let people know about Vanuatu beef’. 

 

One pessimist said that ‘Nothing will change [except that] people will eat less beef’. Some 

restauranteurs felt that the Government should act by taking the tariff off imported beef in 

order to take pressure off the local farmers and give them a chance to rebuild their breeding 

herds. T1 considered the alternative ‘Take tariff off imports – that, or run the industry down 

completely’. However, while a tariff removed from beef imposts would help the restaurants 

it doesn’t solve the problem of the lack of cash flow for farmers. Only T3 had thought about 

this: ‘the Government could help farmers by subsidising the industry while it grows, as 

Vanuatu beef is very popular and it could be exported again’. Nor did the restauranteurs 

offer a solution to encouraging the problem of reducing veal production and consumption. 

The problem of killing inappropriately aged stock was not addressed either. 

 

The level of support for a premium product came from the respondents’ desire not to see 

the local beef industry lost. They could understand that by retaining the Vanuatu beef label, 

it would be kept in the forefront of a Vanuatu experience.  Most would support the 

comment R3; ‘There is a demand for Vanuatu beef – it should be treated with respect, love 

and passion’. 

 

However, the issue of providing top quality stock for slaughter has not been addressed by 

this research. Nor how an accreditation system could be made to work fairly for all when 

‘there is no genuine desire to do it properly. No-one wants to change anything for the better’. 

Two respondents thought that maybe increasing the price would help the farmers but that 

hasn’t worked so far. R3 thinks that it is the middle of the supply chain which is benefitting 

from the relatively high beef prices, ‘not the farmers or the retailers’. Many of the 

respondents thought that exporting was still continuing in a far bigger way than it actually is. 

While the abattoir is still exporting small quantities to PNG it is possibly only doing so to 

retain the market should supply ever increase. Resort4 points out that ‘The idea is good but 
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it needs to come from the locals – look at Europe and Canada – specialist beef has done it – 

the corporates have taken it up’. 

 

If the Vanuatu beef industry is to survive, there are two main challenges to overcome: 

how to match a supply that has already lagged behind demand, when the demand is 

increasing steadily; and how to devise some way that rewards the farmers more closely for 

producing what the market wants. These challenges need to be addressed by all concerned; 

the farmers, the retailers and the Government. 

1.7 Supermarket 

On a weight basis ABM sell similar amounts of beef and veal. They used to supply the resorts 

and restaurants but now do not have enough stock. The resorts and restaurants only 

represent about 5% of sales. In the past, when there was enough stock, this was up to 20%. 

Resorts pay a similar price to the in-store retail. They sell all the lower value cuts to local 

customers. They struggle with supply of the lower value cuts due to the high demand from 

locals. They don’t sell eye fillet (tenderloin) in-store as this all goes to the resorts. The stew 

meat, mince and sausages are also in short supply due to local demand. They buy 20 cartons 

of trim a week from VAL for mince as well as stew meat. They are buying the equivalent of 

15 head of beef from VAL in cartons to meet current demand. They buy directly from 

farmers; mostly David Russet, Caroline Brunet, Henri Russet and the Jakobi brothers. David 

Russet supplies most of the veal. He also supplies about 15 steer every 3 weeks, Henri Russet 

15 every two weeks and Caroline Brunet 15 every 2 weeks. Therefore, they are short by 3-4 

deliveries each month. This means they have to buy from VAL to meet the shortfall. This has 

significantly cut into the product available for export. Last year they exported about 40-50 

containers. Increasing demand from ABM has reduced exports and this year have only done 

3 containers due to demand from ABM. The shortage of beef has only become a major 

factor in the last 18 months. Prior to this there were full deliveries by the farmers. ABM had 

also been sourcing cartons of beef from the abattoir in Santo to meet the 2017 Christmas 

demand which was all sold by the beginning of December. There has been no beef out of 

Santo this year. The Santo beef had been supplied last year was of poor quality.  

 

They felt there would be a market for a high value product if it was the right breed and it 

was marketed effectively. It would need to be something different from the current beef 

such as copra-fed beef. There would be potential to export such a product.  The product 
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would need to be of a consistently high quality and supply would need to be highly reliable. 

This would be difficult to achieve with current butchery staff expertise. Staff find it difficult 

to focus on details when being trained. 

 

There is potential for a high value product as ABM currently sells ribeye and sirloin 

(porterhouse) for VUT 1950 (NZ$27/kg) but they could potentially sell a guaranteed product 

for VUT 2500 (NZ$35/kg). This would be a 30% premium. The target market would be the 

resorts. They would want portion cuts so they can cost out their meals. Currently, the resorts 

buy in whole and cut up the steaks themselves but they often don’t take the wastage into 

account. There is a lack of knowledge at the chef end in cutting and cooking steak. 

 

ABM estimates that a premium product could appeal to about 30% of the market which 

would include resorts and expatriates. There is the potential but the process would need to 

be policed and managed right through the supply chain from production through to the 

restaurant (chefs and waiter staff). The production of a premium product would need to be 

run as a separate operation with its own processing room to it keep separate from other 

products and to ensure quality was guaranteed. ABM would have the ability to enforce the 

standard. 

 

1.8 Supply chain margins 

1.8.1 Restaurant 

Menus from 15 restaurants were evaluated for price and availability of beef, veal and fish 

(Poulet). All menus had at least one steak item with eye fillet (tenderloin) offered on all 

menus and rib eye on 11. Other types of steak were found infrequently on the menu and 

tended to be places that specialised in steak. Veal was available on several menus as either 

veal tenderloin or veal Schnitzel. There was generally at least one fish item with Poulet being 

the most common being available on eight menus. Eye fillet (tenderloin) was the most 

expensive with an average price of VUT 3,255 (NZ$45). There was little variation in price with 

only VUT 250 (NZ$3.50) difference between the highest and lowest price. Rib eye and rump 

had a similar average and minimum price however rib eye had a much higher maximum 

price at VUT 3,850 (NZ$53). The high minimum price for eye fillet (tenderloin) reflects the 

high wholesale price and limited supply. The reliable high eating quality of eye fillet 

(tenderloin) means restaurants can charge a consistent premium for this cut. The small 
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variance in price suggest that the maximum price is reaching a level where there is likely to 

be customer resistance. Eye fillet (tenderloin) was the highest price menu item. It was sold a 

significant premium to all other menu items. Poulet and veal tenderloin were the closest in 

price though had a much higher variation in price. Many of the restaurants stated that they 

had to have a steak item on the menu and that eye fillet (tenderloin) was the only cut they 

could be confident to be tender.  

Table 10: Restaurant prices 

Menu item 

Number of 

restaurants 

Average 

price VUT 

Average 

price NZ$ Price Range 

Eye fillet (tenderloin)  15 VUT 3,255 $45 VUT 3200 - VUT 3450 

Ribeye (scotch filet) 11 VUT 2,622 $36 VUT 2000 - VUT 3850  

Rump 3 VUT 2,467 $34 VUT 2050 - VUT 3100  

Sirloin (porterhouse) 4 VUT 1,923 $26 VUT 1690 - VUT 2200 

Veal tenderloin 4 VUT 2,840 $39 VUT 2500 - VUT 3300 

Veal Schnitzel 2 VUT 1,800 $25 VUT 1800 

Poulet 8 VUT 2,692 $37 VUT 2200 - VUT 3300 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Proportion of menu price for various components of restaurant cost 
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Table 11: Shares of menu price for scotch filet and eye fillet 

 Menu component Eye Fillet Scotch Filet Eye Fillet VUT Ribeye VUT  

Menu Price               3,680            2,400  

Meat cost 20% 20%              736               480  

Sides cost 8% 13%              300  300 

Service and Fixed 29% 33%           1,056               792  

Restaurant Margin 43% 35%           1,588               828  

 

Table 12: Margin and proportion of menu price 

NZ$:VUT 72  

   
Ribeye (scotch fillet) - Premium  NZ$   VUT  

Meat price wholesale  (kg) $44 VUT 3,200 

Meat weight (250 gm) (kg) 25% 25% 

Meat cost per plate $11 VUT 800 

Sides cost per plate $7 VUT 520 

Plate food cost $18 VUT 1,320 

Service & Fixed 33% of plate price                  18            1,320  

Margin $                  19            1,333  

Menu price $56 VUT 4,000 

Meat % 20% 20% 

Sides % 13% 13% 

Service & Fixed  33% 33% 

Margin % 33% 33% 

 

Figure 15 shows the proportion of the menu price for the various components that 

contribute to the menu price. Restaurants try to work on a 1⁄3 : 1⁄3 : 1⁄3  ratio. This means that 

they determine the menu price based on a food cost of about 33% of the total price. To this 

they add approximately 66% to cover the restaurant margin of 33% and another 33% to 

cover the service (waiting and kitchen staff) and fixed costs. This means that an increase in 

the menu price will only enable an increase in the meat cost of 20%. Furthermore, Figure 16 

shows that the farmer receives only 8% of the menu price. This is because the meat price 

only makes up 20% of the total menu price. The meat price is further made up of the price 

paid to the farmer, processing and delivery costs and the wholesale margin. Therefore, an 

increase in the menu price will only result in a potential 8% increase in the price paid to 

farmers. 
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Figure 16: Share of menu price along the supply chain 

Restaurants will have different margins depending on the menu item. Figure 17 shows a 

comparison for ribeye (scotch fillet) and eye fillet (tenderloin). The eye fillet (tenderloin) has 

a menu price VUT 3,100 (NZ$ 42) and the menu price of the ribeye (scotch fillet) is VUT 2,400 

(NZ$ 33). This indicates that the restaurants are able to pass through the increase of the 

higher cost of the eye fillet (tenderloin) and therefore maintain their margin. The 

inconsistency in the eating quality of the ribeye (scotch fillet) and other cuts limits the menu 

price for these cuts. In both cases the service and margin proportion is 72% for the eye fillet 

(tenderloin) and 68% for the ribeye (scotch fillet).  

 

The absolute value of these margins (service and fixed plus margin) is VUT 2232 ($NZ 31) for 

the eye fillet (tenderloin) and VUT 1632 ($NZ 22). This makes the eye fillet (tenderloin) a 

more profitable menu item for the restaurants.  

 

 
Figure 17: Components of menu price for different items 
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1.9 Potential for a high-end beef product 

An important focus of the research was to understand the margins in the supply chain and 

the potential for a high-end beef product to improve farmer returns. Achieving this is 

somewhat complicated with beef as a single carcass is disassembled in to multiple parts each 

of which is sold at different prices. Furthermore, the farmer gets paid on a carcass weight 

basis but beef is generally sold after being boned out. Table 13 shows the percentage yield 

of a carcass broken down into the major components. From this it can be seen that the high 

value cuts (steaks) make up only 14% of the total carcass. As a result, a small increase in the 

value of the ground beef and stew meat may have a greater impact on the carcass price than 

a large increase in the high value steaks. 

 

Table 13: Proportion of beef cuts from boned out carcass 

Carcass cut Boned out kg/carcass % of carcass 

Steaks 28 14% 

Round/Roasts 31 15% 

Ground beef and stew 113 57% 

Soup 28 14% 

Total boned out weight 200 100% 

 

Table 14 further illustrates the proportion of different steak cuts of each of which are have 

their own price based on their specific eating quality. The tenderloin is the highest value cut 

due to it consistent tenderness and limited quantity. Calculating potential premiums and 

margins requires considering the quantity and price of these cuts. 

 

Table 14: Proportion of steaks from boned out carcass 

Steak Boned out kg/carcass % of high value cuts 

Beef sirloin (porterhouse) 7 25% 

Beef Ribeye (scotch fillet) 9 32% 

Beef eye fillet (tenderloin) 4 15% 

Beef rump 8 28% 

Total weight of steak cuts 28 100% 

 

 

The results of the interviews and the tourist survey confirmed that there is the potential for 

a premium high end beef product in the tourist and local market. The resort and restaurant 

interviewees stated that currently they can only trust the tenderloin to have consistent 

eating quality. They said that the other steak cuts are highly variable especially in with 

regard to tenderness. As a result there is a large differential in price between the tenderloin 

and the other cuts (Table 16). They also confirmed that if the eating quality of the other 
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steak cuts could be guaranteed then these could be promoted at a premium and that there 

would be sufficient demand.  

Based on the research results the potential premium for a high-end beef product was 

calculated as a retail premium and a restaurant premium (Table 16).  

The retail premium is calculated on beef sold in butchers and supermarkets. The largest 

amount of beef is sold through these channels therefore this premium has greater impact on 

the overall value of beef in contrast to the restaurant premium22 (Figure 7). The potential for 

a retail premium was assessed by comparing the Vanuatu retail price for different steak cuts 

to the New Zealand retail price (Table 15). This illustrates that the retail price for tenderloin 

and rump is slightly higher in Vanuatu. The price for ribeye (scotch fillet) and sirloin 

(porterhouse) is sold at a significant discount to the New Zealand price.  

 

Table 15: Comparison between Vanuatu and New Zealand retail prices.  

Steak cut 

 Vanuatu retail  

New Zealand 

retail 

 New Zealand 

retail Difference  

VUT/kg  NZ$/kg  VUT/kg  NZ$/kg  VUT/kg NZ$/kg 

Eye fillet (Tenderloin) 3,780  $52  $3,467 $47 -VUT 313 -$4.29 

Beef ribeye (scotch fillet) 1,995  $27  $2,555 $35 VUT 560 $7.67 

Beef sirloin (porterhouse) 1,930  $26  $2,409 $33 VUT 479 $6.56 

Beef rump 1,800  $25  $1,557 $21 -VUT 243 -$3.33 

 

All beef in New Zealand beef is sold under that ensure all product sold is consistently lean 

and tender. It is assumed that at ensuring the quality and consistency of the ribeye (scotch 

fillet) and sirloin (porterhouse) would increase the price of these cuts such that they have a 

similar scale of prices to the new Zealand retail.  

 
Figure 18: New Zealand beef and lamb quality mark 

There is also a significant differential between the tenderloin and other cuts sold through 

restaurants (Table 10).  The results of the tourist’s survey showed that approximately 30% of 

                                                
22	 Figure 7 shows that approximately 1,600 tonnes of cuts are sold through supermarkets and butcheries 
compared to 10 tonnes through restaurants.	
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tourists were willing to pay at least AUS$20 (1,600) more for a steak with a combination of 

guaranteed quality attributes. These assumptions have been used to calculate the potential 

restaurant premium (Table 16) 
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Table 16: Carcass make-up and price assumptions 

Beef cut 

Carcass percentage 

and weight Existing prices Premium prices - NZ retail Premium prices - Restaurant 

% of 

carcass 

Carcass 

BW kg 

Retail 

Price/kg VUT 

Total value VUT 

(Standard) 

Premium NZ retail 

Price/kg VUT 

Total Value VUT 
Premium NZ retail 

Premium retail 

Price/kg VUT 

 Total Value 

VUT - Standard  

Beef sirloin (porterhouse) 3.5% 7.1 VUT 1,930 VUT 13,639 VUT 2,500 VUT 17,667 VUT 3,200 VUT 22,614 
Beef ribeye (scotch fillet) 4.5% 9.1 VUT 1,920 VUT 17,415 VUT 2,500 VUT 22,675 VUT 3,200 VUT 29,024 
Tenderloin 2.1% 4.2 VUT 3,780 VUT 15,801 VUT 3,695 VUT 15,446 VUT 3,695 VUT 15,446 
Beef silverside/Outside 3.6% 7.2 VUT 910 VUT 6,531 VUT 910 VUT 6,531 VUT 910 VUT 6,531 
Skirt steak 1.7% 3.5 VUT 950 VUT 3,282 VUT 950 VUT 3,282 VUT 950 VUT 3,282 
Beef rump 4.0% 8.0 VUT 1,880 VUT 15,006 VUT 1,800 VUT 14,367 VUT 1,800 VUT 14,367 
Blade steak 7.1% 14.3 VUT 750 VUT 10,719 VUT 750 VUT 10,719 VUT 750 VUT 10,719 
Beef silverside/Outside 6.9% 13.7 VUT 950 VUT 13,022 VUT 950 VUT 13,022 VUT 950 VUT 13,022 
Stew 27.3% 54.7 VUT 795 VUT 43,478 VUT 795 VUT 43,478 VUT 795 VUT 43,478 
Chuck  1.6% 3.2 VUT 910 VUT 2,957 VUT 910 VUT 2,957 VUT 910 VUT 2,957 
Beef mince regular 15.3% 30.6 VUT 900 VUT 27,527 VUT 900 VUT 27,527 VUT 900 VUT 27,527 
Blade steak 3.4% 6.8 VUT 950 VUT 6,504 VUT 950 VUT 6,504 VUT 950 VUT 6,504 
Topside 5.0% 9.9 VUT 910 VUT 9,015 VUT 910 VUT 9,015 VUT 910 VUT 9,015 
Backstrap 0.6% 1.1 VUT 850 VUT 952 VUT 850 VUT 952 VUT 850 VUT 952 
Shank 2.3% 4.5 VUT 900 VUT 4,074 VUT 900 VUT 4,074 VUT 900 VUT 4,074 
Shin 1.8% 3.5 VUT 900 VUT 3,180 VUT 900 VUT 3,180 VUT 900 VUT 3,180 
Soup meat 6.7% 13.4 VUT 750 VUT 10,021 VUT 750 VUT 10,021 VUT 750 VUT 10,021 

Soup bones 2.6% 5.3 VUT 350 VUT 1,838 VUT 350 VUT 1,838 VUT 350 VUT 1,838 

Total  100% 200 kg   VUT 204,960   VUT 213,255   VUT 224,551 
      Carcass weight per head - 250 kg 

Boned out yield (BW) - 80% 

Boned out CW - 200 kg 
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The retail premium calculation shows the potential premium of VUT 33/kg (NZ$0.45/kg) 

carcass weight premium paid to the farmer (Table 17). At a current price of VUT 330/kg CW 

(NZ$4.15) this would equate to a 10% premium. Excluding veal, the total amount beef sold 

to supermarkets and butchers is approximately 1,200 tonnes. This would come from around 

2000 tonnes carcass weight. Assuming that 20% of the product sold would be premium then 

the total value at the farm level would be around 66,000,000 VUT (NZ$900,000) 

  

Table 17: Premium calculation based on New Zealand retail prices 

Premium calculation - New Zealand retail prices 

  VUT NZ$ 

Total  standard beef VUT 204,960 $2,808 

Total Premium beef VUT 213,255 $2,921 

Difference VUT 8,295 $114 

Difference/kg BW VUT 41 $0.57 

Difference/kg CW VUT 33 $0.45 
 

The calculation of the restaurant premium shows the potential for a premium of VUT 78/kg 

(NZ$1.07/kg) paid to the farmer. This equates to a premium of 24% at current prices. 

Assuming that 30% of tourists pay this premium then on the current sales to restaurants of 

10 tonnes then this would add around 975,000 VUT ($NZ 13,400). This illustrated that while 

the restaurant premium is significant its impact on the industry at the farm level is much less 

than a retail premium. 

 

Table 18: Restaurant premium calculation 

Premium calculation - Restaurant premium 

  VUT NZ$ 

Total  standard  VUT 204,960 $2,808 

Total Premium  VUT 224,551 $3,076 

Difference VUT 19,591 $268 

Difference/kg BW VUT 98 $1.34 

Difference/kg CW VUT 78 $1.07 
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Figure 19: Farmer share of retail beef price 

The farmer share of retail is shown in Figure 19. This indicates that the farmer receives 

approximately 41% of the retail price with processing and delivery 9%. Thus, the farmer will 

only receive 41% of any increase in the retail price. The farmer share of retail is lower than 

what is typical in New Zealand or the USA where the farmer would typically get around 50% 

of the retail price. This may be a result of the lack of competition in retail in the Vanuatu 

market. 
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1.10 Consumers 

1.10.1  Descriptive statistics 

 

The survey sampled both Vanuatu residents and visitors. 75% stated they were visiting 

Vanuatu and 25% identified as residents (Figure A 1). Of the respondents who were tourists 

66% were from Australia and 19% were from New Zealand with 12% from Europe or the USA 

(Figure A 2). This was similar to the results of the Vanuatu International Visitor Survey (VIVS) 

which had 57% from Australia, 19% from New Zealand and 13% “long haul”. The main 

difference in the proportions was due to the lower numbers of New Caledonian and a slight 

overrepresentation of Australians. The survey respondents were also similar in age, gender, 

purpose of visit and destination to the VIVS (Figure A 19, Figure A 15, Figure A 3 and Figure A 

13). Given that the survey was not a random sample the survey demonstrates reasonable 

representation. Most of the visitors had arrived by air with only 3% of the respondent from 

cruise ships (Figure A 4). Nearly all of the respondents were either on holiday or visiting 

friends and relatives (Figure A 3). For many tourists this was their first visit to Vanuatu. There 

was a significant number of tourists (42%) who had visited multiple times (Figure 20). This 

illustrates the substantial amount of repeat tourism that occurs in Vanuatu.   

 

 

Figure 20: Number of visits to Vanuatu 

The majority of the tourists were staying in Vanuatu for between 1 – 3 weeks (Figure A 11) 

and 58% were staying at resorts (Figure A 14). Sixty percent of the tourists had a bachelor’s 
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or post-graduate degree (Figure 21). This suggest that tourists visiting Vanuatu have higher 

levels of education than the general population in Australia23 and New Zealand24.  

 

Figure 21: Education level of tourists visiting Vanuatu 

 

 

Figure 22: Income level of tourists 

 

                                                
23 Statistics Australia reports that 27% of the Australian population have a bachelor’s degree or higher 
24 Statistics New Zealand reports that 20% of the New Zealand population have a bachelor’s degree or higher 
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There was a significant range in the annual income of the tourists (Figure 22). The income of 

the tourist appeared to fall into three main categories, those above A$100,000, a middle 

group with an income between A$60,000 – A$79,000 and a group at the lower end with 

income below A$59,000. This spread of income is important to the survey to ensure that the 

results are not weighted by the either higher or lower levels of income of the respondents.  

 

Figure 23: Length of time living in Vanuatu 

While visiting Vanuatu tourists ate out for lunch and dinner at nearly every meal (Figure A 7 

and Figure A 8) and  they most commonly ate out only with their spouse (Figure A 9).In 

comparison they  ate out between two - four times per month when in their home country 

(Figure A 36). The Vanuatu residents that were surveyed were mostly born overseas with 

only 5% of the sample born in Vanuatu25 (Figure A 20). Most of those born overseas were 

from either Australia (34%) or New Zealand (19%). Almost two thirds had been living in 

Vanuatu for less than five years (Figure 23). 

1.10.2  Meat consumption patterns 

Most of the respondents classified themselves as moderate meat consumers eating meat 

between 2-6 times per week (Figure 24). 10% of the respondents identified as vegetarian. 

This was higher than reported by the restaurants who indicated about 5% of customers were 

vegetarian 

 

                                                
25	Some Ni-Vanuatu were interested in taking part but most had no internet access	
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Figure 24: Frequency of meat consumption 

1.10.3 Meat preference - Residents 

Vanuatu residents were asked about their preference for beef or veal. Most residents 

indicated a preference for beef, with 45% preferring beef either a lot or a great deal. Only 

18% stating they did not prefer beef (Figure 25). There was however a significant proportion 

of residents that preferred veal (Figure 26). A third of respondents indicated that they 

preferred veal either a lot or a great deal. There was however a similar number that said 

they did not prefer veal (32%).  
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Figure 25: Residents preference for beef 

 

 

Figure 26: Vanuatu residents’ preference for veal 

This result explains the demand for veal as there is a significant proportion of residents 

prefer veal. Vanuatu residents seem to have specific preference for either beef or veal. This 

suggests that there is a distinct market for veal and beef with little substitution between the 

two products. This was confirmed by one of the butchers who explained that most of the 

veal was purchased by Europeans of French descent and Ni-Vanuatu. The beef was primarily 

purchased by expatriate residents of British decent (including Australians and New 
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Zealanders) and middle-class Ni-Vanuatu). Visitors to Vanuatu clearly preferred beef with 

only 9% saying they did not prefer beef (Figure 27). In contrast over half of the tourists 

stated that they did not prefer veal (Figure 28). 

 

 

Figure 27: Tourists preference for beef 
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Figure 28: Tourists preference for veal 

Vanuatu residents have a very positive perception of both Vanuatu beef and veal. Nearly 

70% believed Vanuatu produces some of the world’s best beef (Figure A 28) and 61% 

believed the same for veal (Figure A 30 and Figure A 31). The perception of the quality of 

Vanuatu beef and veal was in line with this (Figure A 26, Figure A 27, Figure A 30 and Figure 

A 31). 

 

Figure 29: Residence perception of Vanuatu beef quality 

Sixty two percent of residents agree or somewhat agree that Vanuatu beef is high quality 

(Figure 29) and the same proportion believe the same of Vanuatu veal. There is an even 

distribution of views on the price of beef and veal (Figure A 27 and Figure A 31). Veal was 
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perceived as being slightly more expensive than beef. Twenty six percent strongly disagreed 

that beef was too expensive. This was only eight percent for the price of veal. Vanuatu 

residents had a strong preference for local beef and veal if they had a choice between the 

two. However, they would be willing to purchase imported beef or veal if that was all that 

was available (Figure A 34). 

When tourists and residents eat out at a restaurant the most common choice was fish and 

seafood. Twenty three percent of tourists and 33% of residents said they mostly choose fish 

and seafood (Figure A 41). This may reflect on the fact that consumers often like to choose 

something at a restaurant they don’t cook at home. Fish and seafood are less available than 

other meats and are generally more difficult to cook well. The second most common choice 

was chicken with 16% of tourists and 19% of resident stating they mostly choose chicken 

(Figure A 39). Beef was more popular among tourists with 14% stating they would mostly 

choose beef (Figure A 37). Veal was much less popular than beef. Only 4% of resident stated 

they would mostly choose veal and no tourists would mostly choose veal (Figure A 38). 

Twenty five percent of residents and 36% of tourists indicated they would never choose veal 

when eating out at a restaurant. This explains the low number of veal dishes on the 

restaurant menus. Few tourists or residents would mostly choose lamb or mutton (Figure A 

42). This is somewhat surprising as most menus had a lamb dish and consumption of lamb is 

common among Australians and New Zealanders. There were a significant number that 

would at times choose vegetarian. Twenty eight percent of tourists and 31% of stated they 

would sometimes choose a vegetarian dish. This indicates that although around 10% 

identified as vegetarian, many meat eaters would at times choose a vegetarian dish (Figure A 

43). Vegan dishes were very rarely chosen with nearly 70% of tourists and 50% of residents 

indicating they would never choose a vegan dish (Figure A 44). A significant proportion of 

tourists would mostly choose whatever was the local speciality (Figure A 45). This is 

significant given that most tourist (56%) identify fish and seafood as the local Vanuatu 

speciality (Figure A 47). This is in spite of the fact that Vanuatu does not have a major fishing 

industry. In reality, the results showed that most tourist and resident varied their choice of 

menu Items (Figure A 1). Seventy four percent of tourist and 52% of residents would mostly 

or always choose whatever they felt like at the time. 
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1.10.4 Tourist perception of Vanuatu Cuisine 

It was important to understand what type of cuisine tourist associated most with Vanuatu. 

As mentioned before most viewed fish and seafood as typical of Vanuatu cuisine (Figure 30).  

 

 

Figure 30: Tourist perception of Vanuatu cuisine – Fish and Seafood 

Beef was also associated with Vanuatu cuisine with 28% of tourists identifying beef as typical 

Vanuatu cuisine (Figure 31). This indicates that many tourists are aware of Vanuatu beef as a 

local speciality. 
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Figure 31: Tourist perception of Vanuatu cuisine – Beef 

Chicken and pork were also associated by some tourist as typical of Vanuatu cuisine (Figure 

A 49 and Figure A 50). Veal was seen as the least typical of Vanuatu food. 

1.10.5 Attributes Important to the tourist and residents 

Residents and tourists rated the importance of various attributes of steak they would choose 

when travelling overseas. This showed that taste, tenderness and cooked to my liking were 

the most important attributes (Figure 32).  

 

Figure 32: Comparison of the importance of attributes steak when travelling overseas  

This signifies that the eating experience is the most important thing meat consumers are 

looking for. Tourists seemed rate most attributes either the same or greater than residents. 

This difference was most significant for locally produced beef. This confirms that tourist 

visiting Vanuatu are wanting to consume locally produced food. The eating experience 

attributes were also more important for tourists than residents. Good marbling, grain 

finished and aging were more important to residents. This suggests that residents have a 

greater awareness of these factors than can directly improve meat quality.  

Figure 33 compares the importance of specific attributes with the awareness that tourists 

have of Vanuatu beef. This shows that taste and tenderness are most important and this 

closely matches their awareness of these attributes of Vanuatu beef. Tourists are also aware 

that Vanuatu beef is naturally produced, grass fed and organic however these characteristics 

are not valued as highly as eating quality attributes 
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Figure 33: Comparison in importance and awareness of beef attributes 

1.10.6 Tourist perception of characteristics of Vanuatu beef   

An important part of the project was to understand tourist’s perceptions of the attributes of 

Vanuatu beef. This was firstly measured among tourists who had not been aware of Vanuatu 

beef before arriving and then their perception after they became aware. Secondly tourists 

who had been aware of Vanuatu of Vanuatu beef before they had arrival were also 

surveyed. The results clearly show that the majority of tourists visiting Vanuatu had no prior 

awareness of Vanuatu beef (Figure 34). This highlights the significant potential to increase 

the awareness of Vanuatu beef in the tourist market.  
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Figure 34: Tourist awareness of Vanuatu Beef before visiting 

Approximately 90% of tourist had consumed Vanuatu beef during their visit to Vanuatu 

(Figure A 67). The survey showed that there was a significant shift in tourists perception of 

Vanuatu beef after they became aware (Figure 35). This was in spite of the fact that they 

already perceived that Vanuatu beef had many these characteristics. This positive view is 

likely to be the result of the image they have of Vanuatu and extrapolating this to Vanuatu 

beef. Research has shown that when consumers are unfamiliar with a specific countries 

product then they form a view based on the general image they have of a country (Lin & 

Chen, 2006).  
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Figure 35: Tourist perception of Vanuatu beef before and after becoming aware26 

Production by small farmers, naturally raised and grass fed production were the attributes 

that tourist most associated with Vanuatu beef before they became aware. Use of feedlots, 

production by large farmers and the belief that tropical island cannot produce quality beef 

were least associated with Vanuatu beef (Figure 35). The attributes that had the greatest 

increase were eating quality attributes including taste, tenderness, flavour and quality (Table 

19). This indicates that consuming Vanuatu beef is a positive experience for tourists’.   

                                                
26 The mean attribute score measures the level of agreement tourists have that Vanuatu beef has these 
attributes. The scale ranges from 2 = Definitely false to 6 = Definitely true. The higher the score the greater the 
extent that  tourists believe Vanuatu beef has these characteristics.  
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Table 19: Change in perception of attributes of Vanuatu Beef 

Attribute Before Unaware Now Aware Change % Change 

High Quality 4.3 5.1 0.8 19% 

Tender 4.4 5.2 0.8 19% 

Great Taste 4.5 5.3 0.8 17% 

Unique Flavour 4.3 4.9 0.6 15% 

Organic production 4.7 5.2 0.5 11% 

High Animal Welfare 3.8 4.3 0.5 12% 

Grass Fed 4.8 5.2 0.4 8% 

No Antibiotics 4.6 5.0 0.4 9% 

Naturally Raised 4.9 5.2 0.4 8% 

No use of Chemicals 4.7 5.0 0.2 5% 

Production Small Farms 4.9 5.1 0.2 4% 

Production Feed Lot 3.4 3.5 0.0 1% 

Production Large Farms 3.5 3.5 0.0 0% 

Tropical Poor Beef27 3.7 2.8 -0.9 -25% 
 
Production on feedlots and by large farmers did not change significantly, however, there was 

a large decrease in the belief that tropical islands cannot produce quality beef. It is likely that 

tourists have limited ability to assess these attributes as they are unlikely to see actual farms 

in Vanuatu. The fact that they perceive that Vanuatu beef is produced by small farmers may 

be due to the image of small villages or having seen small-holder cattle.  

Tourist who were unaware of Vanuatu beef before visiting end up having a very similar 

perception of the attributes of Vanuatu beef as those who were previously aware (Table 20). 

This indicates that the experience of visiting Vanuatu results in a similar perception of 

Vanuatu beef as those who were already aware. This suggests that the experience of 

consuming Vanuatu beef and the information regarding how the beef is produced that 

consistently changes the perception of tourists who were unaware of Vanuatu beef prior to 

visiting. 

 

  

                                                
27	The perception that tropical islands cannot produce quality beef is a negative scale where a higher score 
represents an increase in the belief that tropical islands cannot produce quality beef. 
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Table 20: Comparison of perceptions between tourist aware before visiting Vanuatu and 
those who became aware after visiting 

Attribute Now Aware Before Aware Difference % Difference 

High Quality 5.1 5.3 0.1 3% 

Great Taste 5.3 5.3 0.1 1% 

Naturally Raised 5.2 5.3 0 1% 

Organic  production 5.2 5.2 0 0% 

Tender 5.2 5.2 0 0% 

Grass fed 5.2 5.2 -0.1 -1% 

Unique Flavour 4.9 5.1 0.1 3% 

No Use of Chemicals 5 5.0 0 0% 

Production Small Farms 5.1 5.0 -0.1 -2% 

No Antibiotics 5 4.9 -0.2 -3% 

Animal Welfare 4.3 4.4 0.1 2% 

Production Large Farms 3.5 3.7 0.2 6% 

Production Feed Lot 3.5 3.1 -0.4 -11% 

Tropical Poor Beef  2.8 2.8 0.1 3% 

 

1.10.7 Tourist regular meat consumption 

When at home, chicken was the most consumed meat by visitors to Vanuatu, followed by 

beef and fish (Figure A 98, Figure A 99, Figure A 100 and Figure A 101). Veal was the least 

consumed with 31% indicating they never consumed veal. This provides some explanation 

why few tourists consume veal in Vanuatu as it is not commonly consumed at home. There 

were similar levels of consumption of pork and lamb. Forty four percent indicated they 

rarely or only occasionally consumed pork and 37% had a similar frequency of consumption 

of lamb. 

 

There was an even distribution of responses to questions about tourists’ love of the taste of 

beef.  Seven percent indicated that they eat beef whenever they can, however, and a similar 

number strongly disagreed with this statement. The greatest number indicated that they 

somewhat agreed that they loved the taste of beef. Only 1% strongly disagreed. This 

suggests that most tourists enjoy the taste of beef. Tourists were asked if they were trying to 

reduce their consumption of beef and the reasons for this. Most tourists indicated that they 

were not trying to reduce their meat consumption (Figure A 1, Figure A 1, Figure A 106, 

Figure A 107 and Figure A 108). Forty-seven to fifty-nine percent of tourists disagreed with 

the statement that they were reducing their beef consumption. The strongest reason for 
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respondents reducing their meat consumption was for health reasons. Twenty-nine percent 

indicated they were reducing their meat consumption for health reasons whereas only 17% 

stated they were doing it for animal welfare and 24% were doing it for environmental 

reasons. This suggests that these consumers are more concerned about personal health 

issues than they are with environmental or animal welfare factors when considering their 

meat consumption.  

1.10.8 Tourist beef preferences 

Nearly all tourists stated they were aware of the difference between beef and veal. Nearly 

all (87%) indicated they preferred beef when eating out at a restaurant (Figure A 110). There 

were only a small number (34%) who indicated any preference for veal (Figure A 111). This is 

in consistent with how tourists described their consumption of beef and veal at home.  

There was a strong preference for consuming steak over other beef types with 82% of 

tourists and 71% of residents preferring steak.  

Tourists and residents were questioned on their preference for different cuts of steak. The 

results indicated that these consumers chose a variety of cuts with no strong preference for 

only eating one type of steak. Around 64% percent of tourists and residents would choose 

what they felt like at the time when choosing steak at a restaurant. The most preferred cut 

was ribeye (scotch fillet), closely followed by tenderloin (Figure A 114 and Figure A 115). The 

majority (59%)  stated they would choose eye fillet (tenderloin) always or most of the time. 

Forty-three percent would mostly or always choose tenderloin. Rump steak and T-bone 

where chosen less often with around 60% choosing rump some of the time and around 42% 

doing the same for T-bone (Figure A 113 and Figure A 115). The size of the steak had little 

influence on consumers’ choice indicating most people choose quality over quantity (Figure 

A 117). 

1.10.9 Comparative attributes of Vanuatu beef 

Tourists were asked to rate Vanuatu beef to similar cuts they had consumed at home. The 

majority of tourists rated Vanuatu beef as significantly better on a variety of attributes. 

These included price, juiciness, flavour, tenderness and value for money (Figure A 119, 

Figure A 120, Figure A 121, Figure A 122 and Figure A 123). The price of Vanuatu beef was 

seen as either about the same or better than beef at home. Only 13% rated the price of 

Vanuatu beef as worse than at home (Figure 36).  
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Figure 36: Comparison of the price of Vanuatu beef 

This was also consistent with how tourists evaluated Vanuatu beef for value for money. Only 

15% saw Vanuatu beef as less value for money than their beef at home. Vanuatu beef was 

also rated higher on quality characteristics Flavour, juiciness and tenderness were all rated 

as better than beef consumed at home (Figure 37, Figure 38 and Figure 39) . Around 50% 

rated Vanuatu beef as better on all three of these three attributes.  

 

Figure 37: Comparison of tenderness of Vanuatu beef 

This is an important result as it clearly demonstrated the positive eating experience tourists 

have when consuming Vanuatu beef. Furthermore, it is also rated as either the same or 

better on price and value for money. 
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Figure 38: Comparison of flavour of Vanuatu beef 

 

 

Figure 39: Comparison of juiciness of Vanuatu beef 
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1.10.10  Willingness to pay a premium 

The results showed that visitors to Vanuatu are willing to pay a premium for certified 

Vanuatu beef with guaranteed specific characteristics. They would pay the greatest premium 

for a Vanuatu steak that was guaranteed eating quality and flavour (Figure 40). This is in line 

with other research that shows that consumers place higher value on the experience 

characteristics of food in terms of taste, texture and appearance than on credence attributes 

such as organic, animal welfare etc. (Lees & Saunders, 2015). Figure 40 shows the mean 

premium score for each of the individual attributes. A mean score above four represents a 

willingness to pay a premium. Consumers were willing to pay at least some premium for all 

of the individual attributes. Grain-fed had the lowest score though some consumers would 

still pay a small premium for this attribute. In contrast, high scores for natural, grass-fed, 

local, organic, hormone and antibiotic-free showed that consumers are valuing these 

attributes that indicate more natural, healthy and sustainable production systems. This 

result is very positive for Vanuatu beef as these characteristic match the current beef 

production systems. 

 

The low scores for aging suggest that consumers are not well informed regarding the quality 

characteristics of beef. The interviews with the other stakeholders consistently commented 

that one of the key reasons for the inconsistency and lack of tenderness of Vanuatu beef was 

because of the lack of proper aging. One of the interviewees commented the “No-one here 

can age meat properly – they don’t know the difference between aging and old beef'. 
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Figure 40: levels of premium tourist will pay for specific attributes  

When these attributes were combined consumers were willing to pay an even greater 

premium (Figure 41). Almost 30% of tourists were willing to pay at least A$20 more for a 

Vanuatu steak that was naturally raised, grass-fed, 21-day aged as well as free of antibiotics 

and growth hormones. This represents a premium of VUT 1,600 on the menu price. These 

combined characteristics did not include any guarantee of eating quality. Given that this was 

highly valued by consumers if this attribute could also be guaranteed then tourists may be 

willing to pay an even greater premium. 

 

Figure 41: Premium tourists would pay for combined attributes 

These results provide evidence that there is a market for a high-end Vanuatu beef product. 

89% of tourists were willing to pay at least some premium.  Furthermore Figure 42 shows 
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that tourists who were aware of Vanuatu beef prior to visiting would pay a higher premium 

than those that were unaware. This suggests that promotion of the quality of Vanuatu beef 

prior to tourists prior to coming to Vanuatu can increase the premium that can be achieved. 

This is likely to be due to tourist who know about Vanuatu beef are aware of its quality and 

seek it out when visiting. 

 

Figure 42: Willingness to pay a premium based on visits to Vanuatu 
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1.10.11  Correlation analysis 

Table A 1 shows the correlations between the different measures in the survey and the 

willingness to pay a premium for the combined attributes as presented in Table A 1. As 

might be expected the individual attributes of Vanuatu beef were highly correlated to the 

wiliness to pay a premium for the combined attributes. This indicates the combined 

premium is a result of a combination of each individual attribute. Other factors that 

positively correlated with the combined premium were: 

• Associating Vanuatu beef with great taste  

• Associating Vanuatu beef with tenderness  

• Associating Vanuatu beef with high quality 

• Being aware of Vanuatu beef before coming to Vanuatu 

• Rating Vanuatu beef as better than in home country for price, juiciness and 

tenderness 

Believing tropical island cannot produce quality beef was negatively correlated with 

willingness to pay a premium. These results show that being aware of the quality attributes 

of Vanuatu beef mean tourists are more likely pay a premium for certified Vanuatu beef with 

a combination of quality attributes. This indicates that increasing consumers awareness of 

the attributes of Vanuatu beef is important for achieving a premium. This could be either 

through increased promotion or ensuring a positive eating experience  

 

1.10.12 Regression analysis 

The regression analysis identifies the characteristics that most predict the willingness to pay 

a premium (combined attributes). These results show that there are a number of 

characteristics of tourists that predict the likelihood  that that they will pay a premium 

(Table 21 and Table 22). Tourist who are aware of Vanuatu beef and place a high importance 

of consuming local produce are more likely to pay a premium. The relative price of a 

Vanuatu steak is also important. If Vanuatu beef is perceived as less expensive than in their 

home country means they are more likely to pay a premium. Tourists who are price 

conscious and are looking for value for money are less likely to pay more. These four factors 

explain about 31% (R-Squared) of the variance in the willingness to pay a premium for a 

Vanuatu steak with combined quality attributes. 
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Table 21: Standardised Regression Coefficients for tourist attributes that increase willingness 
to pay a premium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Willingness to pay a premium for individual attributes were also analysed for the willingness 

to pay a premium for the combined attributes. This shows that tourists who are prepared to 

pay a premium for organic produce and guaranteed eating quality are most likely to be also 

willing to pay a premium for a steak with combined quality attributes. This is interesting as 

organic production was less important to tourist and  they were less likely to pay a premium 

for organic beef. This is consistent with the research that shows most consumers are not 

willing to pay a significant premium for organic produce. However it appears from this data 

that consumers who are willing to pay a significant premium for organic produce are also 

more likely to pay a premium for other quality attributes. Tourists who are willing to pay a 

premium for guaranteed eating quality are also most likely to pay a premium for a steak with 

combined quality attributes. These two characteristics explain nearly 60% (R-Squared) of the 

variation in willingness to pay a premium (for combined attributes).   

Table 22: Standardised Regression Coefficients for components of willingness to pay a 
premium 

 

  

Variable 

Standardised 
Coefficient 

Before coming to Vanuatu were you aware of Vanuatu beef? 0.19** 

When traveling overseas what is what is import to you - Produced locally 0.30** 

When traveling overseas what is what is import to you - Reasonable price -0.20** 
How much would you normally pay ($AUS) for a "standard" rib eye steak at a 
high-quality restaurant in your home country? 0.30** 

  
R-Squared 0.31 

Variable 

Standardised 
coefficient 

What premium would you be prepared to pay "certified Vanuatu beef" rib eye 
that is - Organic 0.43** 
What premium would you be prepared to pay "certified Vanuatu beef" rib eye 
that is - Guaranteed eating quality 0.37** 

  
R-Squared 0.58 
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1.11 Summary and findings 

The research identified significant demand for a high end beef product in the tourist and 

local markets. The results also indicated that tourists would prepared to pay a premium for 

this product. Consequently returns to beef farmers could be improved and this would 

provide incentives to increase production and improve quality. However to realise the 

potential the significant quality and supply issues in the Vanuatu beef industry need to be 

resolved.  

This potential for a high end beef product was confirmed by the results of the consumer 

survey and the interviews of members of the supply chain. Approximately 30% of tourists 

stated they would pay a premium of at least AUS$20 (VUT1,600) for a steak with a 

combination of guaranteed quality attributes. Consumers28 place the greatest importance on 

eating quality including taste, tenderness and “cooked to my liking”. Furthermore, they 

indicated they would pay the largest premium for steak that guaranteed eating quality. 

Credence29 attributes were of less importance with tourist indicating they would pay a lower 

premium for these attributes. However, they would still pay more for a product free of 

growth hormones, naturally raised, grass fed and antibiotic free. Interviews with tourists 

revealed that though there was a diversity of responses some were prepared to pay at least 

premium for certified Vanuatu beef. Trying local food and supporting the local industry were 

an important part of their tourist experience. 

The resort and restaurant interviews provided further evidence that if eating quality could 

be guaranteed there would be sufficient demand for a high end product and this could be 

sold at a premium. They all explained that current restaurant market for beef is constrained 

due to the inconsistency quality of all cuts other than the eye fillet (tenderloin). This results 

in an high demand for this cut and a large differential in price between the  of this cut and 

other steaks such as the ribeye (scotch fillet) and sirloin (porterhouse). They stated that if 

they be confident of quality of the other cuts then they could increase sales and price of 

these. Because of lack of supply and quality a significant number of restaurants are currently 

using imported beef to fill the gap. They indicated that the shortage of supply was a main 

                                                
	
29	Credence attributes are those believed by a consumer to be present in a product even though they were 
neither directly observed at time of purchase nor experienced when consuming the product. They include 
attributes such as animal welfare, fair trade, provenance and environmental stewardship.	
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driver of the poor quality of beef. This has led to animals being killed to young and 

insufficient aging to improve tenderness and flavour. The restaurants also cited difficulties in 

getting quality trained staff and that was limiting the quality of the meals and the customer 

service. They felt this also needed to be addressed to ensure customers were getting a high 

quality experience. 

The retail butchers and supermarkets also gave a consistent message regarding the quality 

and supply issues in the industry. Those who had been in the industry for some time said in 

the past when there was no problem with supply or quality. More recently with growing 

demand and decreasing supply the price of beef had increased and the quality had gone 

down. These supply issues seem to have become critical in the in the last year. They all 

recounted the common experience of ordering a specific quantity of stock but would often 

receive less than half what they required. As a result they were frequently received poor 

quality stock with minimal aging. They also experienced periods where would be out of stock 

of specific cuts. They were pessimistic about the future of the industry as supply issues 

would only get worse and this would further exacerbate the quality issues. They felt that 

imported product would increase to meet the demand shortage. They though most of the 

large farmers were starting to rebuild their stock and improve pastures however this would 

decrease supply in the short term and would be at least four years before there was any 

increase in would start to flow through.  

The lack of supply has been compounded by a significant increase in demand for beef from 

increased tourist numbers, a growing urban middle class, and greater demand for custom 

purposes.  

The farmers interviewed indicated they were trying to increase their breeding stock and 

improve pastures and that other large farmers were doing the same. Nevertheless because 

the lack of cattle to sell meant that income had fallen even though prices had increased. 

Some of the less well-off farmers needed  to sell young stock for cashflow reasons. Framers 

also cited problems with access to land for expansion. This was limited due to uncertainty 

over customary title and the high price of coastal land due to subdivision for property 

developments. The high cost of capital and farm inputs were also limiting expansion 

There was considerable discussion in most of the interviews regarding production of veal 

and the effect of this on the supply of mature animals. There was a common view that more 

farmers were producing veal as this provided better cash flow. This however does not seem 

to be supported by the slaughter data from the Port Villa abattoir. Numbers of veal 
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slaughtered have increased only moderately over the last five years30. In the same period 

the number of steers and heifers slaughters has fallen significantly31. The dramatic fall in 

heifer numbers since 2015 may indicate that there farmer are retaining animal to build their 

breeding stock though may also reflect the results of lower stocking rates and productivity. It 

therefore appears that it is the proportion of veal relative to beef that has changed. The 

farmers on Efate seem to focus either on beef or veal. This also seems to be reflected in the 

market where consumers have a preference for beef or veal with little substitution between 

the two products. This was supported by the survey data and interviews with the retail 

butcheries. Ni-Vanuatu’s and those of French decent seemed to have a preference veal 

whereas the tourist and residents of Australian, New Zealand and other European decent 

preferred beef. 

All stakeholders agreed that the survival of the Vanuatu beef industry was essential for the 

future of the agricultural and tourist sectors. They felt that the industry has reached a critical 

point and concerted action was needed to ensure it recovered. There were different 

perspectives as to what was required to achieve but all agreed that it started with improving 

pastures and grazing management to facilitate increasing stocking rates and animal nutrition 

which would flow on to improved quality and supply of stock. 

Vanuatu beef has a good reputation with local residents and tourists. Nearly 80% of 

residents believe that Vanuatu produces some of the world best beef and that it is a high 

quality product. This is also true of tourists. Those who have consumed Vanuatu beef rate it 

extremely highly for taste and tenderness and describe it as having a unique flavour32. They 

also perceive it to be naturally raised33, without the use of chemical, grass fed and produced 

predominantly by small farmers. The majority perceive Vanuatu beef to be the same or 

better than in their home country in terms of taste, tenderness, juiciness and price. There is 

also significant potential to increase awareness and demand in the tourists sector. Most34 

tourists were unaware of the Vanuatu beef industry before the visited and the majority 

perceived the local speciality to be fish and seafood.  

                                                
30 The total number of veal slaughtered through the Port Vila abattoir has increased by 16% over the five years 
period 2015 -17 (just over 3% per year) 
31	The total number of heifers slaughtered through the Port Vila abattoir decreased by 65% and steers by 40% 
over the five-year period 2015 - 17.	
32	Survey result revealed that 96% of tourist though Vanuatu beef had unique flavour, 75% that it is tender, 81% 
that it has great taste and 78% that it is high quality.	
33 Survey result revealed that 90% of tourist believed Vanuatu beef was naturally raised, 73% that it is produced 
without chemicals, 94% that it is grass fed and 76% that it is produced by small farmers. 
34	Only 20% where definitely aware of Vanuatu beef before the visited.	
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The survey results indicate that developing a high end beef product needs to go together 

with increasing awareness and promotion of Vanuatu beef. Nearly all respondents felt that 

more should be done to promote Vanuatu beef to tourists.  

Analysis of the data was also able to define some of the characteristics of the target market 

segment35 and some of the key messages to deliver. Firstly tourists who were aware of 

Vanuatu beef prior visiting were more likely to pay a higher premium than those who had no 

awareness. In addition those visiting Vanuatu who place a high importance of consuming 

local produce and perceive the price of local beef to be better value than at home would 

also pay a higher premium. Furthermore those who normally are prepared to pay more for 

organic produce and guaranteed eating quality also fit in this category. This indicates that  

promotion of Vanuatu beef should be through channels that communicate to tourists prior 

visiting Vanuatu. These channels should also target tourists for whom local eating 

experiences are important and who value organic produce and high quality eating 

experiences. The results suggest that key messages should focus on beef as a local speciality, 

naturally produced without the use of chemicals and the excellent eating quality of Vanuatu 

beef.  

This report has shown there is considerable potential to grow the beef industry in Vanuatu 

supported by  marketing a high end beef product in the local and tourist markets as well as 

selected export destinations. However, realising this potential requires a comprehensive and 

sustained programme focusing on the opportunities the constrains at each stage of the beef 

supply chain (Figure 43). 

production can be increased to meet demand. There are significant opportunities to grow 

the  

  

                                                
35	The target market segment is those consumers who are most likely to pay a premium for a certified high-end 
beef product with combined quality attributes.	
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1.12 Conclusions and recommendations 

The Vanuatu beef industry has a number of competitive advantages including freedom from 

major cattle diseases, abundant fertile land, a favourable climate, a history of cattle 

production and a well-established industry. Despite these advantages the beef industry has 

been in long term decline. This has led to a shortage of supply to meet demand for export 

markets, the growing population, increased urbanisation and increasing tourist numbers.  

These problems are longstanding and there have been numerous reports identifying the key 

constraints and have recommended interventions to address these. Common themes 

include poor quality of pastures36 and pasture management37, lack of investment and 

availability of finance, difficulties with transport, high cost of farm inputs38, poor animal 

genetics and lack of extension services. This report has not attempted to replicate these 

previous efforts but has focused primarily on the demand side. It has however, identified the 

main activities at each stage of the supply chain and the resources and capabilities required 

to deliver a high-end beef product to the market (Figure 43). 

• There needs to be a comprehensive and sustained programme to address the supply and 

quality constraints involving all industry stakeholders. This includes government, 

development organisations, industry associations, farmers, processors, distributors, 

supermarkets, retail butcheries and the tourist sector. Each stakeholder needs to take 

responsibility for their role in addressing these constraints to enable the production and 

delivery of a high-end beef product. 

• Branding and marketing of a high end product should be led by the commercial sector 

with support from government and other funding agencies. 

• Marketing and promotion should target tourists who seek local eating experiences, value 

natural and organic39 produce and are prepared to pay for high quality eating 

experiences. 

• Vanuatu beef should be included in promotion of Vanuatu as a tourist destination to 

build awareness of its unique characteristics and it place as a local speciality. 

• Beef imports should be facilitated to relieve the shortage of local supply and the 

consequent difficulty in meeting quality standards. This would allow differentiation of 

Vanuatu beef as a premium local product and enable the recovery of the industry.  

                                                
36 Including declining pasture quality and increasing weed infestation. 
37 Overgrazing and poor animal nutrition 
38 In particular fencing material and herbicides 
39	Organic	
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• Quality grading standards should be implemented at procurement and processing, 

incorporating weight, age, pH, fat cover and marbling. Ensure that there are sufficient 

premiums to provide incentives for farmers to meet these grading standards. 

• Introduce a “certified” Vanuatu beef quality mark with minimum standards for food 

safety, animal welfare and is guaranteed to be consistently lean and tender. This quality 

mark should be regularly audited at each step in the supply chain to ensuring the highest 

standards are maintained 

• Review the recommendations of previous reports and identify reasons for the failure to 

implement these.  

• There should be additional in-depth research on the supply side of the industry involving 

commercial, semi commercial farmers and small farmers to understand their motivations 

and the drivers their farm management decisions.  

• There needs to be sustained investment in research and development, extension 

services, industry training40, as well as marketing and promotion. 

• The issues of access to land for farm development need to be further identified and 

addressed 

                                                
40 Education and training for roles throughout the supply chain including aspiring young farmers, farm 
managers processing staff, chefs and hospitality workers. This should support overseas experience  
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Figure 43: The key activities in the supply chain and the resources and capabilities required 

to address constraints in the beef industry 
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Appendix A - Results of Survey 

A.1  Demographic data 

 

 

 
Figure A 1: Proportion of local and tourist respondents 

 

 

 
Figure A 2: Origin of Tourist 
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Figure A 3: Purpose of visit to Vanuatu  

 

 

 

Figure A 4: Method of arrival 
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Figure A 5: Number of visits to Vanuatu 

 

 

Figure A 6: Status of visit when completing the survey 
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Figure A 7: Frequency of eating out for evening meal 

 

 

Figure A 8: Frequency of eating out for lunch 
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Figure A 9: Dining companions 

 

 

Figure A 10: Length of time in Vanuatu (Tourists who hadn’t yet left Vanuatu) 
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Figure A 11: Length of time in Vanuatu (Tourists who had already left Vanuatu) 

 

 

 

Figure A 12: Length of visit (Tourists who hadn’t yet left Vanuatu) 
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Figure A 13: Destination of visit 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 14: Type of accommodation 
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Figure A 15: Gender of Tourists 

 

 

Figure A 16: Tourist education 
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Figure A 17: Income of tourists 

 

 

 

Figure A 18: Gender and income of tourists 
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Figure A 19: Age of tourists 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure A 20: Country of birth of Vanuatu residents 
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Figure A 21: Length of time living in Vanuatu for permanent residents  

 

A.2 Meat consumption  

 

 
Figure A 22: Frequency of meat consumption 
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Figure A 23: Preference for beef by Vanuatu Residents 

 

 

 
Figure A 24: Preference for Veal by Vanuatu Residents 
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Figure A 25: Vanuatu resident choice of meat purchase location 

 

A.3 Meat perceptions 

 
 

 
Figure A 26: Vanuatu residents view of Vanuatu beef 
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Figure A 27: Vanuatu residents view of the price of Vanuatu beef  

 

 
 

 
Figure A 28: Vanuatu residents view of the quality of Vanuatu beef 
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Figure A 29: Vanuatu residents view of the quality of Vanuatu beef 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure A 30:  Vanuatu residents view of Vanuatu veal 
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Figure A 31: Vanuatu residents view of the price of Vanuatu veal 

 
 

 
Figure A 32: Vanuatu residents view of the quality of Vanuatu veal 
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Figure A 33: Vanuatu residents view of the quality of Vanuatu veal 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure A 34: Vanuatu residents’ attitude to buying imported beef or veal  
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Figure A 35: Vanuatu residents’ attitude to buying imported beef or veal 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure A 36: Frequency of eating out when at home by Vanuatu visitors 

 

A.4 Consumer preferences 
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Figure A 37: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ choice of beef 

 

 
Figure A 38: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ choice of veal 
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Figure A 39: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for chicken 

 

 

 
Figure A 40: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for Pork 
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Figure A 41: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for Fish and Seafood 

 

 

 

 
Figure A 42: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for Lamb and Mutton 
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Figure A 43: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for Vegetarian 

 

 
Figure A 44: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for Vegan  
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Figure A 45: Vanuatu residents’ and tourists’ preference for Local Speciality 

 

 
Figure A 46: Preference for what they “feel like at the time” 
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A.5 Consumer perception of Vanuatu cuisine  

 

 
Figure A 47: Tourists perception of Vanuatu Cuisine 

 

 

 
Figure A 48: Perception of Vanuatu Cuisine 
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Figure A 49: Perception of Vanuatu Cuisine 
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Figure A 50:  Perception of Vanuatu Cuisine 

 
 
 

 
Figure A 51: Perception of Vanuatu Cuisine  
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A.6 Tourist perception of Vanuatu beef – before awareness 

 

 

Figure A 52: Perception as being produced by small holder farmers (prior to being aware) 
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Figure A 53: Perception as being naturally raised (prior to being aware) 

 
Figure A 54: Perception as being organically produced small holder farmers (prior to being 

aware) 

 

 
 

 
Figure A 55: Perception as being grass fed (prior to being aware) 
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Figure A 56: Perception of as being produced on feedlots (prior to being aware) 

 

 
Figure A 57: Perception as having unique flavour (prior to being aware) 
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Figure A 58: Perception as being produced by large landowners (prior to being aware) 

 

 

 

 
Figure A 59:Perception as being having high animal welfare standards (prior to being aware) 
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Figure A 60: Perception as being produced without chemicals (prior to being aware) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 61: Perception as being produced without antibiotics (prior to being aware) 
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Figure A 62: Perception as being produced high quality (prior to being aware of Vanuatu 
beef) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 63: Perception of Vanuatu beef as being produced having great taste (prior to being 
aware) 
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Figure A 64: Perception of Vanuatu beef as being tender farmers (prior to being aware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 65: Perception that tropical islands can’t produce quality beef (prior to being aware) 
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Figure A 66: Proportion of tourists who were unaware of Vanuatu beef prior to visiting (who 
are now aware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 67: Proportion of tourists who have visited Vanuatu who have eaten Vanuatu beef 
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Figure A 68: Proportion of tourists who haven’t yet eaten Vanuatu beef who would choose it 
if offered on a menu 

 

 

Figure A 69: Tourists perception that tropical islands can’t produce quality beef now that 
they are aware (previously unaware) 
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Figure A 70: Perception that Vanuatu beef is produced without chemicals now that they are 
aware (previously unaware) 
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Figure A 71: Perception that Vanuatu beef is naturally raised now that they are aware 
(previously unaware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 72: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced by small farmers now that they are aware 
(previously unaware) 
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Figure A 73: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced on feedlots now that they are aware 
(previously unaware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 74: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced large landowners now that they are aware 
(previously unaware) 
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Figure A 75: Perception Vanuatu beef has high animal welfare standards now that they are 
aware (previously unaware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 76: Perception Vanuatu beef is grass fed now that they are aware (previously 
unaware) 
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Figure A 77: Perception Vanuatu beef has unique flavour now that they are aware 
(previously unaware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 78: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced without antibiotics now that they are 
aware (previously unaware) 
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Figure A 79: Perception Vanuatu beef is high quality now that they are aware (previously 
unaware) 
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Figure A 80: Perception Vanuatu beef has great taste now that they are aware (previously 
unaware) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 81: Perception Vanuatu beef is tender now that they are aware (previously 
unaware) 
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Figure A 82: Perception tropical islands can’t produce quality beef now that they are aware 
(previously unaware) 

 

 

 

Figure A 83: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced by small farmers (previously aware) 
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Figure A 84: Perception Vanuatu beef is naturally raised (previously aware) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 85: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced by small farmers (previously aware) 
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Figure A 86: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced on feedlots (previously aware) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 87: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced by large landowners (previously aware) 
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Figure A 88: Perception Vanuatu beef has high animal welfare standards (previously aware) 
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Figure A 89: Perception Vanuatu beef is grass fed (previously aware) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 90: Perception Vanuatu beef has unique flavour (previously aware) 
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Figure A 91: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced without chemicals (previously aware) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 92: Perception Vanuatu beef is produced without antibiotics (previously aware) 
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Figure A 93:  Perception Vanuatu beef is high quality (previously aware) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 94: Perception Vanuatu beef has great taste (previously aware) 
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Figure A 95: Perception Vanuatu beef is tender (previously aware) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 96: Perception that tropical islands can’t produce quality beef (previously aware) 
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A.7 Normal meat consumption 

 

 

Figure A 97: Tourist consumption of beef when at home 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 98: Tourist consumption of veal when at home 
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Figure A 99: Tourist consumption of chicken when at home 
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Figure A 100: Tourist consumption of pork when at home 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 101: Tourist consumption of fish when at home 
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Figure A 102: Tourist consumption of lamb when at home 
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A.8 Attitude to beef consumption 

 

Figure A 103: Tourists commitment to eating beef 

 

 

 

Figure A 104: Tourists choice of beef on restaurant menu 
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Figure A 105: Tourists love of beef 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 106: Tourist attitude to beef consumption - Health 
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Figure A 107: Tourist attitude to beef consumption – Animal welfare 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 108: Tourist attitude to beef consumption - Environmental 
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A.9 Preference for beef cuts 

 

Figure A 109: Tourist knowledge of difference between beef and veal 

 

 

 

Figure A 110: Tourist preference for beef  
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Figure A 111: Tourist preference for veal 
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Figure A 112: Residents and tourist preference for type of beef 

 

 

 

 
Figure A 113: Residents and tourist preference for beef cuts - Rump 
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Figure A 114: Residents and tourist preference for beef cuts – Ribeye/Scotch Fillet 

 
 

 
Figure A 115: Residents and tourist preference for beef cuts – T-Bone 
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Figure A 116: Residents and tourist preference for beef cuts – Fillet/Tenderloin 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure A 117: Residents and tourist preference for beef cuts - Size 
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Figure A 118: Residents and tourist preference for beef cuts – What I feel like 

A.10 Comparative attributes of Vanuatu beef 

 

 

 

Figure A 119: Relative price of Vanuatu beef compared to beef in home country 
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Figure A 120: Relative flavour of Vanuatu beef  

 

 

 

Figure A 121: Tenderness of Vanuatu beef  
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Figure A 122: Juiciness of Vanuatu beef  

 

 

 

Figure A 123: Value for money of Vanuatu beef  
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A.11 Importance of attributes of Vanuatu beef 

 

 
Figure A 124: Attributes important when travelling – Grass fed 
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Figure A 125: Attributes important when travelling – Aged 21 days 

 

 
Figure A 126: Attributes important when travelling – Cooked to my liking 
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Figure A 127: Attributes important when travelling – Dry aged 5 – 6 weeks 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure A 128: Attributes important when travelling – Good marbling 
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Figure A 129: Attributes important when travelling – Grain fed 
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Figure A 130: Attributes important when travelling – Great taste 

 

  
 
 

 
Figure A 131: Attributes important when travelling – Large size 
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Figure A 132: Attributes important when travelling – Low fat 

  
 
 
 

 
Figure A 133: Attributes important when travelling – Naturally raised 
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Figure A 134: Attributes important when travelling – Organic production 

  
 

 
Figure A 135: Attributes important when travelling – Reasonable price 
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Figure A 136: Attributes important when travelling – Tender 
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Figure A 137: Attributes important when travelling – Produced locally 
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Figure A 138: Attributes important when travelling – No antibiotics or growth hormones 
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A.12 Tourist premium 

 
Figure A 139: Price of rib eye steak in home country 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure A 140: Wiliness’ to pay for a standard ribeye steak in Vanuatu  
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Figure A 141: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is cooked to my liking 

 
 
 

 
Figure A 142: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is naturally raised 
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Figure A 143: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is grain fed 

 

 

 
Figure A 144: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is aged 21 days 
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Figure A 145: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is organic 
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Figure A 146: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is good flavour 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 147: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is cooked to my liking 
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Figure A 148: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is 100% grass fed 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 149: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is free of antibiotics 
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Figure A 150: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is free of growth hormones 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 151: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is guaranteed eating quality 
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Figure A 152: Premium for Vanuatu beef that is 5 – 6 weeks dry aged 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 153: Premium for Vanuatu beef that has combined attributes 
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Figure A 154: Promotion of Vanuatu to tourists 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 155: Promotion of Vanuatu beef in local markets 
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Figure A 156: Ranking of promotion of Vanuatu beef as naturally raised 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 157: Ranking of promotion of Vanuatu beef as 100% grass fed 
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Figure A 158: Ranking of promotion of Vanuatu beef as taste of paradise 

 

 

 

Figure A 159: Ranking of promotion of Vanuatu beef as organic 
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Figure A 160: Ranking of promotion of Vanuatu beef as taste of nature 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 161: Willingness to pay premium by gender 
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Figure A 162: Willingness to pay a premium by income 

 

 

 

Figure A 163: Willingness to pay a premium by length of time living in Vanuatu  
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Attribute  Correlation Significance 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Guaranteed eating quality 
(taste/tenderness) 0.73 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Organic 0.73 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Cooked to my liking 0.69 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - 100% grass fed 0.68 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - 21 day aged 0.66 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Naturally raised 0.65 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Free of growth hormones 0.65 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Origin - Local 0.63 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Free of antibiotics 0.63 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - 5-6 weeks dry aged 0.62 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Good flavour 0.61 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Grain fed 0.58 ** 

Premium - Certified Vanuatu beef Individual Characteristic - Less fat 0.55 ** 

Now Associate (Unaware before) - Vanuatu beef has great taste 0.50 ** 

Now Associate (Unaware before) - Vanuatu beef is tender 0.46 ** 

Associate (Aware before) - Vanuatu beef is organic 0.43 * 

Do you think more should be done to promote Vanuatu beef in the local market? 0.41 * 

Associate (Aware before) - Vanuatu beef has great taste 0.39 * 

Now Associate (Unaware before) - Vanuatu beef is high quality 0.35 ** 

Do you think more should be done to promote Vanuatu beef to tourists? 0.32 ** 

Before coming to Vanuatu were you aware of Vanuatu beef? 0.29 ** 

Rate VB Beef home country - Price 0.28 * 

Rate VB Beef home country - Juiciness 0.28 * 

Rate VB Beef home country - Tenderness 0.28 * 

Now Associate (Unaware before) - Vanuatu beef is produced by small farmers 0.25 * 

Traveling Important - Produced locally 0.24 ** 

Traveling Important - 100% Grass fed 0.24 ** 

Associate Vanuatu cuisine? - Beef 0.24 * 

How much would you normally pay ($AUS) for a "standard" rib eye steak at a high-quality 
restaurant in your home country? 0.22 * 

Traveling Important - Naturally raised 0.21 * 

What is your highest level of education? - Selected Choice 0.20 * 

Associate (Aware before) - Tropical islands can't produce quality beef -0.43 * 

Associate Vanuatu cuisine? - Chicken -0.21 * 

How many times have you visited Vanuatu? -0.21 * 

Gender -0.19 * 

Eating Out choose? - Depends on what I feel like at the time -0.18 * 

Traveling Important - Reasonable price -0.18 * 

A 1.14 Correlations with premium for combined attributes   
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Table A 1: Correlations between paying a premium for combined attributes and individual 
factors 

 

A.13 Regression analysis 

 

Table A 2: Standardised Regression Coefficients for tourist attributes that increase 
willingness to pay a premium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A 3: Standardised Regression Coefficients for components of willingness to pay a 
premium 

 

  

Variable 

Standardised 
Coefficient 

Before coming to Vanuatu were you aware of Vanuatu beef? 0.19** 

When traveling overseas what is what is import to you - Produced locally 0.30** 

When traveling overseas what is what is import to you - Reasonable price -0.20** 
How much would you normally pay ($AUS) for a "standard" rib eye steak at a 
high-quality restaurant in your home country? 0.30** 

  
R-Squared 0.31 

Variable 

Standardised 
coefficient 

What premium would you be prepared to pay "certified Vanuatu beef" rib eye 
that is - Organic 0.43** 
What premium would you be prepared to pay "certified Vanuatu beef" rib eye 
that is - Guaranteed eating quality 0.37** 

  
R-Squared 0.58 
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Appendix B: Statistics 

 
 
 

Table B 1: Principal domestic exports, (FOB) million vatu (In value) 

Commodity 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

2018(Jan-

Jun) 

Copra 1194 569 579 1065 1088 367 1485 749 1735 1811 171 
Coconut oil 828 275 933 1592 1162 458 1081 826 579 814 246 
Kava 616 616 508 762 661 834 807 180 1206 1270 1281 
Beef 475 399 494 516 518 326 441 344 318 178 29 
Cocoa 241 343 384 247 258 294 454 330 409 164 67 
Vanila 7 5 5 5 11 7 4 0 0 0 0 
Coffee 2 3 3 18 3 6 28 11 12 14 6 
 Source: Vanuatu National Statistics Office 
(https://vnso.gov.vu/images/PublicDocuments/Statistical_Pocket_Books/Statistics_Pocket_Book_2014.pdf) 
Source: Department of Customs and Inland Revenue / Service des Douanes et Contributions Indirectes 
(https://vnso.gov.vu/index.php/document-library?view=download&fileId=4743) 
 
 

 

 

Table B 2: Principal Domestic Exports, in Quantity (In tonnes) 

Commodity 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

2018(Jan-

Jun) 

Copra 12133 13596 16846 12508 25194 12584 27932 22443 1943 
Coconut oil 10325 12000 10011 5535 9208 6570 6056 6750 2155 
Kava 498 734 643 819 786 158 1052 1150 465 
Beef 1123 1104 760 703 1014 677 554 329 59 
Cocoa 1525 1068 1231 1649 2025 1282 2228 1010 385 
Vanila 2 1 3 2 1   0 0 0 
Coffee 4 27 3 6 28 9 12 14 5 

 

 Source: Department of Customs and Inland Revenue / Service des Douanes et Contributions 
Indirectes (https://vnso.gov.vu/index.php/document-library?view=download&fileId=4743) 
 
 

Table B 3: Vanuatu Beef Production (2008 - 2013) 

Year 
Animals 

slaughtered (Head) 

Yield/carcass 

weight 

Production 

(tonnes) 

2008 15819 2084 3297 
2009 12615 2029 2560 
2010 13494 2000 2699 
2011 14521 2069 3004 
2012 15021 2050 3079 
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2013 15221 2040 3105 
Source: FAOSTAT 
 
 
Table B 4: Vanuatu Meat Import and Export (Volume and Value) 

Item 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Meat, beef, preparations               
Import Quantity (tonnes) 1 20 88 324 703 299 289 
Import Value (1000 USD) 4 65 716 2335 4541 1640 1593 
Export Quantity (tonnes) 0 0 0 0   7   
Export Value (1000 USD) 0 0 0 0   32   
Meat, cattle               
Import Quantity (tonnes) 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 
Import Value (1000 USD) 16 13 13 13 6 20 12 
Export Quantity (tonnes) 0 1 1 1 23 18   
Export Value (1000 USD) 0 6 6 6 62 45   
Meat, cattle, boneless (beef & 

veal)               
Import Quantity (tonnes) 2 2 3 3 35 1 2 
Import Value (1000 USD) 12 28 65 65 209 7 24 
Export Quantity (tonnes) 1123 1104 427 417 350 292 177 
Export Value (1000 USD) 5109 5775 2033 1873 1366 1287 846 
Meat, pig               
Import Quantity (tonnes) 7 14 4 9 13 15 90 
Import Value (1000 USD) 59 94 27 60 113 89 276 
Export Quantity (tonnes)             36 
Export Value (1000 USD)             200 
Meat, pork               
Import Quantity (tonnes) 2 9 16 29 8 8 14 
Import Value (1000 USD) 15 33 87 122 37 30 61 
Export Quantity (tonnes) 0 0 0 0     0 
Export Value (1000 USD) 2 0 0 0     3 
Meat, sheep               
Import Quantity (tonnes) 17 25 12 59 71 29 22 
Import Value (1000 USD) 109 131 119 515 379 134 161 
Export Quantity (tonnes) 0 0 0 0       
Export Value (1000 USD) 2 0 0 0       

Source: FAOSTAT 
 

Table B 5: Vanuatu Livestock Production (2010 - 2016) 

Livestock 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Cattle (Head) 165000 170000 172000 173000 175000 176693 174745 
Goat (Head) 22000 24000 25000 25000 26000 26916 28222 
Pig (Head) 90000 92000 93000 94000 94000 94096 98106 

Source: FAOSTAT 
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Table B 6: Vanuatu Meat Exports by Countries (Quantity and Value) 2010 - 2016 

Meat, cattle, boneless (beef 

& veal) 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Australia               
Export Quantity (tonnes) 43             
Export Value (1000 USD) 169             
Fiji               
Export Quantity (tonnes) 1             
Export Value (1000 USD) 4             
Japan               
Export Quantity (tonnes) 330 347     275 291 177 
Export Value (1000 USD) 1311 1564     1129 1281 846 
New Zealand               
Export Quantity (tonnes)         74 1   
Export Value (1000 USD)         236 5   
Papua New Guinea               
Export Quantity (tonnes) 496 602           
Export Value (1000 USD) 2540 3307           
Singapore               
Export Quantity (tonnes) 8             
Export Value (1000 USD) 40             
Wallis and Futuna Islands             
Export Quantity (tonnes) 3 3           
Export Value (1000 USD) 23 28           

Source: FAOSTAT 
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Table B 7: Summary of Cattle Sub-holdings from most recent Agricultural Census 
 

y households1 by region 
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Table B 8: Summary of Cattle Sub-holdings from most recent Agricultural Census 

 

 
Source: 2016 Post Pam Mini Census Report 
(https://vnso.gov.vu/images/PublicDocuments/Census/2016/2016_Mini_Census_Main_Rep
ort_Vol_1.pdf) 
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Table B 9: Summary of Cattle Sub-holdings from most recent Agricultural Census 
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Table B 10: Summary of Cattle Sub-holdings from most recent Agricultural Census 

 
Source: 2016 Post Pam Mini Census Report 
(https://vnso.gov.vu/images/PublicDocuments/Census/2016/2016_Mini_Census_Main_Rep
ort_Vol_1.pdf) 
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Table B 11: Cattle Slaughter by Abattoir 2010 - 2018 

Year No of Heads 

Weight 

(Tonnes) Av. Carcass (Kg) 

Port Vila 
Abattoir       
2010 10374 2168 209 
2011 10761 2222 206 
2012 12889 2455 190 
2013 13944 2401 172 
2014 11816 2169 184 
2015 9779 1772 181 
2016 11387 1854 163 
2017 9854 1716 174 
2018 (Jan-Jun) 3918 683 174 
Santo Abattoir       
2010 6282 1369 218 
2011 4517 992 220 
2012 3787 935 247 
2013 3540 888 251 
2014 2990 768 257 
2015 3447 808 234 
2016 2768 677 245 
2017 2319 599 256 
2018 (Jan-Jun) 738 198 268 
Vanuatu (Total)       
2010 16656 3537 212 
2011 15278 3214 210 
2012 16676 3390 203 
2013 17484 3289 188 
2014 14806 2937 198 
2015 13226 2580 195 
2016 14155 2532 179 
2017 12173 2315 190 
2018 (Jan-Jun) 4655 881 189 

Source: Vanuatu Abattoirs Ltd and Santo Meat Packers  
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Table B 12: Table: Vanuatu Abattoir Limited (Kill Data 2017) 

Total number of herds slaughter on each species 

Cattle 
Number of 

Herds 
Weight 

Average 

weight/cattle 

Steer 3401 782,350 230 
Cow 1105 241,347 218 

Heifer 931 353,368 379 
Veal 4278 505,596 118 
Bull 245 68,597 279 

Total 9960 1,951,260   
 
 
Table B 13: Total number of Cattle slaughtered for North and South 2016 

Cattle Total weight 

Average 

weight/cattle 

13088 2,264,431 173 
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Table B: 14: Current Prices GDP by Industry (Vatu million) 
Industry 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

AGRICULTURE, FISHING & FORESTRY 
   
14,075  

   
16,216  

   
18,115  

   
18,945  

   
19,932  

   
17,887  

   
18,260  

Crop Production 
 
11,154  

 
13,009  

 
14,201  

 
14,947  

 
15,501  

 
15,428  

 
15,669  

Animal Production 
    
1,724  

    
1,928  

    
2,632  

    
2,636  

    
2,952  

    
1,007  

    
1,081  

Forestry 
       
758  

       
798  

       
794  

       
877  

       
979  

       
940  

       
984  

Fishing 
       
439  

       
482  

       
488  

       
485  

       
501  

       
513  

       
527  

            
           
-    

           
-    

           
-      

INDUSTRY 
     
8,364  

     
6,887  

     
5,455  

     
5,962  

     
6,429  

     
8,899  

     
9,141  

Mining and Quarrying 
         
19  

         
16  

         
24  

         
20  

         
19  

         
15  

         
27  

Manufacturing 
    
3,242  

    
2,986  

    
2,604  

    
2,442  

    
2,621  

    
2,715  

    
2,755  

Electricity and Water Supply 
    
1,300  

    
1,386  

    
1,429  

    
1,437  

    
1,518  

    
1,577  

    
1,671  

Construction 
    
3,803  

    
2,499  

    
1,398  

    
2,063  

    
2,271  

    
4,592  

    
4,688  

            
           
-    

           
-    

           
-      

SERVICES 
   
41,686  

   
43,803  

   
44,291  

   
46,045  

   
47,889  

   
50,741  

   
54,724  

Wholesale, Retail Trade, repair of Motor 
vehicles 

    
1,028  

    
1,076  

       
979  

       
989  

    
1,066  

       
989  

    
1,126  

Other Wholesale Trade 
    
1,822  

    
1,863  

    
2,709  

    
2,766  

    
2,863  

    
3,118  

    
3,510  

Retail Trade 
    
7,664  

    
8,094  

    
8,806  

    
9,101  

 
10,049  

 
10,677  

 
12,026  

Transport 
    
3,658  

    
3,952  

    
3,792  

    
3,673  

    
3,627  

    
3,056  

    
3,455  

Accommodation and Food Services 
    
3,299  

    
3,279  

    
3,604  

    
3,838  

    
3,878  

    
3,489  

    
3,741  

Information and Communication 
    
3,355  

    
3,695  

    
2,685  

    
3,097  

    
3,357  

    
3,547  

    
3,817  

Finance and Insurance 
    
4,307  

    
5,011  

    
4,842  

    
5,464  

    
5,470  

    
6,776  

    
7,133  

Real Estate 
    
4,311  

    
4,438  

    
4,928  

    
5,096  

    
5,478  

    
6,199  

    
6,432  

Professional, Scientific, Technical, Adm/Services 
    
2,121  

    
2,239  

    
1,857  

    
1,881  

    
1,912  

    
2,052  

    
2,756  

Government services 
    
9,002  

    
8,843  

    
8,723  

    
8,793  

    
8,666  

    
9,354  

    
9,254  

Education, Health, Recreation, and Other 
Services 

    
1,119  

    
1,314  

    
1,366  

    
1,346  

    
1,522  

    
1,484  

    
1,475  

Plus Taxes less Subsidies on Products 
    
6,947  

    
7,611  

    
7,637  

    
8,087  

    
8,432  

    
8,718  

    
8,489  

Less imputed Bank Service Charge 
    
3,160  

    
3,644  

    
3,082  

    
3,236  

    
3,574  

    
3,448  

    
3,364  

Gross Domestic Product 
   
67,912  

   
70,873  

   
72,415  

   
75,803  

   
79,109  

   
82,798  

   
87,250  

Resident Population (mid-year estimates) 
  
239,731  

 
245,245  

 
250,886  

 
256,656  

 
262,559  

 
268,598  

 
272,459  

GDP per capita (in thousand Vatu) 
 
283,275  

 
288,990  

 
288,090  

 
295,349  

 
301,298  

 
308,259  

 
320,230  

Source: Vanuatu Statistics Office, 2017 
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Table B 15: Constant Prices GDP by Industry (Vatu Million) 

Industry 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

AGRICULTURE, FISHING & FORESTRY 
   
11,424  

   
12,117  

   
12,386  

   
12,978  

   
13,525  

   
11,390  

   
11,973  

Crop Production 
    
8,874  

    
9,405  

    
9,390  

    
9,714  

    
9,968  

    
9,042  

    
9,577  

Animal Production 
    
1,384  

    
1,481  

    
1,695  

    
1,887  

    
2,098  

       
890  

       
913  

Forestry 
       
708  

       
756  

       
809  

       
866  

       
928  

       
934  

       
940  

Fishing 
       
458  

       
475  

       
492  

       
511  

       
530  

       
524  

       
544  

            
           
-    

           
-    

           
-      

INDUSTRY 
     
6,480  

     
5,222  

     
4,064  

     
4,461  

     
4,603  

     
6,231  

     
6,496  

Mining and Quarrying 
         
16  

         
13  

         
19  

         
16  

         
14  

         
11  

         
19  

Manufacturing 
    
2,223  

    
2,031  

    
1,751  

    
1,642  

    
1,654  

    
1,579  

    
1,625  

Electricity and Water Supply 
    
1,221  

    
1,252  

    
1,222  

    
1,245  

    
1,225  

    
1,194  

    
1,336  

Construction 
    
3,020  

    
1,925  

    
1,073  

    
1,559  

    
1,710  

    
3,448  

    
3,516  

            
           
-    

           
-    

           
-      

SERVICES 
   
35,997  

   
37,137  

   
38,761  

   
38,804  

   
39,743  

   
40,527  

   
41,708  

Wholesale, Retail Trade, repair of Motor 
vehicles 

       
827  

       
887  

       
820  

       
828  

       
893  

       
836  

       
766  

Other Wholesale Trade 
    
1,781  

    
1,852  

    
2,371  

    
2,255  

    
2,485  

    
2,736  

    
2,152  

Retail Trade 
    
6,561  

    
6,871  

    
7,050  

    
7,081  

    
7,300  

    
7,476  

    
8,395  

Transport 
    
3,369  

    
3,472  

    
4,475  

    
3,463  

    
3,260  

    
3,129  

    
3,170  

Accommodation and Food Services 
    
2,877  

    
2,848  

    
2,973  

    
3,084  

    
3,123  

    
2,820  

    
2,925  

Information and Communication 
    
3,155  

    
3,386  

    
3,102  

    
3,359  

    
3,626  

    
3,880  

    
4,112  

Finance and Insurance 
    
3,628  

    
3,957  

    
3,954  

    
4,273  

    
4,262  

    
4,552  

    
4,559  

Real Estate 
    
4,137  

    
4,265  

    
4,653  

    
4,739  

    
4,868  

    
4,958  

    
5,136  

Professional, Scientific, Technical and 
Adm/Services 

    
1,816  

    
1,901  

    
1,520  

    
1,506  

    
1,488  

    
1,632  

    
1,930  

Government services 
    
6,915  

    
6,634  

    
6,764  

    
7,198  

    
7,331  

    
7,447  

    
7,581  

Education, Health, Recreation, and Other 
Services 

       
931  

    
1,065  

    
1,080  

    
1,019  

    
1,109  

    
1,063  

       
984  

Plus, Taxes less Subsidies on Products 
    
5,948  

    
6,461  

    
6,114  

    
6,292  

    
6,126  

    
6,078  

    
5,803  

Less imputed Bank Service Charge 
    
2,705  

    
3,093  

    
2,468  

    
2,517  

    
2,597  

    
2,726  

    
2,348  

Gross Domestic Product 
   
57,144  

   
57,843  

   
58,858  

   
60,017  

   
61,400  

   
61,500  

   
63,632  

Resident Population (midyear estimates) 
  
239,731  

 
245,245  

 
250,886  

 
256,656  

 
262,559  

 
268,598  

 
272,459  

GDP per capita (in thousand Vatu) 
 
238,388  

 
235,856  

 
234,599  

 
233,842  

 
233,853  

 
228,968  

 
233,546  

Source: Vanuatu Statistics Office, 2017 
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Table B 16: Growth Rates - Current Prices GDP by Industry (Percentage) 

Industry 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

AGRICULTURE, FISHING & FORESTRY 9.4  15.2  11.7  4.6  5.2  -10.3  2.1  
Crop Production 9.5  16.6  9.2  5.3  3.7  -0.5  1.6  
Animal Production 12.5  11.8  36.5  0.1  12.0  -65.9  7.4  
Forestry 7.8  5.3  -0.5  10.5  11.5  -3.9  4.6  
Fishing -2.2  9.7  1.2  -0.6  3.3  2.5  2.7  
                    

INDUSTRY 18.1  -17.7  -20.8  9.3  7.8  38.4  2.7  
Mining and Quarrying               
Manufacturing 74.2  -7.9  -12.8  -6.2  7.3  3.6  1.5  
Electricity and Water Supply 16.3  6.6  3.1  0.6  5.6  3.9  6.0  
Construction -6.7  -34.3  -44.1  47.6  10.1  102.2  2.1  
                    

SERVICES 4.5  5.1  1.1  4.0  4.0  6.0  7.8  
Wholesale, Retail Trade, repair of Motorvehicles 7.6  4.7  -9.0  1.0  7.8  -7.2  13.8  
Other Wholesale Trade -20.7  2.3  45.4  2.1  3.5  8.9  12.6  
Retail Trade 12.4  5.6  8.8  3.4  10.4  6.2  12.6  
Transport 0.7  8.0  -4.1  -3.1  -1.2  -15.7  13.1  
Accommodation and Food Services 4.1  -0.6  9.9  6.5  1.0  -10.0  7.2  
Information and Communication 8.0  10.1  -27.3  15.3  8.4  5.7  7.6  
Finance and Insurance -1.1  16.3  -3.4  12.8  0.1  23.9  5.3  
Real Estate 6.6  2.9  11.0  3.4  7.5  13.2  3.8  
Professional, Scientific,Technical and 
Adm/Services -2.6  5.6  -17.1  1.3  1.6  7.3  34.3  
Government services 10.6  -1.8  -1.4  0.8  -1.4  7.9  -1.1  
Education, Health, Recreation, and Other 
Services -6.0  17.4  4.0  -1.4  13.0  -2.5  -0.6  

Plus Taxes less Subsidies on Products -15.2  9.6  0.3  5.9  4.3  3.4  -2.6  
Less imputed Bank Service Charge 8.6  15.3  -15.4  5.0  10.5  -3.6  -2.4  

Gross Domestic Product 4.3  4.4  2.2  4.7  4.4  4.7  5.4  

GDP per capita (in Vatu) 1.8  2.0  -0.3  2.5  2.0  2.3  3.9  

Source: Vanuatu Statistics Office, 2017 
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Appendix C – Survey Questionnaire  

 

Vanuatu Beef - Final 

Q2 Which statement best describes your meat consumption (main meal only)? 

o Vegan  (6)  
o Vegetarian  (7)  
o Rarely eat meat (1-2 x per month)  (8)  
o Occasional meat eater (once a week)  (9)  
o Moderate meat eater (2-6 x per week)  (17)  
o Heavy meat eater (every day)  (16)  
o Other  (19) ________________________________________________ 

 

 
Q3 Do you have any comments regarding the frequency of your meat consumption? 
 
Q4 Do you normally live in Vanuatu? 

o Yes  (30)  
o No  (31)  

 
Q5 What is your country (region) of origin? 

o Australia   (1)  
o New Zealand  (2)  
o New Caledonia   (3)  
o Other Pacific   (4)  
o Europe  (5)  
o North America  (6)  
o Asia  (7)  
o Other  (8) ________________________________________________ 
o  

Q6 Which country (or region) were you born in? 

o Vanuatu  (1)  
o Australia   (2)  
o New Caledonia   (3)  
o Other Pacific   (4)  
o New Zealand   (5)  
o Europe  (6)  
o North America  (7)  
o Asia  (8)  
o Other  (10) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q7 How long have you lived in Vanuatu? 

o Less than 1 year  (1)  
o 1 - 5 years  (2)  
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o 6 - 10 years  (3)  
o 11 - 20 years  (4)  
o 20 years+  (5)  
o I was born in Vanuatu  (6)  

 
Q8 How would you describe your ethnicity? 

o ni-Vanuatu  (1)  
o French  (2)  
o British  (5)  
o Other European  (3)  
o Other Pacific Islander  (4)  
o Australian  (6)  
o New Zealander  (7)  
o Asian  (10)  
o Other  (11) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q9 What European ethnicity? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q10 What Pacific Island ethnicity? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q11 What Asian ethnicity? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q12 What type of meat do you prefer? 

 
Prefer a 

great deal 
(12) 

Prefer a 
lot (13) 

Prefer a 
moderate 
amount 

(14) 

Prefer 
slightly 

(15) 

Do not 
prefer (16) 

Don't 
know (17) 

N/A (18) 

beef (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

veal (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
Q13 Where do you normally purchase Vanuatu beef or veal 

o I  mostly purchase Vanuatu beef or veal from the supermarket  (1)  
o I mostly purchase Vanuatu beef or veal from a butcher  (2)  
o I buy Vanuatu beef or veal from both supermarket and butcher  (3)  
o I don't buy beef or veal  (4)  
o Other  (5) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q14 If you prefer veal what do you like about veal? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q132 If you prefer beef what do you like about beef? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q15 Regarding Vanuatu beef how much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?   
  

 
Strongly 
agree (1) 

Somewhat 
agree (2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(4) 

Strongly 
disagree 

(5) 

Don't 
know (6) 

N/A (7) 

Vanuatu 
produces 
some of 
the best 

beef in the 
world (1)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is too 
expensive 

(2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 
poor 

quality (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is high 
quality (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Q16 Regarding Vanuatu veal how much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?   
  

 
Strongly 
agree (1) 

Somewhat 
agree (2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Somewhat 
disagree 

(4) 

Strongly 
disagree 

(5) 

Don't 
know (6) 

N/A (7) 

Vanuatu 
produces 
some of 
the best 

veal in the 
world (1)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
veal is too 
expensive 

(2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
veal is poor 
quality (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
veal is high 
quality (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
Q17 Would you buy imported beef or veal if both local and imported are available? 

o Definitely yes  (1)  
o Probably yes  (2)  
o Might or might not  (3)  
o Probably not  (4)  
o Definitely not  (5)  

 
Q18 Would you buy imported beef or veal if only imported beef was available? 

o Definitely yes  (1)  
o Probably yes  (2)  
o Might or might not  (3)  
o Probably not  (4)  
o Definitely not  (5)  

 
Q19 In your country of residence how often would you typically eat out? 

o Almost every night  (1)  
o 3 - 4 times per week  (2)  
o 5 - 6  times per week  (3)  
o Once a week  (4)  
o 2 – 3 times per month  (5)  
o Less than once a month  (6)  

 
 
Q20 Do you have any comments regarding how often you eat out in your country of residence? 
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Q21 When eating out at a restaurant what do you normally choose? 

 Always (1) mostly (2) 
sometimes 

(3) 
occasionally 

(4) 
Rarely (5) Never (6) N/A (7) 

Beef (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Veal (11)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Chicken (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Pork (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Fish and 
seafood (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Lamb/Mutton 
(5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vegetarian 
(6)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vegan (7)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

What ever is 
the local 

speciality (8)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Depends on 
what I feel 
like at the 
time (9)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Other (10)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 

 

 
Q22 Do you have any comments regarding what you normally choose when eating out? 
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Q23 Which of these would you associate most with Vanuatu cuisine? 

 
Definitely 

yes (1) 
Probably 

yes (2) 

Might or 
might not 

(3) 

Probably 
not (4) 

Definitely 
not (5) 

Don't 
know (6) 

N/A (7) 

Fish and 
seafood 

(1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Chicken (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Pork (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Beef (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Veal (6)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Other (5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
Q24 Do you have any other comments about meat you would associate most with Vanuatu cuisine? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q25 Before coming to Vanuatu were you aware of Vanuatu beef? 

o Definitely yes  (1)  
o Maybe  yes  (2)  
o Not sure  (3)  
o Definitely not  (4)  
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Q26 Do you have any other comments about your awareness of Vanuatu beef before coming to Vanuatu? 
Q27 Please explain how you had heard about Vanuatu beef  
 
Q28 What had you heard about Vanuatu beef? 
 
Q29 If someone had mentioned Vanuatu beef to you before you came to Vanuatu (or before you had any 

knowledge of Vanuatu beef) what characteristics might come to mind? 
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Definitely 
true (1) 

Probably 
true (2) 

Neither 
true nor 
false (3) 

Probably 
false (4) 

Definitely 
false (5) 

No idea (6) N/A (7) 

Vanuatu 
beef is 

organic (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

naturally 
raised (2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced by 
small holder 
farmers (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced on 
feedlots (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced by 
large 

landowners 
(5)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has 

high animal 
welfare 

standards 
(6)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is grass 

fed (7)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has a 

unique 
flavour (8)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
without use 
of chemicals 
the land or 
animals (9)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
without 

antibiotics 
(10)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is high 
quality (11)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has 

great taste 
(12)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Vanuatu 
beef is 

tender (13)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Tropical 
islands can't 

produce 
quality beef 

(14)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
Q30 Now that you have visited Vanuatu are you aware of Vanuatu beef? 

o Yes  (1)  
o No  (2)  

 
Q31 Have you eaten Vanuatu beef?  

o Yes  (1)  
o No  (2)  

 
Q32 Which of the following are true? 

o I would not choose Vanuatu beef if I saw it on the menu at a restaurant  (1)  
o I would try Vanuatu beef  if it was on the menu in a restaurant  (2)  
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Q33 Which of these attributes would you now associate with Vanuatu beef? 
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Definitely 
true (1) 

Probably 
true (2) 

Neither 
true nor 
false (3) 

Probably 
false (4) 

Definitely 
false (5) 

No idea 
(6) 

N/A (7) 

Vanuatu 
beef is 

organic (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

naturally 
raised (2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
by small 

farmers (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
on feedlots 

(4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
by large 

landowners 
(5)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has 

high animal 
welfare 

standards 
(6)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

grass fed 
(7)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has a 

unique 
flavour (8)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
without 
use of 

chemicals 
(9)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
without 

antibiotics 
(10)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Vanuatu 
beef is high 
quality (11)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has 

great taste 
(12)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

tender (13)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Tropical 
islands 
can't 

produce 
quality 

beef (14)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Q34 Which of these attributes would you associate with Vanuatu beef? 
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Definitely 
true (1) 

Probably 
true (2) 

Neither 
true nor 
false (3) 

Probably 
false (4) 

Definitely 
false (5) 

No idea 
(6) 

N/A (7) 

Vanuatu 
beef is 

organic (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

naturally 
raised (2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
by small 

farmers (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
on feedlots 

(4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
by large 

landowners 
(5)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has 

high animal 
welfare 

standards 
(6)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

grass fed 
(7)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has a 

unique 
flavour (8)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
without 
use of 

chemicals 
(9)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

produced 
without 

antibiotics 
(10)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Vanuatu 
beef is high 
quality (11)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef has 

great taste 
(12)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Vanuatu 
beef is 

tender (13)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Tropical 
islands 
can't 

produce 
quality 

beef (14)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
Q35 Please add any comments about the attributes of Vanuatu beef 
 
Q36 Which statement best describes  your normal meat consumption (When not travelling overseas)? 

 
Always 

(16) 
mostly 

(17) 
sometimes 

(18) 
occasionally 

(19) 
Rarely 

(20) 
Never 
(21) 

N/A (22) 

I  eat beef (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I eat veal (9)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I  eat 
chicken/turkey 

(2)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I  eat pork (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I eat fish (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I  eat lamb (5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Other (8)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
Q37 Do you have any comments regarding your normal meat consumption? 
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Q38 Do you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding your normal beef consumption? 

 
Strongly 
agree (1) 

Somewhat 
agree (2) 

Neither 
agree nor 

disagree (3) 

Somewhat 
disagree (4) 

Strongly 
disagree (5) 

N/A (6) 

I eat beef 
whenever I 

can (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  

I always chose 
beef at a 

restaurant if 
its on the 
menu (2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  

I love the taste 
of beef (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I am trying to 
reduce my 

meat 
consumption 

for health 

reasons (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  

I am trying to 
reduce my 

meat 
consumption 

for animal 

welfare 

reasons (5)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  

I am trying to 
reduce my 

meat 
consumption 

for 

environmental 

reasons (6)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
Q39 Are you aware of the difference between beef and veal? 

o Yes  (1)  
o Maybe  (2)  
o No  (3)  

 
Q40 In Vanuatu veal is the meat of a calf aged 6 - 9 months before it is weaned 
 
Q41 Which type of meat would you prefer if eating out at a restaurant in Vanuatu  (assume cut is a 
tenderloin/eye fillet (tenderloin))? 

 
Prefer a 

great deal 
(1) 

Prefer a 
lot (2) 

Prefer a 
moderate 

amount (3) 

Prefer 
slightly (4) 

Do not 
prefer (5) 

Don't 
know (6) 

N/A (7) 

Beef (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Veal (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Q42 If you prefer beef why do you prefer beef? 
 
Q127 If you prefer veal why do you prefer veal? 
 
Q43 If I eat beef I prefer to eat: 

o Steak  (1)  
o Roast  (2)  
o Stew  (3)  
o Ground beef /mince – hamburger  (4)  
o Ground beef/mince – other  (5) 
________________________________________________ 
o Other  (6) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q44 When eating out at a restaurant I prefer to eat? 

 
Always 

(1) 

Most of 
the 

time (2) 

Some of 
the time 

(3) 

hardly 
ever (4) 

Never 
(5) 

Don't 
know 

(6) 
N/A (7) 

Rump (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Sirloin/porterhouse/striploin 
(2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

ribeye (scotch fillet) (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

T-Bone (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Fillet/tenderloin (5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Whatever is largest for the 
price (6)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Depends what I feel like (7)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Other (8)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
Q45 Please add any comments regarding your choice of steak? 
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Q46 If choosing a beef steak at a restaurant when traveling overseas which of the following are important to 
you? 

 
Extremely 
important 

(1) 

Very 
important 

(2) 

Moderately 
important 

(3) 

Slightly 
important 

(4) 

Not at all 
important 

(5) 

Don't 
know (6) 

N/A (7) 

Produced 
locally (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

100% Grass 
fed (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Naturally 
raised (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Organic (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Great taste 
(5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Tender (6)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Large size 
(grams of 
beef) (7)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

No 
antibiotics 
or growth 
hormones 

(9)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Grain 
finished 

(10)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Low fat 
(12)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Reasonable 
price (13)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Aged 21 
days (14)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Dry aged 5 
- 6 weeks 

(16)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Cooked to 
my liking 

(15)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Good 
marbling 

(intra-
muscular 
fat) (17)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Other (11)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Q47 Do you have any comments regarding beef attributes that are important to you while travelling overseas? 
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Q48  
The following questions ask you to indicate what you would be willing to pay for various attributes associated 

with Vanuatu beef.   
    
1. The term "standard steak"  refers to a steak that has no information or certification on origin, methods of 
production etc   
 
 2. The term "standard Vanuatu steak" refers to a steak that is identified as being from Vanuatu but has no 

additional information or certification on origin, methods of production etc 
  
 The rib eye or scotch fillet is a high-quality cut from the rib section.   
  
 

 

 
Q129 Rib eye Steak (Scotch Fillet) 

 
 
Q49 How much would you normally pay ($AUS) for a "standard" rib eye steak at a high-quality restaurant in 
your home country? 

o $15  (1)  
o $20  (2)  
o $25  (3)  
o $30  (4)  
o $35  (5)  
o $40  (6)  
o $45  (7)  
o $50  (8)  
o $50 +  (9)  
o No idea  (10)  

 
Q50 How much would you be prepared to pay ($AUS) for a "standard Vanuatu"  rib eye steak at a high quality 
restaurant in Vanuatu (no additional information or certification)? 

o $15  (9)  
o $20  (10)  
o $25  (11)  
o $30  (12)  
o $35  (13)  
o $40  (14)  
o $45  (15)  
o $50  (16)  
o $50 +  (17)  
o No idea  (18)  
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Q51 The following question asks you to indicate the premium you would be prepared to pay for each of the 
following characteristics individually (please rate each item as if it was the only information you had on the 
steak)   
    
  
 
Q52 What premium would you be prepared to pay ($AUS) for a "certified Vanuatu beef" rib eye (scotch fillet)" 
at a restaurant that guaranteed each the following characteristics individually (assume "standard" steak was 
on the menu for $AUS30)? 

 

more 
than 
$20 
(1) 

$20 
more 

(2) 

$15 
more 

(3) 

$10 
more 

(4) 

$5 
more 

(5) 

About 

the 

same 
(6) 

$5 
less 
(7) 

$10 
less 
(8) 

More 
than 
$10 
less 
(9) 

Don't 
know 
(10) 

Less  fat (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Good flavour (2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Cooked to my 
liking (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Origin - Local (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Naturally raised 
(5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Grain fed (6)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

21 day aged (7)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Organic (8)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

100% grass fed (9)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Free of antibiotics 
(10)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Free of growth 
hormones (11)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Guaranteed 
eating quality 

(taste/tenderness) 
(12)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

5-6 weeks dry 
aged (13)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 

 

 
Q53 Do you have any other comments regarding the premium you would be prepared to pay? 
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Q54   The following question asks you to indicate the premium you would be prepared to  pay for a steak 
that guaranteed these all these characteristics combined:     Naturally raised Vanuatu beef,   100% grass 
fed,    certified organic,  21 day aged,    free of antibiotics and growth hormones     
  
Q55 What premium would you be prepared to pay ($AUS) for "Certified" Vanuatu beef rib eye (scotch fillet) at 
a restaurant that guaranteed all the following characteristics (assume "standard ' steak was on the menu for 
$AUS30)?  

 

more 
than 
$20 
(1) 

$20 
more 

(2) 

$15 
more 

(3) 

$10 
more 

(4) 

$5 
more 

(5) 

About 

the 

same 
(6) 

$5 
less 
(7) 

$10 
less 
(8) 

More 
than 
$10 

less (9) 

Dont't 
know 
(10) 

Naturally 

raised 

Vanuatu 

beef, 

100% 

grass fed, 

organic, 

21 day 

aged, free 

of 

antibiotics 

and 

growth 

hormones 
(1)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
Q130 Do you have any comments to make on how much you would be prepared to pay regarding a 
steak guaranteed these combined characteristics? 
 
Q56 How would you rate the price of Vanuatu beef at a restaurant compared to beef of a similar cut you in 
your home country? 

o Much cheaper  (1)  
o Moderately cheaper  (2)  
o Slightly cheaper  (3)  
o About the same  (4)  
o Slightly more expensive  (5)  
o Moderately more expensive  (6)  
o Significantly more expensive  (7)  
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Q57 How would you rate Vanuatu beef compared to beef of a similar cut you have eaten in your home 
country? 

 
Much better 

(1) 
Somewhat 
better (2) 

About the 
same (3) 

Somewhat 
worse (4) 

Much worse 
(5) 

Don't know 
(6) 

Price (1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Tenderness 
(2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Flavour (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Juiciness (4)  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Value for 
money (5)  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
Q58 Do you have any other comments regarding these characteristics of Vanuatu beef compared to beef (same 
cut) in your home country? 
 
Q59 Would you buy imported beef  if it was on the menu at a high quality restaurant in Vanuatu? 

o Definitely yes  (1)  
o Probably yes  (2)  
o Might or might not  (3)  
o Probably not  (4)  
o Definitely not  (5)  

 
Q60 Do you think more should be done to promote Vanuatu beef to tourists? 

o Definitely yes  (1)  
o Probably yes  (2)  
o Not sure  (3)  
o Probably not  (4)  
o Definitely not  (5)  
o Don't know  (6)  

 
Q61 Do you think more should be done to promote Vanuatu beef in the local market? 

o Definitely yes  (1)  
o Probably yes  (2)  
o Not sure  (3)  
o Probably not  (4)  
o Definitely not  (5)  
o Don't know  (6)  

 

 

 
Q62 Which of the following phrases do you think would be best to promote high quality Vanuatu beef (please 
rank)? 

______ Vanuatu beef - naturally raised (1) 
______ Vanuatu beef - 100% grass fed (2) 
______ Vanuatu beef - taste of paradise (3) 
______ Vanuatu beef - organic beef (4) 
______ Vanuatu beef - taste of nature (5) 
______ Other (6) 
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Q63 Do you have any comments about these phrases regarding promoting Vanuatu beef? 
 
Q64 What is the main purpose of your time in Vanuatu? 

o Holiday   (1)  
o Education and sport   (2)  
o Business, meetings and conference   (3)  
o Visiting friends and relatives  (4)  
o Long term voluntary worker  (5)  
o long term business  (6)  
o Short term business  (7)  
o Short term voluntary worker  (8)  
o Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q65 How did you arrive in Vanuatu? 

o Air   (1)  
o Cruise ship  (2)  
o Other  (3) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q66 How many times have you visited Vanuatu? 

o This is my first time  (1)  
o 2-3 times  (2)  
o More than 3 times  (3)  

 
Q67 Has your time in Vanuatu ended? 

o Yes  (1)  
o No  (2)  

 
Q68 During your time in Vanuatu how frequently will you eat out at (or did you eat out) at a restaurant for your 
evening meal? 

o Every night  (1)  
o Most nights  (2)  
o some nights  (3)  
o Occasionally  (4)  
o Didn't eat out  (5)  

 
Q69 During your time in Vanuatu how frequently will you eat out (or did you eat out) at a restaurant for lunch? 

o Every day  (1)  
o Most days  (2)  
o some some  (3)  
o Occasionally  (4)  
o Didn't eat out  (5)  

 
Q70 When dining out during your stay in Vanuatu who will you mostly  be eating with (or who did you mostly 
eat with)? 

o Alone/Myself  (1)  
o Family  - spouse  (2)  
o Family – spouse and children < 12 years (at least one)  (3)  
o Family – spouse and children > 12 years (all)  (4)  
o Friends  (5)  
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o Business colleagues  (6)  
o Extended family  (7)  
o Family and friends  (10)  
o Other  (8) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q71 How long have you been in Vanuatu? 

o 1 day  (1)  
o 2 - 6 days  (2)  
o 1 - 3 weeks  (3)  
o 4 weeks to 6 months  (4)  
o More than 6 months  (5)  

 
Q72 How long did you stay in Vanuatu? 

o 1 day  (1)  
o 2 - 6 days  (2)  
o 1 - 3 weeks  (3)  
o 4 weeks to 6 months  (4)  
o More than 6 months  (5)  

 
Q73 How long are you staying in Vanuatu? 

o 1 day  (1)  
o 2 - 6 days  (2)  
o 1 - 2 weeks  (3)  
o 3 - 4 weeks  (4)  
o 5 weeks to 6 months  (5)  
o More than 6 months  (6)  

 
Q74 On which island will you spend most of your time or did you spend most of your time? 

o Efate  (1)  
o Espiritu Santo  (2)  
o Tanna  (3)  
o Other  (4) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q75 During your time in Vanuatu where will you be staying or did you stay? 

o Hotel  (1)  
o Resort  (2)  
o Backpackers  (3)  
o Private home/apartment  (4)  
o AirBNB  (5)  
o Other  (6) ________________________________________________ 

 
 
Q76 Gender 

o Male  (1)  
o Female  (2)  
o Other  (3)  

 
Q77 What is your age? 

o Under 19  (9)  
o 19 – 29  (1)  
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o 30 – 39  (2)  
o 40 – 49  (3)  
o 50 – 59  (4)  
o 60 – 69  (5)  
o 70 – 79  (6)  
o 80 – 89  (7)  
o 90 +  (8)  

 
Q78 What is your highest level of education? 

o Less than High school  (1)  
o High school  (2)  
o Some college  (3)  
o Bachelor degree  (4)  
o Post graduate degree  (5)  
o Other ___________  (6) ________________________________________________ 

 
Q79 What is your Annual Income – $AUS 

o Less than $40,000  (1)  
o $40,000 - $59,000  (2)  
o $60,000 - $79,000  (3)  
o $80,000 - $89,000  (4)  
o $90,000 - $99,000  (5)  
o $100,000 and above  (6)  

 
Q80 Do you have any final comments to make regarding Vanuatu beef? 
 
Q81 Do you have any final comments to make regarding this survey? 
 
Q82 Thank you for your willingness to participate in the survey 
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Appendix D: Interview questions 

 

D.1 Common market research questions 

 

1. What is the size and characteristics of current and potential market for high end beef in 
Vanuatu? �� 

2. What is the existing and potential competition for Vanuatu beef? 
3. What is required for the Vanuatu beef industry to develop a sustainable competitive 

advantage? 
4. Is there the potential to develop a significant market for high-end beef in Vanuatu? � 
5. Is this market likely to be viable and have the potential to improve the returns of the 

beef industry in Vanuatu? � 
6. What might be necessary to realise the potential of the market for high-end beef? 
7. What is the perspective on the market for high-end beef amongst producers, processors 

distributors and stakeholders? � 
8. What are the perceptions of Vanuatu beef amongst hotel and resort managers and 

chefs? � 
9. What is the perception of Vanuatu beef amongst tourist and cruise liner passengers prior 

to consumption? � 
10. What is the perception of Vanuatu beef amongst tourist and cruise liner passengers after 

consuming Vanuatu beef? � 
11. What is the current consumer experience of Vanuatu beef? � 
12. Is there a gap between the desired quality characteristics and current perceptions of 

Vanuatu beef by retailers, food service and consumers? � 
13. What are the size and characteristics of the potential market for high-end beef in 

Vanuatu? � 
14. What are the consumer requirements of the target market for high-end beef? � 
15. What are the delivery requirements? Distribution channels and supply. � 
16. What is the price sensitivity of consumer demand for high-end beef? � 
17. How do consumers value the credence attributes Vanuatu beef - naturally raised, 

organic, local product? How can these credence attributes contribute to adding value? � 
 

D.2 Retailer questions  

1. Who is your supplier of beef?  
2. Do you use imported beef, where does this come from? – if yes what proportion and 

source 
3. What are the issues regarding consistence of supply of Vanuatu beef? 
4. What are the issues regarding the quality of Vanuatu beef? 
5. Are there opportunities to increase demand/price of Vanuatu beef? 
6. How might this be achieved? 
7. Are there issues around knowledge use of Vanuatu beef? 
8. What do you see as the main issues that need to be addressed to achieve a higher 

consumer premium for Vanuatu beef? 
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9. Is your Vanuatu beef branded/identified?  
10. Who is/are the main suppliers of Vanuatu/imported beef? 
11. Do you source imported beef – why (quality, consistency supply and quality, customer 

preference? 
12. What proportion of beef sales are local vs imported? 
13. How important are your beef sales to your business? 
 

D.3 Restaurants. 

1. Average customer servings per day 
2. Restaurant table numbers 
3. Protein meals on menu – Beef, Lamb, Pork, Chicken, Vegetarian 
4. Approx. beef servings 
5. Is beef branded as Vanuatu beef on menu? 
6. Beef cuts used – steak, mince, roasts, other 
7. Price of menu items 
8. What is the relative price of beef to other menu items (copy of menu if possible)? 
9. Approx. price of purchase/kg  

 

D.4 Supermarkets. 

1. What cuts of beef do you sell? 
2. Who are your main customers for Vanuatu beef? (Local, tourists, other visitors) 
3. How much of your business is supplying resorts/restaurants/supermarket? 
4. Volume of sales 
5. Price of supply 

D.5 Butchers 

1. How much of your business is supplying resorts/restaurants/supermarket? 
2. Who is your source of beef? 
3. What type of cuts do you purchase (primal, retail ready) 
4. What is your most popular beef cut (highest sales) 
 

D.6 Processors 

1. What is your main supply of beef (large/medium/small)? 
2. What is your processing capacity? Daily  
3. How many stock do you process per year? 
4. What is the average carcass weight of stock (steers, heifers bulls, veal) 
5. What proportion of stock of stock processed are steers, heifers, bulls, veal? 
6. Who are your main customers for you beef? 
7. Does this vary by cuts? 
8. Approx. what is your carcass meat yield? 
9. How do you source you supplies? Stock buyer, approached by farmers, contract etc 
10. How do you pay farmers for stock? Published schedule? Live weight?   
11. Are farmers paid any premium for quality? 
12. What proportion of your product is exported? 
13. How is product exported – frozen, primal cuts? 
14. What are the main export markets? 
15. How significant is competition of beef imports? 
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D.7 Farmers 

1. How long have you been cattle farming? 
2. Tell me how you came to be a cattle farmer? 
3. Is this your only livelihood?  
4. If not, what else are you involved in? 
5. Approximately what percentage of your total income comes from your cattle? 
6. How big is your farm? 
7. How many paddocks is it divided into? 
8. Do you have improved pastures? 
9. If yes, how do you keep them in good order? 
10. If no, do you have any plans to improve them? How? 
11. How many head of breeding cows do you have? 
12. How many other cattle do you have altogether excluding the cows? 
13. This time next year, will you have fewer/the same/more head of cattle? Why? 
14. What is your cattle farming system?  
15. Do you ever buy/sell cattle from/to other farmers – explain? 
16. Do you find you need to destock for any particular time of the year? Tell me about 

this. 
17. Do you know what your calving percentage is? Clarify the definition of their calving 

percentage. 
18. If so, what has it been for the past 2 years? 
19. It seems that many cattle farmers in Vanuatu have a relatively low calving percentage 

compared to beef farmers in NZ (80+%). Why do you think this is? 
20. Do you have any significant health issues with your cattle? 
21. If so, what are the issue(s)? 
22. How do you deal with them? 
23. Can you get access to any veterinary help and drugs, if needed? 
24. Have you already diversified your farm? If so, what to? 
25. Would you consider diversifying into other activities on your farm? 
26. If so, what to? 
27. What options do you have for selling your livestock? 
28. Are the prices fairly stable? 
29. What influences the price you get? 
30. Do you have scales or are you able to estimate cattle weights quite accurately? 
31. How do you transport your cattle?  
32. What are your plans for the future of your cattle – nos, breeding, systems, pasture 

etc. 
33. When you want to find new knowledge or information about cattle farming what do 

you do? 
34. Given the declining cattle numbers here, what, in your opinion, do you see as some 

possible solutions that would halt the decline? 
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35. The following issues have been identified as being constraints to the growth of the 
cattle industry. As far as your farm is concerned, give these a rating according to how 
much each issue affects your farming where: 
1 = this issue is very important on my farm 
2 = this issue has some importance on my farm 
3 = this issue is of no importance on my farm 

 
 
Statements: 

1. Weed growth reduces the amount of pasture available for my cattle. 
2. Obtaining good quality bulls is difficult. 
3. Animal health problems affect my production. 
4. I easily obtain all the farm inputs on my farm (specify what ones). 
5. I cannot access finance to help make improvements on my farm. 
6. I would like to expand my farm but it isn’t easy to obtain access to more land. 
7. Transport to market/abattoirs is difficult from my farm. 
8. Cattle farming conflicts with other farming operations on my farm. 
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Appendix E: Annotated bibliography 

Date Title Authors Content Issues identified 
Undate
d 
(2015-
16) 

Vanuatu 
Agriculture 
Sector Policy 

  

The issues the Government 
recognises and the document to 
guide the direction of agricultural 
development 

(See p.16 of the policy for more detailed information) 
Absence of an appropriate policy for agriculture  
Difficulties for access to trade and marketing 
opportunities 
Diversification of food and cash crops 
High cost of shipping 
Lack of proper infrastructure 
Poor participation of government stakeholders 
Low level of input by private sector and civil society 
Limited access to financial institutions 
Ineffective coordination of farmer activities 
 Lack of competent authority for promoting 
commodities 
 Inability to engage Vanuatu’s youth in farming 
activities 
Prevalence of poor farming practices 
The gradual decline in number of farmers 
Lack of information for accessing credit 
Inability to expand business enterprise 
Land disputes 
Loss of prime agriculture land 

https://malffb.gov.vu/doc/Vanuatu_Agriculture_Sector_Policy.pdf 

Jul-18 Livestock 
Industry in 
Vanuatu 

Jimmy Tamkela Tomoyan A look at the cattle industry mainly 
based on the 2009 census and 2016 
mini-census   

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/app5.250  
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Jul-18 Tourism in 
Pacific island 
countries: A 
status quo 
round-up 

Joseph M. Cheer 
Stephen Pratt 
Denis Tolkach 
Semisi Tauoepeau 
Apisalome Movono 

A look at the effect of tourism in the 
Pacific with some up-to-date 
statistics which show the growing 
importance of the Chinese market 

  
  https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/app5.250  

May-16 An 
Institutional 
Analysis of 
the 
Smallholder 
Beef Supply 
Chain in the 
Malaita 
Province, 
Solomon 
Islands 

Dorothy Tavoa A masters' thesis on the beef 
industry in the Solomon Islands 
which has similar environmental, 
social and cultural conditions to 
Vanuatu 

Lack of capital and credit facilities 
Land tenure, social and cultural issues 
Animal husbandry and herd management 
Market and marketing infrastructure 
Transport and communication infrastructure 
Extension and training 
Governance, legal and policy issues 
Institutional framework - including high transactions 
costs for smallholders 
No physical market 

          
Dec-16 Vanuatu 

Agritourism  
Plan of Action 

      

https://pafpnet.spc.int/attachments/article/804/Vanuatu%20Agritourism%20Plan%20of%20Action.pdf  

Dec-15 Vanuatu Agri-
Tourism 
Linkages: A 
Baseline 
Study of Agri 
Demand from 
Port Vila’s 

IFC, World Bank Group This report estimates the demand 
for produce used by 
resorts/restaurants that can be 
grown locally 

Lack of modern infrastructure and farming tools and 
techniques including irrigation 
Inefficiencies of inter-island shipping, associated with 
high costs and post production food mishandling 
Inadequate access to high-quality training and sources 
of affordable capital 
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Hospitality 
Sector 

  https://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/vanuatu-agri-tourism-linkages.pdf  

Apr-14 Linking 
farmers to 
markets: 
Improving 
opportunities 
for locally 
produced 
food on 
domestic and 
tourist 
markets in 
Vanuatu: A 
value chain 
study for 
chicken and 
fresh fruits  

FAO With the aim of developing better 
domestic supply chains for import 
substitution to take place, the 
authors undertook a review of the 
technical and policy innovations 
required to increase the 
competitiveness of the   chicken and  
fruit ( melon, papaya and pineapple) 
domestic supply chains.  

  
  http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/user_upload/sap/docs/Linking%20farmers%20to%20markets%20in%20Vanuatu%202014.pdf  
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Mar-14 Vanuatu Beef 
Value Chain 
Analysis  

Cardno Emerging Market 
Report for MFAT 

Cardno analysed the beef value 
chain and produced a concept for 
the development of the beef 
industry 

The difficulties in transporting stock to the market and 
the high cost of the transport 
Lack of access to finance for on-farm investment 
The ending of projects (such as the pasture 
regeneration project) supporting cattle farmers 
A lack of improved breeding bulls; The high cost and 
poor availability of farm inputs 
Worsening weed infestations 
Competition from other farm income generating 
activities such as kava growing 
The downsizing of the extension service 
Lack of a Government policy for livestock 

          
2013 The 

Contribution 
of Beef 
Industry to  
Vanuatu's 
Growth and 
Development 

Michael	Naparau	Busai	 A Masters' thesis covering the 
history of the beef industry and its 
contribution to the Vanuatu 
economy - covers more of the 
supply chain than most articles 

Limited supply of cattle which is declining 
Political instability leading to subsequent breakdown of 
extension services 
The increasing slaughter of young heifers 
Export of live cattle 
Diversification to other lucrative crops such as kava 
Increased ownership of huge arable land by foreign 
investors 
Inconsistency in maintaining the required quantity of 
exports 

http://digilib.library.usp.ac.fj/gsdl/collect/usplibr1/index/assoc/HASH011d/c964c17e.dir/doc.pdf  

2009 Pacific Multi-
Country 
NMTPF 
Document 
2009 – 2012  

FAO	 A document covering the Pacific 
countries to provide direction for 
future FAO spending on 
development 

. 
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http://www.fao.org/3/a-an734e.pdf  

2007 Census of 
Agriculture 

National	Statistics	Office	 The latest major statistical collection 
of agricultural data    

https://vnso.gov.vu/index.php/document-library?view=download&fileId=3074  

2003 Export 
Performance 
in South 
Pacific 
Countries 
Comparativel
y Well 
Endowed with 
Natural 
Resources: 
Solomon 
Islands and 
Vanuatu, 
1960 to 1999  

Euan	Fleming		
Anita	Blowes	

An article comparing the exports of 
the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu 
over the last four decades of last 
century 

  

  https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/12937/1/wp030007.pdf  

1991 Vanuatu Beef 
Industry- 
which way 
now? 

Foy, T. 
Skea, F.  
Kamphorst, J. 

Not available 

  

1989 Agriculture of 
Vanuatu: A 
historical 
review 

Barry Weightman A thorough report on why 
agriculture in Vanuatu is the way it 
is looking at the historical 
development of each sector up until 
the mid-80s. Much is still relevant 
today. 
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1984 Pastures in 
Vanuatu 

David Mcfarlane 
Max Shelton 

A technical report by the 
Department of Agriculture at 
Queensland University on the cattle 
industry with wider 
recommendations on improving the 
industry 

Feeding inadequate quantity and quality of pasture 
Breeding – limited distribution of tropically adapted 
crossbred cattle and inbreeding 
Animal husbandry with a lack of separation of classes of 
stock, uncontrolled mating, inadequate bull/cow ratio, 
use of old bulls, lack of timely weaning and drenching of 
weaners, lack of proper culling procedures, and lack of 
drinking water 
Marketing issues such as poor access to markets and 
low prices for weaners, store cattle and export quality 
cattle. 

1985 The report of 
the 
Committee 
for the Sector 
Review of the 
Beef Industry 
(Vanuatu). 
Vol. 1. The 
executive 
report.  

Chabeuf Noël,  
Kingston J.,  
Felton M., 
 Dovo P.,  
Bazely P 

The principal elements of the 
proposed strategy are : The 
immediate stimulation of the 
existing plantation sector to 
undertake renovation and 
development. The continuing 
support of the smallholder sector by 
an efficient extension process, and - 
improved co-ordination of all 
industry sectors by improving the 
institutional framework. Report not 
available 

A lack of development and renovation in the existing 
plantation sector 
Better extension services are needed to support the 
smallholder sector 
The institutional framework needs improving 
Land related constraints need to be resolved 
Provision of sufficient resources to the relevant 
Government departments to enable greater support to 
the cattle sector 
The lack of a live cattle market 

http://agritrop.cirad.fr/371272/  

1982 Export 
Opportunities 
for the 
Vanuatu Beef 
Industry 

Bruce Hanson A report on the possibilities of beef 
exports commissioned by the 
Commonwealth Secretariat. The 
report is not available - information 
provided by the author 
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